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WELCOMING REMARKS
James E. Alatis
Dean, School of Languages and Linguistics
Georgetown University
Good evening, ladies and gentlemen. It gives me
great pleasure indeed to welcome you on behalf of
Georgetown University and its School of Languages and
Linguistics to the Georgetown University Round Table on
Languages and Linguistics 1986 (GURT '86).
First of all, I would like to thank this year's
conference chairman, Dr. Simon P.X. Battestini, who,
among other things, has identified some of the best
scholars in linguistics, semiotics and related
disciplines for this thirty-seventh annual Georgetown
University Round Table on Languages and Linguistics,
thus ensuring a most exciting and productive
conference. I would also like to thank his able
colleague, Dr. Rosalind I.J. Hackett, whose superb
organization of all the conference details has made the
preparation of this program a delight.
One of the prerogatives reserved to the Dean of the
School of Languages and Linguistics is the honor of
thanking our speakers for having responded so
magnificently to the call for papers and for having
agreed to come, many from very long distances, to share
the results of their research with us. You do us at
Georgetown University a great honor, and you do a great
service to our colleagues who are attending the Round
Table. Thank you for coming.
I am pleased that the pre-conference sessions were so
well attended because it marks a continuation of the
joint efforts of Georgetown University and of the
Interagency Round Table, a sign of further cooperation
between government and the academic community. I
especially want to extend to my colleagues of the
Interagency Round Table of the United States Government
a most hearty welcome and to assure them of my
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intention to continue the tradition of acting as their
host at future GURTs.
I am also pleased to note that the special interest
sessions were superbly organized and engaged in many
informative and stimulating discussions concerning
various aspects of language study. As many of you, I
was fortunate in being able to attend some of the preconference sessions earlier today. One cannot help but
remark that these sessions presented almost as wide and
as interesting a range of topics as the conference
itself. This is a tribute to the energy and enthusiasm
of the conference chair, Dr. Battestini, and our good
colleagues who dedicated so much time and effort to the
pre-sessions.
Ever since 1950, scholars in linguistics and related
disciplines have assembled on this campus for the
Georgetown University Round Table on Languages and
Linguistics. This year's meeting, however, is
specially significant because of the international
dimension of this year's Round Table. As you all know,
distinguished scholars from various parts of the world,
including participants from France as well as Africa
and many Africanist speakers and panelists are here to
share deliberations with us.
The international focus of this year's meeting is
also manifested by the presence here tonight of His
Excellency Falilou Kane, Ambassador of Senegal, His
Excellency Guy Landry Hazoume, Ambassador of the
People's Republic of Benin, Monsieur Laurent Agossou,
First Secretary of the Embassy of the People's Republic
of Benin, Monsieur Benchaa Dani, Cultural Attache of
the Embassy of Algeria, Monsieur Norbert Blanc,
Cultural Attache of the French Embassy, Monsieur Jean
Harzic, Delegate for the Alliances Francaises of the
United States, Monsieur Guiaouri Assoumane, First
Counselor of the Embassy of the Republic of Niger,
Monsieur Mamadou, Counselor of the Embassy of the
Republic of Cote d'lvoire, Monsieur Eli Komla Djelou,
Counselor of the Embassy of the Republic of Togo and
Professor Modilim Achufusi, Education Attache of the
Embassy of Nigeria. I would like to extend to each and
all of you a most hearty welcome.
Your presence here is indeed evidence of Georgetown
University's efforts to increase the American public's
awareness of the dazzling diversity of cultural
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expression both around the world and within our own
national borders. The time has come when we can no
longer ignore the importance of successful crosscultural communication to general prosperity and,
indeed, to world peace.
Language is a key to cultural understanding, and
thanks to the many discoveries made by scholars in
their studies of language and linguistics, we can help
create the mutual understanding necessary for people to
function constructively and beneficially in a multicultural, globally interdependent world.
I know that you look forward, as I do, to hearing the
distinguished speakers who will address the conference
on many vital aspects of this year's theme:
"Developments in Linguistics and Semiotics, in Language
Teaching and Learning, and in Communication Across
Cultures."
Before concluding, however, I would like to thank the
following institutions for providing travel funding for
some of the speakers: the Alliance Francaise, the
Finnish Government, the French Government, and the Ford
Foundation.
Thank you, ladies and gentlemen, and welcome once
again. Now I would like to turn the microphone over to
the conference chair, Dr. Battestini.

PREFACE
The Georgetown University Round Table on Languages
and Linguistics 1986, the thirty-seventh in the series,
highlights new developments as such. Instead of
focusing on one aspect of our teaching or research it
attempts to inform about recent findings, to describe
their applications, and to discuss the problems which
they involve pro and con. Each contribution, therefore, informs, updates knowledge, perhaps even
challenges stereotypes in teaching and research in
America, Europe, and Africa.
The power of language is fascinating. There are some
who would not hesitate to see language as the only
means to understand what human beings may truly be.
Yet, experts are divided into linguists and language
teachers and subcategorized, as far as linguists are
concerned, into schools, branches, and trends.
Language teachers may be grammarians, literary critics,
or culturalists. The divisions are multiplied by the
languages taught, by the methodologies and the
technologies employed, and by preferred fields of
research.
To narrow the field of topics for this gathering, in
spite of the actual plurality of domains and of
competencies of teachers and researchers in language
and linguistics to a single theme, a single trend, a
single school of thought, or a single discipline, was
one option. To limit the scope of this conference
might have entailed repetitions of the same
perspectives, of similar concepts or findings. To
extend the scope to the totality of perspectives
focusing on language might have offered too little to
each specialist. Instead, the contents of the actual
conference attempts to reflect in a reasonable way most
of the diversity of the field. This compromise,
therefore, suggested that I ask each contributor to
satisfy two objectives: to communicate information to
nonspecialists and yet to cover most of the
developments in the particular domain. In this way it
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is hoped that the superficiality which could have
resulted from an excessively wide spectrum of topics,
would be prevented by the density of information
supplied by each contribution. Thus, the totality of
the material should appeal to a broad range of readers,
from the highly specialized linguist to the more
versatile language teacher.
From my perspective, there are three other traits
that also characterize the 1986 Georgetown University
Round Table , namely, (1) an effective intercultural
dimension, (2) the rapid changes in the developing
methodology of semiotics, and (3) an emphasis on the
latest and most promising developments in the study and
the teaching of language.
It may be of some interest to notice that this
Georgetown University Round Table has been opened to
contributors from four continents and nearly twenty
countries. The French component is far from
negligible. Indeed, the French government is the only
government to have a national and international
language policy. Readers will have the opportunity to
be informed about research in linguistics and various
applications, about teaching French as a second or
foreign language, and about computer methodology in
France and in the Francophone countries.
Africa is in large part French-speaking. Today, this
continent is in urgent need of linguists and language
specialists conversant with its many languages and with
its own linguistic situations. Thus, it may be time to
launch an intellectual dialogue with African scholars
and Africanists whose contributions to this edition
call for a more pragmatic approach to language. For
their continent, research in linguistics and in
language teaching often forms a backdrop for major
political decisions and even leads to political
consequences.
There may be another interest in this juxtaposition
of our usual frames of reference to others: it may
deepen a certain sense of responsibility for us or help
us to examine critically what may be our established
self-satisfactory feelings of efficiency, and even
modify--if not multiply--our commonly-accepted world
views.
The changing of perspectives is a modus operandi of
semiotics which is, perhaps, too often identified with
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fashionable literary criticism, structuralism, or with
its most recent applications to cultural studies. For
when any type of relationship is established between
any form of expression and a corresponding form of
content in a context, as commonly occurs everyday, this
is perceived as a new sign. Such semiotic discourse
claims to be anti-totalitarian, inter-disciplinary,
cross-cultural, and anti-dogmatic.
The 'semiotic revolution1, while it concerns the
totality of human experience, belief, and knowledge,
legitimates established world views on one condition:
it requires that they have been critically and freely
instituted and that they do not lead to the perception
of others as being inferior or superior. Language
teachers do know that the acceptance of differences is,
along with the necessary sense of their
complementarity, an essential component of their
profession.
I am glad that semioticists who accepted our
invitation to participate in the 1986 Georgetown
University Round Table, allow us as participants to
benefit from their discussion of the latest
developments in their field. For the success of the
novel The Name of the Rose by Umberto Eco popularizes a
major aspect of semiotics, namely, the emphasis on a
non-stop search for meaning. Semiotics has made the
sign, both for itself and for all sciences, what the
cell was for the natural sciences. Thus linguists and
language teachers may be seen as professionals mostly
concerned with signs and their articulations.
Most contributions offer more than unpublished
current research, they show trends as they are
perceived in their respective fields. In this
gathering there are representatives of three major
discernible developments in linguistics, namely,
writing theory, discourse analysis, and dialogue
studies. Long dominated by taxonomy and the
description of the forms of expressions, some linguists
are now interested in such long neglected aspects of
language as speech itself and its variables, writing
systems, creativity, forms of content, and the totality
of the communicative act.
Linguists and language teachers often see language
only as a reduced object for teaching or research
rather than, in total contrast, as a medium which
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embraces the entire process of communication. These
are the two extremes; but in our professional
activities we tend to see language only as critical
discourse, literary texts, whether sung or spoken,
electronically recorded or filmed, as an artificial
code, as a tool for diplomacy, or as a sacred text.
Specialization should not engender exclusivity but
instead a sense of complementarity.
As the Chair of the thirty-seventh Georgetown
University Round Table on Languages and Linguistics, I
have been able to draw on the support and expertise of
those for whom the conference is a household name.
While there are, of course, many people to thank, a few
deserve special mention. Dean James Alatis has been
associated with the Georgetown University Round Table
for more than half of its thirty-six year existence,
and he continues to be a source of inspiration and
valuable guidance. Jackie Tanner, the Director of
Language Learning Technology in the School of Languages
and Linguistics, has provided an abundance of technical
support. Richard Cronin, Assistant Dean of the School,
had an answer for every question and a solution for
every problem concerning the Round Table; but when it
came to computer dilemmas, John Staczek, Assistant
Dean, was our special advisor.
I should also like to thank my colleagues, especially
those of my department, and past chairs of GURT, who
have provided strategic advice and moral support. The
enthusiasm of the organisers of the panels is to be
commended. Special thanks go also to the administrative staff of the Dean's Office for their unfailing
logistic support and to the student volunteers who have
given up their spring break to make sure that this
conference runs smoothly. Last, but not least, I must
mention my assistant in GURT '86. Everyone who has
been in touch with us during these past five months
knows how much we owe to Rosalind Hackett for her
exceptional organizing skills.

Simon P.X. Battestini

LINGUISTICS AND SEMIOTICS
Thomas A. Sebeok
Indiana University
The mutual relationship between semiotics and
linguistics is to be conceived of as either coordinate
or hierarchical. If the relationship is hierarchical,
there are two possibilities: either linguistics is
superordinate, i.e. it subsumes semiotics; or semiotics
is superordinate, i.e. it subsumes linguistics. Each
of these three conjunctions has been variously put
forward, but only the third has enjoyed sustained
support. The first two can thus be disposed of
briefly.
The view that semiotics and linguistics are coequal
is maintained on utilitarian rather than abstract
grounds. As Metz (1974:60), for instance, has
expostulated,
In theory, linguistics is only a branch of semiotics,
but in fact semiotics was created from linguistics...
For the most part semiotics remains to be done,
whereas linguistics is already well advanced.
Nevertheless there is a slight reversal. The
post-Saussurians... have taken the semiotics he
foresaw and are squarely making it into a
translinguistic discipline. And this is very good,
for the older brother must help the younger, and not
the other way around.
Unfortunately, Metz's argument is riddled with fallacies, the most serious among them being the historical
one: semiotics was not at all created from
linguistics, but, most likely, out of medicine (Sebeok
1985:181), and also has far deeper roots in the annals
of mankind. Sometimes, however, the fraternal metaphor
enjoys administrative sanction; thus Rice University,
in 1982, has created a Department of Linguistics and
Semiotics (Copeland 1984:x).
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Roland Barthes may have been unique in his advocacy
of the radical stand that semiology (alias semiotics)
is but
a part of linguistics: to be precise, it is that part
covering the great signifying unities of discourse.
By this inversion [of Saussure's celebrated dictum,
more of which below], we may expect to bring to light
the unity of the research at present being done in
anthropology, sociology, psychoanalysis and
stylistics round the concept of signification
(1967:11).
Of this passage, one of Barthes1 memorialists remarked:
Even if language were the only evidence semiologists
had, this would not make semiology part of
linguistics any more than the historians' reliance on
written documents makes history a part of linguistics. But semiologists cannot rely on language
alone; they cannot assume that everything named is
significant and everything unnamed insignificant
(Culler 1983:73-74).
Prieto's opinion (1975:133), that '[mjalgre l'attrait
que peut exercer ce point de vue [i.e. Barthes 1 ], je
considere qu'il est insoutenable,' is shared by most
semioticians and others.
The subject matter of semiotics is often said to be
'the communication of any messages whatever1 (Jakobson
1974:32) or 'the exchange of any messages whatever and
of the system of signs which underlie them1 (Sebeok
1985a:1). Its concerns include considerations of how
messages are, successively, generated, encoded,
transmitted, decoded, and interpreted, and how this
entire transaction ('semiosis') is worked upon by the
context. Further questions revolve around problems of
coding, phylogenesis and history, ontogenesis, loss of
semiosic capacity ('asemasia'; cf. Sebeok 1979:71), and
the like. A message is equivalent to a string of
signs. Signs, defined by whatever rhetorical sleight
of tongue--and, as Nietzsche observed, only what
doesn't have a history can be defined, and surely
semiotics has a very long history--are classifiable
according to many (often partially overlapping)
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criteria; common oppositions may comprehend subjective
signs, or symptoms, vs. objective signs (Sebeok 1984b;
von Uexkiill, in press); 'wanted' signs, or signals, vs.
'unwanted' signs, or noise (Sebeok 1984a); signs vs.
symbols (Maritain 1943, Cassirer 1944:31, Alston
1967b); icons vs. indexes, and both against symbols
(involving one of many Peircean trichotomies; cf.
2.274-307); and so forth. The distinction which is
most immediately pertinent here, however, is the one
between non-verbal signs (the unmarked category) vs.
verbal signs (the marked category). This
differentiation--which places semiotics in a
superordinate position over both linguistics and the
putative discipline, with, as yet, no universally
agreed upon global designation, which studies nonverbal
signs--enjoys a most respectable tradition among both
philosophers and linguists.
The early development of the notion 'verbal sign1 out
of its Stoic beginnings has been expertly tracked by
Telegdi (1976:267-305), but for the continuation of the
story since the seventeenth century we must begin anew
with Locke. In the two-page concluding chapter of his
Essay (1690:720-21), where he dealt with the division
of the sciences, Locke abruptly introduced the term
semiotics (with a minor variation in spelling), briefly
defining it as 'the Doctrine of Signs', and explaining
that its business 'is to consider the Nature of Signs,
the Mind makes use of for the understanding of Things,
or conveying its Knowledge to others.' A bit further
in the same paragraph, Locke goes on to observe:
to communicate our Thoughts to one another, as well
as record them for our own use, Signs of our Ideas
are also necessary. Those which men have found
most convenient, and therefore generally make use
of, are articulate Sounds. The Consideration then
of Ideas and Words, as the great Instruments of
Knowledge, makes no despicable part of their
Contemplation, who would take a view of humane
Knowledge in the whole Extent of it.
Locke's epistemological classification here is based,
as Armstrong (1965:380) rightly points out, 'upon the
special theory of relations between thing, idea, and
word.' And, as Deely (1985:309-10) says, these key
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terms, 'words and ideas,1 are here used by Locke
synecdochically, i.e. by the former Locke means verbal
signs, in the ordinary sense of any and all units of
language, whereas he equates the latter with objects
(1690:47). At any rate, in these short passages, Locke
does establish two points: first, that 'words' or the
verbal, constitute but one class of signs, but that,
second, for men, this class is a privileged one.
The Alsatian philosopher Lambert, who was strongly
influenced by Locke, published his workmanlike Semiotik
some three-quarters of a century later, devoting the
first of its ten chapters to types of signs other than
verbal, while the rest of his monograph dealt with
language ('... die Untersuchung der Nothwedigkeit der
symbolischen Erkenntnis iiberhaupt, und der Sprache
besonders,1 1764:8). By this proportion, he implied
his concurrence with Locke.
The importance Peirce attached to his doctrine of
signs is vividly illustrated by a famous quotation from
a letter he wrote to Lady Welby, on December 23, 1908:
Know that from the day when at the age of 12 or 13
I took up, in my elder brother's room a copy of
Whately's Logic, and asked him what Logic was, and
getting some simple answer, flung myself on the
floor and buried myself in it, it has never been in
my power to study anything,--mathematics, ethics,
metaphysics, gravitation, thermodynamics, optics,
chemistry, comparative anatomy, psychology,
phonetics, economic, the history of science, whist,
men and women, wine, metrology, except as a study
of semeiotic... (Hardwick 1977:85-86).
We can confidently take 'phonetics' in this catalogue
as a pars pro toto for what Peirce elsewhere (1.271)
certified as 'the vast and splendidly developed science
of linguistics'.
Among philosophers, Morris (1946:220-23, 1964:60-62)
appears to have been the most circumspect about the
links between semiotics and linguistics. The suggestion he made in 1946 (p. 221), and that I well remembered from seminars of his that I had attended six
years before that, was that semiotics was to provide
'the metalanguage for linguistics', and thus that the
terminology of linguistics would be defined in semiotic
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terms. 'The carrying out of this program consistently
and in detail would mean the emergence of a semiotically grounded science of linguistics.1 Oddly enough,
Morris's wish came true, in a way, four years after his
death, when Shapiro made an earnest 'attempt to found a
Peircean linguistics... along lines suggested by
Peirce's semeiotic in the context of his entire philosophy' (1983:ix). This shot seems, however, to have
misfired, for it was either ignored by workers in the
mainstream of linguistics or condemned by other experts
on Peirce; for instance, one of these wrote:
Die Gefahr besteht, dass dieses Buch [i.e. Shapiro's]
als Vorwand dafiir dienen konnte, dass andere
Linguisten ihre Ausfuhrungen ebenfalls mit
semiotischen Begriffen dekorieren und ihre
Publikationen dann als semiotische Analysen ausgeben.
Eine Grundlagenwissenschaft wie die Semiotik darf
nicht zum Dekor degradiert werden (Walther 1984:117).
And another, Garver (1986:74), judged Shapiro's version
of semiotics 'unsound, even from a Peircean point of
view.' (Actually, Shapiro's approach was anticipated
by several other linguists, notably including Uriel
Weinreich and Raimo Anttila, but these treatments of
linguistic data within a strongly semiotic framework,
as Rauch (1978:329) reminds us with characteristic
understatement, 'have not provoked a revolution in
linguistic method1 either.)
Linguistics, Carnap (1942:13) specified, 'is the
descriptive, empirical part of semiotic (of spoken or
written languages...).' Morris expanded on Carnap's
proposition by introducing the very general notion of a
lansign-system, applicable not only to spoken and
written languages but also to mathematics and symbolic
logic, 'and perhaps to the arts' (Morris 1964:60),
noting that it is commonly admitted (he mentions,
however, only Hjelmslev, L. Bloomfield, and Greenberg)
'[t]hat linguistics is part of semiotic' (1942:62).
His proposal to replace the word 'language' with
'lansign-system' (1946:36), and associated
terminological innovations, proved stillborn; but he
was right in observing that most linguists who have
given the matter any thought at all did view their
discipline as a part of semiotics. Among linguists of
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this persuasion, Saussure is customarily discussed
first.
Saussure, who used the word semiology rather than
semiotics--and sometimes the more apt, yet never
espoused, French synonym signologie--seems to have
devoted very little time in his lectures to thus
situating linguistics. A compact, but revered and
influential, passage reads as follows:
A language...is a social institution. But it is in
various respects distinct from political, juridical
and other institutions. Its special nature emerges
when we bring into consideration a different order of
facts... A language is a system of signs expressing
ideas [cf. Locke!], and hence comparable to writing,
the deaf-and-dumb alphabet, symbolic rites, forms of
politeness, military signals, and so on. It is
simply the most important of such systems... It is
therefore possible to conceive of a science which
studies the role of signs as part of social life. It
would form part of social psychology, and hence of
general psychology. We shall call it semiology (from
the Greek semeion, 'sign')- It would investigate the
nature of signs and the laws governing them. Since it
does not yet exist, one cannot say for certain that
it will exist. But it has the right to exist, a
place ready for it in advance. Linguistics is only
one branch of this general science. The laws which
semiology will discover will be the laws applicable
in linguistics, and linguistics will thus be assigned
to a clearly defined place in the field of human
knowledge (Saussure 1983:15-16).
Several essays were subsequently fashioned to carry out
the implications of Saussure's program, the first among
them being the thoughtful--and too long neglected-attempt of Buyssens, who took it as given that '[s]eul
le point de vue semiologique permet de determiner
scientifiquement l'objet de la linguistique1 (1943:31).
To the principle articulated here, according to which
linguistic problems are 'first and foremost semiological,1 and the 'need will be felt to consider them as
semiological phenomena and to explain them in terms of
the laws of semiology' (Saussure 1983:16-17), another
has to be juxtaposed, namely, that linguistics, in
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Saussure's view, was to serve as the model ('le patron
general') for semiology (or semiotics). (This formula,
by the way, turned out to have been thoroughly mistaken, and fatally misleading for research endeavors,
for instance, in such adjacent areas as 'kinesics'.)
Sapir (1929:211) also viewed linguistic facts as
'specialized forms of symbolic behavior1 and he
mentioned among
the primary communicative processes of society...language; gesture in its widest sense; the imitation of
overt behavior; and a large and ill-defined group of
implicit processes which grow out of overt behavior
and which may be rather vaguely referred to as
"social suggestion."
He then added that '[ljanguage is the communicative
process par excellence in every known society' (Sapir
1931:78-79). He did not, however, as far as I know,
use any term of the 'semiotics' family.
Gardiner (1932:85) remarks about the 'student of
linguistic theory' that he
treats utterances solely as instruments of communication, as significant signs. His interest is,
in fact, what has been variously called semasiology, signifies, or semantics. It is a wide field,
and when rightly understood, embraces the entire
domain of both grammar and lexicography. (Cf.
Sebeok 1985a:47-58 as to the terminological
confusion inherent in the foregoing).
Here should be mentioned, as well, Bloomfield's
dictum (1939:55), that 'Linguistics is the chief
contributor to semiotic'; and Weinreich's (1968:164),
that 'specialized research into natural human [sic]
language--the semiotic phenomenon par excellence-constitutes linguistics...' To round out such aphoristic dicta, one might finally cite Greimas and Courtes1
(1982:177) interpretation of what linguistics is:
this, they claim, 'may be defined as a scientific study
of language as semiotic system...' (See further Mounin
1970.)
The contributions of two major figures of twentieth
century linguistics need to be singled out:
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Hjelmslev's--who was thoroughly influenced by Saussure
--and Jakobson's--who was equally permeated by Saussure
but far more persuaded by Peirce. Of Hjelmslev,
Trabant (1981b:169nlO) observed:
Zusammen mit Saussures vorbereitenden Bemerkungen
zu einer allgemeinen Wissenschaft von den Zeichen
stellt die Glossematik den eigentlich europaischen
Beitrag zur allgemeinen Semiotik dar, der auch
gleichzeitig der Betrag der Sprachwissenschaft zur
Semiotik ist.
Greimas and Courtes (1982:288), ignoring history
altogether, proclaimed that Hjelmslev 'was the first to
propose a coherent semiotic theory,' a reckless exaggeration by which they seem to mean merely that he
considers semiotics 'to be a hierarchy...endowed with a
double mode of existence, paradigmatic and syntagmatic...and provided with at least two articulation
planes—expression and content...1 Natural semiotic
systems then, in Hjelmslev's conception, comprehend
natural languages. As Eco (1984:14) says, Hjelmslev's
definition can indeed be taken 'as a more rigorous
development of the Saussurean concept,' but it is also
the case that his program for semiotics 'so confidently
advertised has never been carried out successfully in
any domain of science...'(Sebeok 1985b:13). Even
Trabant (1981:149) concedes that 'Hjelmslev hat selber
die theoretisch radikale Konzeption seiner Theorie
nicht konsequent durchgehalten,' even while he tries to
show Hjelmslev1s originality in the development of
modern linguistics in his only partially successful
feat of having commingled it with general semiotics.
Turning now to Jakobson, whose input into the doctrine of signs was every bit as pervasive as Hjelmslev' s yet remains less readily identifiable (it is
presented cogently and comprehensively in Eco 1977),
the point most pertinent to the matter under discussion
here is that, while Jakobson (1974:32) concurred with
other linguists that 'of these two sciences of man, 1 to
wit, semiotics and linguistics, 'the latter has a
narrower scope,' being confined to the communication of
verbal messages, 'yet, on the other hand, any human
communication of non-verbal messages presupposes a
circuit of verbal messages, without a reverse implica-
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tion,' he unfurled a more all-embracing multilayered
hierarchy of the 'communication disciplines.1 (In
doing so, he was actually refining a scheme originally
put forward by Levi-Strauss; cf. 1958:95.) According
to this wider conception, in any (human) society communication operates on three levels:
exchange of messages, exchange of utilities (namely
goods and services), and exchange of women (or,
perhaps, in a more generalizing formulation,
exchange of mates). Therefore, linguistics
(jointly with the other semiotic disciplines),
economics, and finally kinship and marriage studies
'approach the same kinds of problems on different
strategic levels and really pertain to the same
field1... All these levels of communication assign
a fundamental role to language.
In my view, what vitiates this design is that it is
not catholic enough by far; in particular, it fails to
take into account the several fundamental divisions of
biosemiotics or biocommunication (Tembrock 1971), such
as: endosemiotics (von Uexkiill 1980:291), zoosemiotics
(Sebeok 1963), phytosemiotics (Krampen 1982), and so
forth, in none of which does language--an exclusively
genus-specific propensity of Homo--play any role
whatsoever. In short, while elegantly disposing of the
chief departments in the 'semiotics of culture,' this
scheme fails to account for those of the much broader
domains in the 'semiotics of nature1 within which all
of the foregoing rest embedded. If semiotics is indeed
to remain 'the science of communicative sign systems',
its immense responsibility for synthesizing linguistics
with 'research on animal behavior, particularly
signaling systems, and much more 1 (Lekomcev 1977:39),
is forfeited.
By and large, generative grammarians have paid no
heed to semiotics, although Chomsky (1980:253) himself
alludes to a 'science of semiology' in the framework of
which, he says, it 'is tempting to draw an analogy...to
rules of grammar, which relate various levels of
linguistic representation.1 Such a science, he adds,
'may not lie very far beyond the horizons of current
inquiry,' noting 'some attempts at a general synthesis.' The compatibility of Chomsky's theory with
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semiotic views of symbolic function remains to be
explored, but will probably find its explanation when
both can be integrated into the fabric of a more
comprehensive cognitive science.
At the end of the fourth paragraph of this article, I
alluded to the fact that, while the study of verbal
signs is everywhere called linguistics, the correlative
province of nonverbal signs--the unmarked member of the
pair--lacks a commonly accepted denomination. Since I
have discussed the whys and wherefores of this state of
affairs before (see Sebeok 1985:158-62), let me merely
cross-refer interested readers to that survey, with the
assurance that none of the facts have changed.
In passing, allusion needs to be made to Jakob von
Uexkiill's consideration (1982:4-6) of the relationship
between the sign-processes of nature and of language.
The distinction between code and message, or, more
narrowly, between langue and parole, corresponds to von
Uexkiill's distinction between 'active plan1 and
'concrete living existence1. Of the plan, he wrote:
'Our mind possesses an inner plan that reveals itself
only in the moment when it starts to be active.
Therefore we must observe the mind during the time in
which it receives and works out impressions according
to its activity1; or: 'the form is never anything else
but the product of a plan imprinted on the indifferent
materia that could have taken another form as well.'
(It should be kept in mind that this great innovator in
theoretical biology has never heard of his elder
contemporaries, Peirce and Saussure!)
A sweeping study of signs and systems of signs,
whether verbal or nonverbal, demands both synchronic
approaches (structural as well as functional) and an
application of diachronic perspectives (developmental,
or ontogenetic, and evolutionary, or phylogenetic) (cf.
Sebeok 1979:27-34, 57-60; and 1985a:26-45). The following concluding remarks are intended to round out
arguments previously introduced by reflecting on their
historical dimensions.
As to the ontogeny of semiosis in our species, it is
perfectly clear that manifold nonverbal sign systems
are 'wired into1 the behavior of every normal neonate;
this initial semiosic endowment enables children to
survive and to both acquire and compose a working
knowledge of their world (Umwelt) before they acquire
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verbal signs (in general, see, for example, Bulowa 1979
and Bruner 1983). The point to keep in mind is that
nonverbal sign systems by no means atrophy (though they
may, of course, become impaired; cf. Sebeok 1979:69-73)
in the course of reaching adulthood and old age. In
other words, the two repertoires--the chronologically
prior and the much, much younger--become and remain
profoundly interwoven, to both complement and supplement one another throughout each human individual's
life. This reliance on two independent but subtly
intertwined semiotic modes--sometimes dubbed zoosemiotic and anthroposemiotic--is what is distinctively
hominid, rather than the mere language propensity
characteristic of our species.
When it comes to questions of phylogeny, I have
previously contended (Sebeok 1985c and 1985d) that the
emergence of life on earth, some 3.5 billions of years
ago, was tantamount to the advent of semiosis. The
life science and the sign science thus mutually imply
one another. I also argued that the derivation of
language out of any animal communication system is an
exercise in total futility, because language did not
evolve to subserve man's communicative exigencies. It
evolved, to the contrary, as an exceedingly sophisticated modeling device (in the sense of J. von
Uexkiill's Umweltlehre, as presented, for example, in
1982; cf. Lotman 1977), surely present—that is,
language-as-a-modeling-system, not speech-as-acommunicative-tool--in Homo habilis. This ancestral
member of our genus appeared, rather abruptly, only
about two million years ago. Language, which was an
evolutionary adaptation in the genus, became 'exapted'
(Gould and Vrba 1982) in the species Homo sapiens a
mere 300,000 years ago in the form of speech. It took
that long for the encoding abilities of Homo sapiens to
become fine-tuned with our species' corresponding
decoding abilities. Note that, as in human ontogeny,
verbal semiosis has by no means replaced the far
hoarier diversiform nonverbal manifestations, for
reasons that were spelled out and elucidated by Bateson
(1968:614):
[the] decay of organs and skills under evolutionary
replacement is a necessary and inevitable systemic
phenomenon. If, therefore, verbal language were in
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any sense an evolutionary replacement of communication by [non-verbal] means...we would expect
the old...systems to have undergone conspicuous
decay. Clearly they have not. Rather, the
[non-verbal sign uses] of men have become richer
and more complex, and [non-verbal communication]
has blossomed side by side with the evolution of
verbal language.
In sum, a preponderance of expert opinion persuades
that linguistics is a structurally rather than functionally autonomous branch of semiotics, the rest of
which encompasses a wide variety of nonverbal systems
of signification and communication which, in humans,
flourish side by side with the former, related in
reciprocity. In the longitudinal time section, whether
in the life of organisms or the lives of men and women,
nonverbal semiosis has substantial primacy. Studies of
precisely how verbal and nonverbal signs intermingle
with and modify each other in our multiform speech
communities must be further considered conjointly by
linguists and other semioticians.
All living beings interact by means of nonverbal
message exchanges. Normal adult human beings interact
by both nonverbal and verbal message exchanges. Although the latter, namely, language, is a semiautonomous structure, it does lie embedded in a labyrinthine matrix of other varieties of semiotic patterns
used among us and variously inherited from our animal
ancestry. 'Since,1 as Jakobson (1974:39) emphasized,
'verbal messages analyzed by linguists are linked with
communication of nonverbal messages,1 and since, as
Benveniste (1971:14) insisted, 'language is also human;
it is the point of interaction between the mental and
cultural life in man,' efficacious language teaching
should be regarded as endeavor in what Morris
(1946:353-54) has called 'applied semiotic [which]
utilizes knowledge about signs for the accomplishment
of various purposes.' The question that I would like
to repeat here (from Sebeok 1985a:179, but first raised
in 1975) is this:
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if, as is the case, we lavish incalculable amounts of
energy, time, and money to instill in chidren and
adults a range of foreign language competencies, why
are the indissolubly parallel foreign gesticulatory
skills all but universally neglected, especially
considering that even linguists are fully aware that
what has been called the total communication package,
1
best likened to a coaxial cable carrying many
messages at the same time...,1 is hardly an exaggerated simile?
When I first asked this question, over a decade ago,
very sparse materials existed for training in foreign
gesticulatory skills; those that did, were restricted
to French and Spanish (Iberian, Colombian). Today, the
situation has ameliorated, but not by much. 'The
Impact of Nonverbal Behavior on Foreign Language
Teaching1 was reviewed by Ward and von Raffler-Engel
(1980:287-304), but this described the results of a
very modest experiment. Beginning in the late 1970s,
our Research Center for Language and Semiotic Studies
began to give this manifest lack of material some
preliminary attention (the project was described in
Johnson 1979 and in Wintsch 1979). Johnson also
completed a handbook on nonverbal communication for
teachers of Japanese, which was accompanied by a widely
used half-hour film, in which native Japanese perform
specific gestures as well as situational interactions.
(In this connection, see also Tsuda 1984). Johnson
likewise prepared a corresponding handbook for teachers
of Gulf Arabic. Harrison (1985) published a parallel
handbook comparing Brazilian and North American social
behavior, while Rector and Trinta (1985) produced an
illustrated manual on nonverbal communication, i.e.,
gesturing, also in Brazil. All this, however, can only
be deemed a mere beginning in what needs to be
accomplished worldwide, and especially in the
production of indispensable visual aids.
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WHAT HAS DISCOURSE LINGUISTICS DONE TO STYLISTICS?
Nils Erik Enkvist
Abo Academy, Finland
1. The sequence of events which now culminates in my
facing you at the opening of GURT 1986 began in a
seminar room some forty years ago. My professors and
tutors in English--to me a foreign language--had a way
of telling me, 'Some of the points you are struggling
to make in your essay are not all that bad, and your
English is reasonably correct, but your style is
absolutely awful.' When I had heard such remarks over
and over again I began wondering, as a first step
towards improving myself, what style actually was. But
when I took courage to ask, 'What then i£ style?', my
elders and betters used to hem and haw for a while and
then say things like 'A style, surely, is a way of
saying something.' Unfortunately, such statements gave
me no real clues as to what ways of saying something
were good and what ways were bad. (To complicate
matters I had heard some of the same professors insist
in classes on New Criticism that there was only one way
of saying anything: change the expression, and the
content also changes.) General rhetorical advice of
the type of 'be logical and witty and to the point' was
equally unhelpful. Like most people, I suppose, I had
always thought I was logical and witty and to the
point. Friends too used to volunteer suggestions such
as 'Why don't you write the way you speak?' It was nice
to hear compliments about one's spoken English. But
even forty years ago, I knew that equating writing with
impromptu speech was a fallacy.
Gradually, by slow osmosis as it were, the conviction
that, even in English, some writers did indeed put
matters more precisely, suggestively, elegantly, and
enjoyably than others began seeping into my developing
Sprach und Stilgefiihl. Two of the academics whose
expressions I revelled in were John Livingston Lowes
and C.S. Lewis. After a few more years of intensive
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reading, I found myself saying to my own students,
'Some of the points you make are all right but your
style is absolutely awful.1 Next, as you would expect,
some of the students took courage to ask, 'What then is±
style?1 You can guess how the story goes on.
Through these recursive and on the whole painful
happenings, I nevertheless learned to ask some important questions. Giving one's students a sense of
stylistic variety and a certain minimum of skills in
the active handling of stylistic variants should
clearly be one of the central goals in all advanced
foreign language teaching. And in the education and
training of language teachers and of scholars we should
pay attention to style both in speech and in academic
writing. Obviously, students with a certain aptitude
and motivation can absorb a sense of style, and hence
learn tolerable stylistic manners, through long,
intensive exposure to a wide range of spoken and
written discourse. But what precisely is the mechanism
involved in this acquisition of stylistic skills,
receptive as well as productive? Are there shortcuts
to such long exposure? Is style teachable? These were
questions that prompted me to go into the library and
start collecting definitions of style and study
approaches to style in general.
Such reading breeds lecturing. My worries about
style seemed to interest language teachers, particularly in Sweden, where the English syllabus in the
gymnasium at that time still emphasized the importance
of exposure to a wide range of texts, including
literary texts from the classic canon. To my delight,
in due course there appeared Professor Sebeok's volume
of papers from the pioneering Bloomington stylistics
conference of 1958 (Sebeok 1960), which marked the rise
of a new wave of linguistic stylistics in the Western
world. At roughly the same time, there was a long
debate about the essence of style in the Soviet
linguistic journal Voprosy Jazykoznanija. Stylistics
quickly grew into a respectable subfield of linguistics. Papers, articles, and books multiplied (e.g.
Enkvist 1964, 1973a,b). Stylistics had its own
sections at conferences and in bibliographies. It
became acknowledged as an area of specialization in
syllabuses and teaching plans. It was given journals
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of its own. In brief: it acquired all the paraphernalia of scholarly respectability.
The personal experiences I have referred to are in no
way remarkable. I have cited them for precisely the
opposite reason: I believe they are common and generally shared by one group of students of style, namely,
those who need stylistics as a tool for learning, or
for teaching, skills in the mother tongue or in a
foreign language. Indeed, stylistics has a venerable
ancestry as part of rhetoric, the discipline concerned
with linguistic manners that contribute to efficient
communication. We can even claim that as part of
rhetoric, stylistics is older than grammar and linguistics proper. But if this is so, what then was new in
the breakthrough of linguistic stylistics of the 1950s
and 1960s?
2. The purpose and justification of the new linguistic stylistics, as opposed to traditional rhetorical
and literary stylistics, was its attempt at precision
and, where possible, objectivity. Literary scholars
had usually described styles with impressionistic
metaphor, as when E.G. Wells said that Henry James's
style reminded him of a hippopotamus trying to pick up
a pea. A linguist would try his hand at describing the
features actually present in the text which had caused
the stylistic response--in other words, those features
in Henry James's text which had provoked the image of
the hippopotamus and the pea. Despite the hermeneutic
nature of the stylistic response, the linguists lived
with positivist ideals. People seemed to agree there
was something called style. And stylistic responses-many of which were shared by different people--arose
after exposure to texts. Therefore the linguist's job
was to explain precisely what linguistically describable features of the text had provoked the stylistic
impression. It is true that some linguists, Roman
Jakobson among them, opted for wider functional views;
still the main efforts of many linguists were in this
positivist vein.
To isolate stylistic features, style markers, in a
text, it became necessary to have some idea of what
style was: you cannot collect data on something you
cannot circumscribe and define. In a wide, semiotic
sense, styles can arise whenever a certain function--
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building a house, designing a dress, composing a
symphony, driving a car--can be performed within one
major code or set of rules, but in different ways. But
as I already noted, a traditional rhetorical definition
such as 'style is a way of saying something1 is too
general for many practical purposes.
It also created methodological problems. If style is
one way of saying something, it must be defined in
contrast to other ways. But how can we define such
'other ways' of which we have no actual evidence in our
data? A positivist linguist did not trust his ability
to create new texts to contrast with the one he wished
to analyze. Such creation of new imaginary texts for
comparison with the actual existing text is presumably
a tacit standard procedure in literary criticism rather
than in linguistics. Another traditional approach-that of identifying style with decoration, with a halo
of stylistic figures added to a core of simple expression- -was unsatisfactory because simplicity, the
absence of decorative figures of style, is obviously a
style too in its own right.
Styles obviously arise as a result of choice: this
is another way of saying that styles are ways of doing,
or saying, something. Indeed we might, with Bernard
Bloch (Bloch 1953) and others, define style as a set of
choices from among the optional elements of a language.
But to operationalize such a definition we must define
what is optional, not only in terms of what is syntactically permissible (and there are text types such as
poetry, advertisements, and impromptu speech in which
syntactic permissibility is a highly tenuous concept),
but also in terms of what alternatives are optional
insofar as they qualify as semantic equivalents in a
certain situation.
Such considerations ultimately lead us to the classic
problems of free will versus necessity. Also, to make
concrete use of definitions of style as choice, we
ought to set up inventories of the alternatives that
were available but not chosen. To those structuralists
who wanted to describe only what was overtly present on
the textual surface, such a task was impossible. There
have been some models of language (generative-transformational grammar, systemic grammar) which have held
some promise of providing us with explicit charts of
alternatives, including those not chosen. But setting
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up such paradigmatic sets of contrasting elements and
organizing them into systems networks still works best
at the lower levels: phonemics, morphemics, and perhaps
phrase and clause structure. At those higher levels
that involve conjunction of clauses, lexis, and textual
macrostructures, the paradigmatic sets become hard to
define in operational terms. And then the only
criterion for membership in a set of stylistic alternatives is similarity of meaning.
As many scholars have suggested, stylistic choice is
a choice between expressions that 'mean the same, or at
least more or less the same 1 . But once again, some
linguists and literary scholars will protest. They
will oppose the kind of dualism between form and
meaning that assumes that the same meaning can take
different forms, and join the New Critics in insisting
that form and meaning are inseparable. Once you change
the form of an expression, they say, you cannot help
changing its meaning as well. Despite such practical
and theoretical problems, the principle of style as
choice is attractive. It tallies nicely with our
experiences of weighing different alternative expressions against one another in those instances where we
speak or write deliberately and have a chance of
contemplating such alternatives. If we trust our
intuition as to what degrees of semantic similarity
make a choice stylistic, we can use this approach to
our profit.
There were other promising approaches to style as
well. One such approach emphasized the role of
situational context (cf. Enkvist 1982). Styles then
became situationally restricted variants of language.
When we hear or see a text, we can often draw conclusions about the situations in which the text in question would have been likely to occur: was the text
written by Marlowe or by Shakespeare, does it come from
the barracks or from the pulpit, is it a private communication or an official one? To classify texts by
situation, we must of course also learn to classify
situations, and to do this we must venture out of
syntax and into the world. As the adherents of functional stylistics viewed the problem, we must first
classify the social functions of language, and then see
which type of expression occurs in each function. But
to classify situations by those situational features
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that have stylistic relevance, we must first know what
styles are. Such circularities fortunately do not
prevent us from looking into the relations built into
them because, as in all linguistics, we can use intuition to break the vicious circle. Just as phonologists
build on the contrasts a competent informant intuitively identifies when he hears his language, so students
of style can rely upon the intuitions of a competent
informant in finding out what features of language are
linked to specific features of situational context, and
vice versa.
Yet another avenue to style is comparison. In fact,
we may assume that the impressions we get of the style
of a text arise through tacit comparison. During
countless hours of exposure to language in situational
contexts, we have acquired insights into situational
subvarieties of language. We know how people usually
express themselves in a certain type of situation: with
their boss, their subordinates, and their spouses; in
formal lectures or informal chats, and so on. Whenever
we hear or read a new text, we match it with our past
experiences of texts that we for some reason regard as
relevant. Such matching is really part of our linguistic competence. And the impression of style arises out
of this active process of anticipation, of satisfied or
thwarted expectation, of comparison of the emerging
text with a network of previous experiences of comparable texts, or with a network of 'norms1 (as we might
say as long as we do not attach evaluations to the word
'norm1: here a norm may be bad as well as good).
If a linguist wants to imitate the rise of stylistic
impressions through comparisons between the text and a
network of relevant norms, a concrete operational
procedure suggests itself at once. He should define a
text and circumscribe one or several relevant norms,
describe text and norms in commensurable terms, and
then note similarities and differences between text and
norms--perhaps testing their significance with statistical tests, if this proves opportune. Such a method
has been used, for instance, in author-attribution
studies, in which defining text and norms is a comparatively straightforward operation. In this view, then,
styles are definable in terms of conformity with, or
departure from, the type of expression that is usual in
a given situation. And the linguist's task is to
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develop concrete operational procedures to detect and
to measure such conformity or aberration. Note,
however, that the choice of norm is not a purely
linguistic operation, and that it will nevertheless
determine the outcome of the comparison.
3. These developments in stylistics were, however in
the periphery of mainstream linguistics. True,
Archibald Hill (1958: 406-9) had defined stylistics as
the study of textual spans beyond the sentence, and as
1 have already noted, Bloch had seen the origins of
style in choices between linguistically optional
elements (Bloch 1953). But many such statements were
made more or less casually and by the way, and Hill's
analyses of 'The Windhover' and other literary texts
(Hill 1976) remained exceptions, 'other business'
rather than essential items on the structuralist's
agenda. Whether the definition of style as the linguistics of texts beyond the sentence is good or not
(personally, I think not), structuralists-proper, like
their successors the mainstream generativists--who
often used 'stylistic variation' as a vague term for
variation they had little interest in explaining-failed to study what held sentences together in
cohesive and coherent texts. Of the well-known West
European approaches to language, that of the Geneva
School had provoked a highly articulate stylistics in
the works of Charles Bally- The British tradition of
J.R. Firth, with its systematic codifications by M.A.K.
Halliday, also had explicit provisions for an extension
of linguistics in the direction of style and 'register'. And in Russia during the formalist era as well
as in Prague, linguists found it easy to talk to
literary scholars about matters such as style.
Had a linguist taken an interest in style, he would
have found plentiful material on the literary side,
ranging from impressionistic characterizations of
literary styles to the painstaking descriptivism of a
large body of academic theses on the language of
individual writers or groups of writers. Croce,
Spitzer, Ernst Robert Curtius, and a number of other
scholars had bridged the gap between language and
literature, and Roman Jakobson continued to do so even
after he had left Moscow and Prague. The writings of
New Critics were also in practice style-oriented,
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though often less than explicit on theories underlying
their close readings. Against this background it is
interesting to note that, with a few exceptions such as
Stanley Fish (Fish 1970), more recent literary theorists of the structuralist, poststructuralist, and
deconstructionist persuasions have had relatively
little to say about the foundations of style. There
are relevant observations in the well-weathered works
of Bakhtin, which have recently been discovered,
translated, and thus resurrected even in the Western
world (e.g. Bakhtin 1981).
Of perhaps more immediate relevance is the interest
in situational varieties of language evidenced by
sociolinguists such as Gumperz, Fishman, Hymes, Labov,
and others. The study of code shifts of various
kinds--between languages, dialects, diglossic variants,
sociolects, 'styles' such as informal and careful
speech and word lists--were prominent on the sociolinguistic agenda. About these developments, some of
which are better known among linguists than are the
developments in stylistics proper, I shall say only
that students of style have something to learn from the
methods developed by sociolinguists. This includes the
classification of situations and their correlations
with code shift and the description of varieties
through variable rules (as pioneered by Cedergren and
Sankoff 1974). How to model the integration of
language varieties in 'polylectal' grammars is another
relevant problem (e.g. Bailey 1973). Indeed, students
of style, sociolinguistics, and 'polylectal' modelling
share certain fundamentals of methodology, and sometimes stylistics and sociolinguistics overlap or even
merge. The term 'style' has been commonly used in
literary contexts and the terms 'register' or situationally definable 'lect' in nonliterary contexts.
Still, the basics remain the same, even if the student
of literary styles must reckon with cultural, intertextual, and historical features of situational context
which are different from those that loom large in
mainstream sociolinguistics--for instance, considerations of solidarity or power.
A. In the late 1960s, it had gradually become clear
that descriptions of languages that dealt only with
single, decontextualized sentences could never reveal
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the complete essence of a natural language. A sentence
is not a purpose unto itself. In real life, as opposed
to the linguist's armchair or desk, sentences occur in
speech situations. In vivo they are always embedded in
a situation and often surrounded by other sentences
they must link up with. Such observations became
obvious to different kinds of students of language.
Philologists, rhetoricians, and students of style had
always worked with texts and discourses rather than
with sentences. To some of them it became clear that
there were style markers which consisted, not of
features within a single sentence, but rather of ways
in which sentences were linked in discourse (Enkvist
1973c). Even in generative-transformational grammar,
it appeared that several transformations such as
topicalizations, extrapositions, clefts, and passivization without agent deletion, were motivated by forces
beyond the individual sentence in which they occurred.
If the forces triggering a transformation were to be
explicitly specified, as good transformational formats
used to require, discoursal factors could no longer be
ignored because they had to be brought into grammar as
explicit formatives. Thus, despite its apparently low
ceiling restricting its scope to the single sentence,
even classic generative-transformational grammar came,
indirectly and paradoxically, to stimulate text
linguistics.
Linguists also began taking an increasing interest in
texts previously dismissed as 'deviant'. Authentic,
unedited impromptu speech, with all its hesitations,
repetitions, corrections, hedges, and 'deviant' syntax;
modernistic poetry, whether Dada, Concrete, or Algorithmic; certain kinds of advertising--all these text
types made it clear that in order to function, texts do
not always have to consist of well-formed sentences.
From the functional point of view, what matters is
interpretability and coherence. For communicative
success the important thing is that a text triggers off
a process of interpretation that satisfies the essential part of a speaker's or a writer's intentions. And
for interpretation, coherence is crucial. Thus the
study of coherence, including cohesion, acquired a
significance of a new kind, as being fundamental for
communicative success, perhaps even more so than
traditional syntactic well-formedness as defined by
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linguists working under the traditional written-language bias. (This is, of course, not to deny that a
certain degree of syntactic well-formedness is necessary for correct interpretation: we cannot say John
kicked Susie if what we want to convey is 'Susie kicked
John 1 .)
There were some wells a text linguist could tap at
once. Various, though usually unsystematic and often
vague, observations on the mechanisms that linked
sentences into texts had been made by students of
rhetoric and style as well as by teachers of composition. The Prague School linguists had looked into the
information structure of sentences and clauses in terms
of theme and rheme, which had obvious textual functions
in expressing old and new information (though the
textual aspects had not been sufficiently emphasized so
far). Another source was traditional grammar, some of
whose mechanisms—anaphoric and cataphoric references,
for instance--could be applied to intersentential
linkage as well. And as I have already noted, generative-transformational grammar had focused attention on
the textual forces that shaped individual sentences in
a text. Nevertheless much of the groundwork had to be
done from scratch.
Text and discourse linguistics soon went into an
accelerating development. From today's perspective it
makes sense to classify text theories and models under
four major headings, allowing, of course, for overlaps
and for mixtures of elements from different theories.
Here I cite an overview of these models more or less
verbatim from another paper of mine (Enkvist 1985).
The first category of text models I have called
sentence-based. Sentence-based models accept a text as
it is, without tampering with its clauses and sentences, and try to describe what links clauses and
sentences to each other. Cohesion in English, by
Michael Halliday and Ruqaiya Hasan (1974), is an
example of a sentence-based study of cohesion. But if
we ask ourselves where sentences come from, why they
were formed the way they are, and what alternative ways
there would have been for textualizing the same or
similar contents, a sentence-based model will no longer
be enough. We need a model which starts out from some
type of primitive text atoms and contains devices for
combining them into texts according to definite and
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explicit strategies. If we symbolize these text atoms
with predications, we might call such a model predication-based. The same set of predications can then be
textualized into different texts with different
strategies. Predication-based text models have been
devised, for instance, by Sigurd (1974) and Kallgren
(1979) in Sweden, and by Longacre (1983) in the United
States. Methods for reconstructing underlying predications from texts have been designed by van Dijk and
Kintsch (e.g. 1983) and others, who use the term 'text
base1 for such a predication set.
But if we go on to ask where predications come from,
we shall need a third type of model, one capable of
extracting predications out of a store of knowledge.
As such knowledge stores turn into models of human
cognition, we might call these models cognitive (see,
for example, Sanford and Garrod 1981, and Flores
d'Arcais and Jarvella 1983). Cognitive text models,
then, model information storage in the form of frames,
schemata, scripts, and the like, often given the form
of associative networks. Cognitive psychologists and
psycholinguists are interested in studying cognitive
aspects of text processing in human subjects, whereas
students of artificial intelligence are trying to build
computer models of cognitive text processing.
There is yet a fourth question: why does a certain
person in a certain situation choose to express himself
in a certain way? What politeness level does he opt
for? Does he surround his text proper with metatext,
phatic expressions, and the like? How do people
organize their behavior in dialogue? To answer such
questions we need a fourth type of text model that we
might call interactional. Pragmalinguists such as
Levinson have surveyed this area (Levinson 1983).
Ethnomethodologists (e.g. Sacks, Schegloff and
Jefferson 1974) began studying turn-taking in dialogue,
and conversation analysts such as Labov and Fanshel
(1977), Tannen (1984) and Quasthoff (1980) have
attempted comprehensive analyses of conversational
strategies.
You will see that these types of text models do not
relate to each other like slices of a pie, but rather
like Chinese boxes or Russian dolls. Interactional
models show how people behave, and perhaps to some
extent why; when people know what they ought to do,
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they can begin extracting things to say, as modelled by
cognitive text models; when they have extracted what
they want to say, they go on to textualize it as
explicated in a predication-based model, to produce a
text with cohesion markers such as those described in a
sentence-based text model. All the same, we should not
press distinctions between these model types too hard:
of course, interaction presupposes cognition because
our knowledge of how to behave, how to interact, is
part of our cognitive store. But such a pigeonholing
is of some practical use, and it also invites comparison with the processes of invention, disposition and
elocution in classical rhetoric.
5. Those foolish enough to frame the title of a
paper in the form of a question are obliged to try to
answer it too. What, then, has discourse linguistics
done to stylistics? I hope the groundwork of my concise answer has been laid by the lengthy overviews I
have given so far.
One way I can attempt a summary is to split the
answer into two parts. First, what new tools has
discourse linguistics given to the student of style?
Second, what are the relative positions of stylistics
and discourse linguistics in a hierarchy of disciplines? Both questions could be discussed at great
length. Here a few hints must suffice.
To make an inventory of the tools students of style
can borrow from their colleagues in the field of
discourse, we can group them by the four major types of
text models I have mentioned: the sentence-based, the
predication-based, the cognitive, and the interactional.
The sentence-based text models help us to trace
links between sentences. And once such links have been
traced and classified, the densities of different
little types in a text can be regarded as potential
style markers. There are, for instance, differences in
the dominant information-structuring linking patterns
between, say, Hemingway's narrative passages and
scholarly articles in social science periodicals
(Enkvist 1973c).
The predication-based text models are founded on the
view that texts arise through textualizations, involving linearization through grouping, conjunction, and
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embedding, of text elements which in turn consist of
predications and such interpredicational relations
(temporal, causal etc.) that must appear in the text.
This textualization process is steered by a text
strategy. In such a view, the text strategy comes to
include a stylistic component which decides to what
extent the text should conform to relevant conventions
related to situation and text type, and to what extent
it should strike out on novel paths. Such stylistic
strategies are then realized through the tactical
resources offered by syntax and lexis.
A strategy can be defined as a goal-oriented principle for decision-making. In other words, when we
must make a decision we consider our goals, make an
inventory of the factors affecting the decision, weigh
these factors in the light of the goal, and then
optimize the decision with regard to the weighted
factors. (Such factors can be modelled as decision
parameters: see for example, Enkvist 1985 and forthcoming, and Thurmer and Thurmer 1985.) Stylistic
principles, considerations, and decisions enter into
this decision process in the form of specific parameters, which in turn reflect the various relevant
approaches to style in terms of situational, intertextual, and other considerations. In this sense, then,
style becomes an essential part of text strategy, or
conversely, an essential part of text strategy must
consist of stylistic considerations.
In cognitive text models we are concerned with the
processing of information, including stylistic aspects
of information. Thus a cognitive text model should
contain facilities for the stylistic marking of linguistic elements when they are acquired and stored
(such as stylistic values of words, stylistic markings
of syntactic structures and textual macrostructures,
and the like). It should also contain a machinery for
the cognitive identification of styles and stylistically relevant situational and contextual features, and
for the processing of cognitive elements with due
regard to stylistically relevant principles in discourse production.
The relations between interactional text models and
stylistics should be clear to all. Matters such as
face and politeness and, more generally, interactional
relations, are of obvious stylistic relevance. In
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fact, interactional text models and linguistic pragmatics in general offer us tools for the kind of analysis
and systematization of interactional contexts that
students of style have always needed.
There remains the hierarchy problem. We have already
seen how the concept of text strategy in a predicationbased text model comes to include stylistic considerations: perhaps 'text strategy1 could even become
another term for 'style1. And stylistic considerations
and principles appear in other text models as well.
Therefore one might ask whether in fact stylistics
still exists; or has it perhaps been swallowed by
discourse linguistics? Does it exist in one piece,
like Jonah in the belly of the whale (for instance, in
the form of text strategy), or has the discoursal whale
chewed up the stylistic Jonah so that his bits and
pieces now enrich different parts of the host organism?
A student of style who cherishes the intactness and
autonomy of his stylistic empire may be distressed when
he sees himself engulfed by another discipline. On the
other hand, presiding over one's own liquidation can be
a fine achievement: a scientific theory that has shown
its own redundancy by reducing its statements to those
of another science is, in a way, a success. We might
here recall Chomsky's dictum (1977:4) 'that our aim is
to assimilate the study of language to the general body
of natural science', and say, at a far more modest
level, that the aim of linguistic stylistics might be
to assimilate the study of style to a more general body
of linguistic science. (This, in fact, is what many
linguists who work with style have been trying to do;
most explicitly, this view is advocated in Gray 1969.)
There is, of course, the opposite view: a diehard
stylistician might want to regard stylistics as an
all-encompassing discipline which contains text and
discourse linguistics as subdivisions. In this view
the first principle governing communication would be
style, conformity to situational and intertextual
standards or breaking away from them. And this first
principle would then be realized through solutions
brought from discourse linguistics, syntax, and lexis.
Then discourse linguistics would be the handmaiden of
stylistics and it is the discourse linguist, not the
stylistician, who ought to go and liquidate himself.
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Personally, I have found it difficult to get excited
about such arguments for or against the independence
and autonomy of one discipline or another. To me,
questions involving the hierarchization of disciplines
ultimately hinge too much on mere labels. The important point is that the jobs get done, not under what
label they are pigeonholed. This is not to deny, of
course, that a conceptual and terminological consensus
is highly desirable to ease communication between
discussants. I have asked myself how the term 'style'
should be used in relation to text-typological terms
such as text type or genre or Textsorte. One solution
which comes in handy in some concrete tasks is to
hierarchize text type above style and say that styles
are variations within a text type. But such questions
are best discussed in the light of concrete examples,
which would explode the boundaries of my already
overcrowded talk.
6. In the wake of Thomas Kuhn's book on scientific
revolutions there came a surge of discussion about
paradigm shifts in the recent history of linguistics.
To me, the changes in relations among stylistics,
mainstream linguistics, sociolinguistics, polylectal
linguistics, and discourse linguistics should best be
viewed, not as radical and sudden paradigm shifts, but
rather as shifts in focus and interest. What has
changed is the center of gravity rather than the field
itself, and this has happened through a rearrangement-'kaleidoscopic', if you like a somewhat overvigorous
simile--of old elements. The shift does not render
previous paradigms obsolete, but it moves the focus of
interest by relating previous findings to new theories
in new ways.
There are fashions in linguistics as in many other
disciplines. It is clear that the new, fresh, and
therefore challenging problems of text and discourse
and conversation have excited more theoretical and
practical interest than has traditional stylistics in
the past 10 or 15 years. But as a glance at stylistic
periodicals and bibliographies shows, stylistics does
go on, often making excellent use of textual and
discoursal concepts. No less than two conferences of
stylistics, one at Strathclyde, Scotland, and another
in Cleveland, Ohio, are on the drawing board and will
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take place within the next two years if all goes well.
So, stylistics is in good health despite its great age.
I hope you will join me in wishing it a long and
prosperous life in vigorous, fertile, and prolific
cohabitation with text and discourse linguistics.
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VARIETIES OF ENGLISH IN A MULTILINGUAL SETTING
IN NIGERIA
Ayo Banjo
University of Ibadan, Nigeria
Nigeria, with a population of about 80 million people
speaking at least 400 distinct languages, provides a
fascinating study for the linguist. Whether the
linguist's interest is in purely descriptive linguistics as an aid to the understanding of language
universals, in language typology, in the sociology of
language or in psycholinguistics, the data available
are both copious and interesting.
Into this vibrant linguistic setting the English
language was introduced in the mid-sixteenth century
and has been spoken in various forms ever since. To be
sure, the English language, after its introduction into
what was later to become the Federal Republic of
Nigeria, served for 300 years largely as a language for
external communication. For this reason, it took root
first of all along the shores in the southern parts of
the country, where it was almost instantly pidginized,
displacing the Portuguese-based pidgin which had
earlier flourished there. This English-based pidgin
then spread northwards, and while continuing to serve
as the medium of communication between Nigerians and
English sailors and traders, the language also developed into a medium of internal communication among the
speakers of the country's multitude of languages.
Then in the first half of the nineteenth century came
a remarkable development which was to add new texture
to the linguistic situation in the country. In those
years, the missionaries came in the wake of the
traders, and their preoccupations were naturally
different. They came, not on a profit-making mission
but on a 'civilizing' one, and it was necessary in the
venture to have among the local population allies who
were to act as interpreters, clerks, and teachers to
produce the new bilingual elite. To Nigerian Pidgin,
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which had by now firmly taken root, were added Nigerian
versions of Standard British English. English-type
schools were opened, and the learning of English became
institutionalized.
Before the turn of the century, the missionaries had,
in turn, been followed by the British flag, and the
process of colonization had begun. The need for
Nigerian bilinguals became even greater as the machinery of colonial government was set up in the country.
Nigerians had to be recruited into the various layers
of administration, into the new world of commerce, and
into the administration of justice. There is some
dispute among historians as to whether the policy of
the colonial administration differed from that of the
missionaries.
Whereas some scholars believe that the missionaries
encouraged the teaching of the indigenous languages
almost as much as they did the acquisition of English,
thus fostering the production of bilinguals, others
believe that the colonial administration suppressed the
teaching of the indigenous languages in favor of the
teaching of English. Certainly, incentives were
offered for the teaching of English in schools, but at
least in the northern parts of the country, the
colonial administration did not seem to frown on the
teaching of Hausa, which was emphasized in the first
few years of the educational system. Even in the
South, according to the 1929 Report on the Education
Departments for the Southern Provinces, Professor
Westermann had been invited at the instance of the
government 'to advise on the problems of orthography
for the vernaculars1 (cf. Banjo, 1970a:64). It is
worth bearing in mind, however, that the missionaries,
from the beginning, dominated the educational enterprise in Nigeria and were dislodged from this position
of dominance only in the last six years.
The growth of primary and secondary schools in the
second half of the nineteenth century aided the spread
of the English language in the country, and this spread
continued when, at the turn of the century, these
schools came to be operated as voluntary agency schools
under the watchful eye of the new colonial government.
English was not formally accorded an official status in
the country, but it quickly became clear that it was a
safe passport to upward social movement as well as to
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the best paid jobs. By the beginning of the twentieth
century, the language had become so firmly entrenched
that a number of newspapers had been established: the
Lagos Standard, Nigerian Pioneer, Times of Nigeria,
Lagos Observer, and Lagos Weekly Record.
Development of the indigenous languages generally
lagged behind the spread of English in Nigeria. In
secondary schools, where hardly any attention was paid
to the study of indigenous languages and literatures,
the curriculum was patterned after that of English
grammar schools, and candidates were routinely entered
for the Cambridge Overseas School Certificate and the
London Matriculation examinations. The medium of
instruction in all secondary schools also was--as it
still is--English.
Moreover, since the advent of the colonial administration, the English language has been the de facto
official language of Nigeria, the language of all
official publications as well as of all official
transactions in government offices and the law courts.
It has also, of course, been the language of the
professions. When eventually the University of Ibadan
was established in 1948 as a college of the University
of London, tertiary education of exactly the same type
as many Nigerians had been going abroad to acquire was
made available locally.
This domination of the Nigerian linguistic scene by
English was not at all welcome to the leaders of the
nationalist movement which began to gather momentum in
the early 1950s and eventually led to the country's
independence in 1960. But although the position of
English--as of the culture which it embodies--was
vigorously questioned, no viable alternative was
proposed in its place. To be sure, much more work has
been done on the country's indigenous languages since
independence. Work has been done on the orthography of
several of them, particularly by the National Language
Centre based in Lagos in recent years. This Centre and
a number of other agencies in the country have also
been working on the development of technical terms in
the various languages with a view to their use as media
of instruction at primary and secondary levels of
education. Even more spectacular was the recent effort
of the National Language Centre to produce a quadilingual dictionary of legislative terms for use by the
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National Assembly. The 1979 Constitution of Nigeria had
provided for Assembly debates to be conducted in the
country's three major languages--Hausa, Igbo, and
Yoruba--in addition to English, as soon as practicable.
Inevitably, attention has now turned again to the
possibility of an indigenous lingua franca for the
country since, when all is said and done, probably not
more than ten percent of the country's population is
capable of communicating in English. The choice of a
lingua franca is not, however, an easy one, and is
perhaps best approached in stages. In a proposed first
stage, every Nigerian would learn to speak one of the
country's three major languages other than his mother
tongue. This would mean that all Nigerians could be
reached by using these major languages simultaneously.
In the next stage, one of these three languages would
emerge eventually as the lingua franca.
In the meantime, English remains the most important
language spoken in Nigeria, the lingua franca among the
elite and a very useful medium of international
communication. How efficiently has the language
performed these two major roles?
This question raises the major problem of intelligibility, both internally among people of varied linguistic and social backgrounds who use English as a lingua
franca, and externally between English-speaking
Nigerians and the rest of the English-speaking world.
Furthermore, it raises the no-less-important problem of
the degrees of social acceptability of the various
forms of English spoken in the country. It is therefore necessary to begin by considering the situation as
it is.
From what has been said so far, it is clear that in
the beginning English was learned quite informally in
Nigeria but that later was learned formally within the
institutional framework of the educational system. It
should be borne in mind, however, that the institutional learning of English has not completely replaced
informal acquisition of the language. To the extent
that there is still no universal primary and secondary
education, a large proportion of the population still
has only informal access to the English language. In
more concrete terms, the formal learning of English in
schools since the second half of the last century has
not posed any real threat to the survival--even the
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vitality—of English-based Pidgin. Rather, there is
evidence in some areas, notably Bendel and Rivers
States in the South, that the process of pidginization
has already progressed to that of creolization.
Some linguists regard Nigerian Pidgin as a variety of
English--a 'demotic' or basilectal form of the language
(cf. Spencer 1971:5). There are more convincing
arguments, however, to support the view that Nigerian
Pidgin is a language in its own right which is no more
English than Nigerian in its grammatical properties. A
good study of the language is provided by Agheyisi
(1971). However, the important point for us here,
whatever we believe to be the status of Nigerian
Pidgin, is that the language is a by-product of the
contact of the English language with the Nigerian
languages, and that it reflects that contact at its
most informal level. In turn, because of this level of
contact, there is a tendency on the part of Englishspeaking Nigerians to assign a low social status to the
language. It is regarded more as the language of comedy
than of elevated discourse by those who speak both
English and Pidgin.
The varieties of English spoken in the country can be
examined under a number of headings; the categories
chosen here are social varieties, diatypic varieties,
and geographical varieties. Since we make a clear
distinction here between Nigerian English-based Pidgin
and the English language, it would hardly be meaningful
to look for temporal varieties.
The social varieties of English in Nigeria originate
from differences in the learning situation. I have
identified elsewhere (Banjo 1970b) four such broad
varieties. Variety 1, which needs to be carefully
distinguished from Pidgin, is, as I have pointed out,
the product of a rather limited and unsystematic
exposure to the language. Those who speak this variety
of English may be characterized as attempting to
operate the thought-channels of an indigenous Nigerian
language with overt English words. Intelligibility is
therefore inevitably limited more or less to the group
which speaks this indigenous language and some norm of
English. The interference from the mother tongue is
pervasive. At the phonological level, such interference results particularly in the following:
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(1)

(2)
(3)
(A)
(5)

replacement of unfamiliar segments with the
most similar ones available in the mother
tongue;
resolution of consonant clusters in conformity
with the phonological rules of the mother
tongue;
substitution of isochronicity of syllables for
the stress rhythm of English;
realization of stress by means of tones;
almost total absence of the intonation system
of English.

The combined effect on all these features is that this
variety of spoken English is hardly recognizable as
English at all.
Syntactic interference is similarly striking,
particularly in the following ways:
(1)

(2)
(3)
(A)
(5)
(6)

the pronominal system is simplified in conformity with that of the mother tongue, with the
result that the masculine form of the third
person singular is used to refer to both male
and female referents;
the tense system is similarly simplified, with
the present tense forms being used to refer to
past events;
similarly, in the number system, the singular
number form is often used to express plurality
as well;
there is a general inability to manipulate
sequence of tenses;
the syntactic distinction between stative and
nonstative verbs is obliterated;
many English constructions are avoided,
including passivization (which is absent in
most Nigerian languages), the cleft construction, and certain forms of NP complementation.

The general syntactic effect of this variety of English
is one of the transliteration of an indigenous Nigerian
language into English.
Lexically, this variety of English is very limited.
The code is restricted because it is generally a
variety of English picked up through necessity. The
lexicon is characterized by semantic widening, as in
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the use of the kinship terms mother, father, brother,
and sister to cover a wider semantic area than in
British or American English. There is also the
tendency to use the superordinate terms in place of
particular co-hyponyms e.g. red for scarlet, vermilion,
etc.
Variety 2 is the product of a limited formal exposure. For this reason, interference from the mother
tongue is less in evidence, though still sufficient to
impair international intelligibility. This variety
shares many phonological features in common with
Variety 1, particularly in the areas of rhythm and
intonation. The segmental phonemes are, however,
closer to Standard British English, which is usually
the model, though most speakers of the variety do try
to produce the 12 pure vowels of English in terms of
the seven pure vowels of their own mother tongue.
Vowels for which there is such widespread substitution
are 111» for which /i:/ is substituted; /ae/, for which
/a/ is substituted; /D/, which becomes indistinguishable from ID:I; /u/, which becomes similarly indistinguishable from lu:l; IAI> which is generally realized
as /o:/; /d/, Id:I which is variously realized as
either lei or /o:/; and /d / which is similarly
realized as / e / or I oil.
As with Variety 1, however, it is the segmental
phonemes of this variety of Nigerian English that at
once give it distinctiveness and render it difficult to
understand internationally. The rhythm is syllabic;
there is only slight contrastive use of stress and very
limited use of English intonation. Contracted forms are
seldom used. It is indeed possible to analyze this
variety of English as a tone language rather than as a
stress-timed language.
Syntactically, this variety is characterized by what
are often known as 'common errors'--errors of concord,
of the confused use of pronouns, tense, and prepositions, and of what I have described elsewhere (Banjo
1973: 764) as miscarried transformations, the effects
of which may vary from what native speakers of English
may describe as quaintness to complete loss of intelligibility. Perhaps one illustration from Tutuola's
Simbi and the Satyr of the Jungle (1955:57) will
suffice to illustrate the literary use of this
variety:
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A few months later from when the properties of the
king had been brought to her room by the hole
dwelling animal, rat, as called, one day, When the
king wanted to go somewhere, he opened the door of
his property room just to take some of the gold etc,
that which he wanted to wear to the place that he
wanted to go.
Lexically, this variety is often marked by a higher
incidence of words of Latin origin than of Anglo-Saxon
origin, and this gives the written English of this
variety a distinctly formal air. It has also been
noted that the written form of the variety has been
strongly influenced by the Holy Bible and possibly by
Shakespeare. But the variety also contains a growing
number of Nigerianisms, some of which have been noted
in Bamgbose (1971:43). Four of his examples are given
by him here:
fellow

=

lesson

=

themselves

=

globe

=

any person (including a female): e.g.
David is going to marry that fellow,
private tuition: e.g. My daughter
goes to lesson after school hours,
each other: e.g. My parents love
themselves.
electric bulb: e.g. We had no light
because she broke the globe.

Such semantic modification to the lexical items of
British and American English is fairly common in this
variety and are likely to be a productive process as
the English language continues to be naturalized in the
Nigerian milieu. Some typically Nigerian expressions
have also found their way into the language through
this variety. Perhaps the two best known such expressions which have gained full respectability are:
(a) to be on seat 'to be at (one's) desk': e.g. The
manager is not on seat at the mop moment.
(b) go-slow 'traffic snarl-up1: e.g. He came late
because of the terrible go-slow.
Sometimes, too, there is a form-class shift, as in
the use of upstairs as a noun in the example He lives
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in a beautiful upstairs. Interestingly enough,
however, there are very few borrowings from the
indigenous languages even into this variety. Those who
speak the variety are generally aware of their own
inadequacy in the language and often make an effort to
reduce the frequency of 'common errors'. There is no
desire on their part to speak a pidgin when they use
this variety of English.
The importance of this variety lies in the fact that
it is spoken by perhaps up to 70 percent of all those
people who speak English in Nigeria. For this reason,
it has an appreciable effect on the other varieties of
the language spoken.
Variety 3 while unmistakably of Nigerian origin, most
closely approximates the mythical World Standard
English. Phonologically, all the phonemic contrasts
are made, though naturally the phonetic realizations
are Nigerian. The suprasegmental phonemes of Standard
English are also widely exploited. The result is that
the spoken form of this variety is readily internationally intelligible. But Variety 3 has the added
advantage of being the most socially acceptable. It is
the variety aimed at by the speakers of Varieties 1 and
2 and obviously provides a good model for pedagogical
purposes.
The syntax of speakers of Variety 3 may not always be
flawless, but the competence which underlies the
performance is identical with that which underlies
standard educated English everywhere. Indeed, it may
be very difficult, if not sometimes impossible, to
distinguish the written form of this variety from
Standard British English, and in some cases, Standard
American.
As Variety 3 represents the elaborated code of
Nigerian English, the vocabulary is appropriately
broad. In certain areas of discourse, the vocabulary
is nondistinctive from that of any other educated
Standard English, but when the area pertains to the
Nigerian environment, a Nigerian flavor is inevitably
represented, as in every language, by ephemeral
colloquialisms and more enduring home-grown innovations, such as the two cases of go-slow and to be on
seat discussed earlier. A number of borrowings from
the indigenous languages are also adopted such as
danfo, kia-kia 'bus 1 , buba, dansiki. Indeed, as one
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would expect, it is to the lexical component of this
variety that we must chiefly look for its Nigerianness.
A study of the literary use of this variety is provided
in Johnson (1981).
It is a moot point whether what we describe as
Variety 4 is, strictly speaking, a variety of Nigerian
English in the same sense as the other varieties
described so far, for while Varieties 1 to 3 represent
the Nigerian bilinguals1 performance in English,
Variety 4 reflects the performance of a monolingual
speaker of English who happens to be a Nigerian.
Practically all speakers of the variety either grew up
in an environment in which English is the mother
tongue, or have mothers or fathers who are native
speakers of English. The most distinctive phonological
characteristic of this variety is its non-Nigerian
phonetic quality. Syntactically, such differences as
may occur from Standard British or American cannot be
traced to linguistic interference from an indigenous
Nigerian language but may indeed be very similar to
errors made by native speakers of the language of
comparable age.
The vocabulary is similarly nondistinctive from that
of native-speaker English though, as we would expect,
some Nigerianisms have found their way even into this
variety.
While it is conceivable that Variety 3 speakers may
be influenced by Variety 4 speakers--and the fact may
be noted, in passing, that Variety 3 speakers are more
alive and hospitable to influences than the speakers of
the other varieties--Variety 4 is not, for nationalistic and other reasons, a widely acceptable model nor
as influential as might be expected.
The foregoing characterization is necessarily an
abstraction, for none of the varieties is internally
homogeneous. The texture of each variety is, in turn,
further complicated by geographical factors. At the
most delicate level, every indigenous language produces
its own distinctive effect on each variety, with the
result that mutual intelligibility between two speakers
of any of the varieties described here may be seriously
threatened. Generally speaking, however, this interplay of social and geographical dialects tends to be
perceived in broad regional terms.
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For most of the first 70 years of this century,
Nigeria operated in terms of the three major languages,
namely, Hausa in the north, Igbo in the east, and
Yoruba in the west. Each of these regions, of course,
had numerous other languages, but the major language in
each region was growing steadily and was being acquired
as a second language by the speakers of the other
languages in the area. As a result, one can say in a
general kind of way that speakers of Varieties 1 and
2--and, to a much lesser extent, of Variety 3--the
English language with a northern, eastern, or western
accent. Each of the social dialects I have described
is thus capable of being subdivided broadly into three
subdialects, each subdialect manifesting the peculiarities of the language group, or of the major language,
identified with the three traditional regions of
Nigeria, with the proviso that such subdialectal
features are much less in evidence in Variety 3 and
totally absent in Variety 4.
The most striking distinguishing features of these
subdialects are, undoubtedly, phonological. The
western sub-dialect is marked by a lack of differentiation between the vowel phonemes, and by the substitution, in many cases, of /J7 for /tj/, /s/ for / z / , and
/t/ for /©/. The suprasegmental phonemes are also
heavily influenced by the tone system of the Yoruba
language or of the Edo group of languages. Similar
interference from the languages spoken in the east,
notably Igbo, are noticeable in the eastern subdialect.
Very striking is the substitution of /o/ for /o/ and
/o:/, and /e/ for /e/ while, as in the west, It/ is
commonly substituted for /©/. The rhythm and intonation of this subdialect are clearly reminiscent of Igbo
cadence, while the languages of Cross River and Rivers
States also provide their own subtle influences. The
northern subdialect is similarly unmistakable. This
subdialect is not as strikingly tonal as the other two
subdialects, but at the segmental level the shibboleths
are the substitution of /// for /p/, and the intrusion
of enclitic vowels between consonant clusters.
Diatypic varieties are only possible in Varieties 3
and 4 though, as we have noticed, some creative writing
has been produced in Variety 2. Generally speaking,
neither Variety 1 nor 2 varies markedly according to
the area, mode, or tenor of discourse. The stiffness
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and invariability which has often been ascribed to
Nigerian spoken and written English is, in fact, a
feature of Varieties 1 and 2, though a spill-over of it
can be found on the lower rungs of Variety 3.
By and large, however, some distinction is made
between spoken English and written English in Variety
3, and this is even more the case with Variety 4.
Contracted forms and colloquialisms occur in the spoken
form of Variety 3, which also displays paratactic
structures in contrast to the hypotactic structures of
the written form. Other informal features also
characterize the spoken form in contrast to the written
form.
The area and tenor of discourse also produce variations in Variety 3. Since this is the variety mostly
spoken by the highly educated sections of the population (though not exclusively by them), it follows that
the area of discourse must affect the speakers'
performance. At the same time, interpersonal relationships play a role in the choices made by speakers of
this variety, though, as often noted, not nearly to the
same extent as in the mother tongue situation. Formal
signals tend on occasion to be introduced into an
informal context, reflecting the formal context in
which most of the institutionalized learning of English
takes place. Studies in varieties and functions of the
English language in Nigeria are provided in Ubahakwe
(1979).
The existence of such a large variety of sociogeographical dialects of English in Nigeria inevitably raises
the question of intelligibility, both internally within
the country, and externally with the rest of the
English-speaking world. Serious problems of intelligibility are indeed posed by Varieties 1 and 2 in which
interference from the mother tongue may be so extensive
as to render virtually impossible communication with a
speaker of the same variety from another part of the
country. For this reason, these varieties are socially
unacceptable, being stigmatized as uneducated varieties
of the language. As already remarked, these varieties
also lack international intelligibility.
Variety 3 tends to be intelligible not only to all
speakers of it from different parts of the country but
also to the great majority of speakers of the other
varieties as well. To this extent, it is most socially
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acceptable, and as we have seen, it also has little
difficulty being understood internationally. It has
been standardized through considerable exposure not
only to a common internal model, but to other external
standard varieties of the language.
Although one must resist a simplistic equation of
these varieties with the educational levels of their
speakers, there is little doubt that, for most Nigerians, the only route to attainment of Variety 3 is
through normal education at least to the secondary
level. This variety may therefore be described as
educated or standard Nigerian English. The ranks of
its speakers are likely to swell with the expansion of
education, particularly to the secondary level.
This, finally, raises the question of the future of
the English language in Nigeria. A minority body of
opinion would like to see the language legitimized as
the lingua franca as well as the official language of
the country. Such a step, it is argued, would foreclose the arguments about which of the country's over
400 languages--or, more likely, which of the three
major languages should be chosen to perform these two
roles. In spite of the daunting nature of the choice
to be made, most Nigerians would like to see an indigenous Nigerian language playing the double role of
lingua franca and official language. In such an
eventuality, it is possible to envisage the eventual
disappearance of Varieties 1 and 2 and the consolidation of Variety 3 which perhaps would then be spoken
by a smaller proportion of the population than now
speaks one variety or another of the English language.
But at the moment, that prospect does not seem to be
around the corner.
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LINGUISTICS, SEMIOTICS, AND THE HUNAN INFORMATION
SYSTEM
Sydney M. Lamb
Rice University
The fields of linguistics and semiotics appear to
be particularly closely related when seen from a
cognitive point of view, since the internal linguistic system, including syntax, phonology, and so
forth, is evidently built of units of the same form
as those of which other semiotic systems are built.
Also, it is impossible to draw a boundary between the
linguistic information and the nonlinguistic information within the cognitive system. Accordingly,
there is evidently no such thing as a separate
'language faculty1 as distinct from intelligence in
general, which can perhaps best be viewed as a
general semiotic faculty.
This paper continues Thomas Sebeok's inquiry of the
previous session, on the relationship between
Linguistics and Semiotics. Sebeok considered the
alternatives that (1) Semiotics might be regarded as a
branch of Linguistics and (2) the more common view,
that Linguistics is a branch of Semiotics. I would now
like to put the question in a slightly different form,
not on the basis of which field is a branch of which,
but on the basis of dependence. There are three
possibilities: (1) Semiotics is dependent upon
Linguistics; (2) Linguistics is dependent upon
Semiotics; (3) the two fields are independent of each
other. The last of these is easy to throw out,
although the paucity of communication between linguists
and semioticians might suggest that it is closest to
the relationship that holds in actual practice--in
fact, the two fields do conduct their business without
much attention to each other. But this paper is
concerned with the way things ought to be, in a
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logically governed world, not with our ever-faulty
practice.
I would like to show that both of the first two
possibilities are correct. It is not an either-or
choice at all, but a both-and situation: A properly
conceived Linguistics should inform a properly
conceived Semiotics, and a properly conceived Semiotics
should inform a properly conceived Linguistics. This
being the case, the two areas are interdependent. It
also appears reasonable to assert that if one adopts a
cognitive point of view, then the two areas thereby
recognized, Cognitive Linguistics and Cognitive Semiotics, are inextricably intertwined.
The view that Semiotics depends upon Linguistics has
generally prevailed among that minority of linguists
who have given thought to Semiotics (whether by that
term or some other), including Sapir, Saussure,
Hjelmslev, and Pike. The essence of their line of
reasoning is that what linguists have learned first
from analyzing languages can be applied to systems
other that languages, and/or that the kinds of
structural patterns found first in linguistic data are
also to be found in other kinds of data. There is both
a historical and a logical priority for Linguistics
here, as Professor Sebeok has already mentioned, and I
need not elaborate.
Rather, I would like to focus on the other direction
of dependence, that of Linguistics upon Semiotics.
Here it is not a matter of historical priority; rather,
the proposal I want to consider is that the foundations
of linguistics should rest at least in part upon those
of Semiotics. This proposal has been put forth previously by Shaumyan (1984), and I want to explore it
here in a somewhat different form.
I did not start out with this view, by the way.
Rather, it was the result of a line of investigation
which assumed from the outset that the dependence was
all in the other direction--that, as Hjelmslev (1961)
argued, Linguistics should build its own foundations as
well as those of Semiotics. According to that line of
reasoning, we will discover, through the proper study
of linguistic structure, the essential form of language, the secret, as it were, of linguistic structure;
and we will then be able to apply our results to other
kinds of systems which can be seen to have the same
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type of structure. This principle guided my explorations for years, until I finally came to the discovery
that the secret of linguistic structure is none other
than the fundamental concept of semiotics--or rather,
what the fundamental concept of semiotics ought to
be--a properly defined concept of the sign. Not the
sign as that concept is usually understood, to be sure,
but a more carefully defined, more flexible, thus
richer, yet very simple, concept of the sign.
At this point, some who have had the patience to go
along with me this far may be thinking that, since it
has always been recognized that a language is a system
of signs, why has Mr. Lamb taken so long to join the
club? My response is this: Yes, to be sure, de
Saussure did say that a language is a system of signs,
and many others have claimed to accept that notion.
But if we look at what linguists have actually done,
both those who have claimed to follow de Saussure and
those who believe they have better methods, we find
little or no use of the concept of the sign in their
work. Their structures do not consist mainly of signs
after all.
Meanwhile, other linguists have explicitly rejected
the notion that a language is a system of signs.
Hjelmslev, for example, argued rather persuasively
(1961:43-47) against that notion and went on to propose
an alternative basis for both Linguistics and Semiotics.
And if we consider the American linguists throughout
the past 60 years of development and upheaval, we find
very little use of the concept of the sign in their
work. When it is found at all, it is peripheral, not
central. The classical definition of language, as a
system of arbitrary vocal symbols used by members of a
community to interact, seemed to assert that a language
was indeed a system of signs; but it turned out that
the notion of sign was generally taken as applying only
to the morphemes of a language. Everything else-phonology, morphology, syntax, and whatever else may
have been recognized by a given theory--was evidently
part of the system by which the symbols (the morphemes)
were combined or otherwise operated upon; and most of
the attention of linguists was given to those other
aspects of the structure, however conceived; that is,
to the 'system1, not to the 'signs'. In the last 30
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years, most of the attention of linguists has been
given to syntax, which has not been viewed as consisting of signs; rather, it has been held to consist of
rules; and, in fact, there has been a widely held view
that the whole linguistic system is made up of rules
rather than signs.
This has been a limiting point of view and one which
misses the essential nature of language. Those who
hold that view usually consider that their system of
rules includes mainly syntactic rules, secondarily
phonological rules and, sometimes almost as an afterthought, lexical rules and perhaps a few morphological
rules. But a more objective appraisal, free from the
standard assumptions, seems to suggest that syntactic
rules and morpho-phonemic rules are actually not at the
heart of language after all, but are in fact relatively
unimportant in comparison to the rest. Most of what
goes on in communication is going on by virtue of the
lexicon. There is relatively little, by comparison,
that is carried by the syntax. We can consider, as one
example, the case of the foreigner who doesn't know
very much syntax but who knows English vocabulary
within a limited semantic sphere such as that of the
restaurant. Such persons can make themselves pretty
well understood with little or no syntax. Or, if we
attempt a rough measure of the quantity of the
information in the linguistic system of the typical
individual who knows a language well (cf. Lamb 1966a),
we find that the great preponderance of it is lexical
and semantic, and only a very small part is syntactic.
But the view that a linguistic system is made up of
sign-like units goes far beyond such observations. To
appreciate it, we should first clarify the notion of
the sign. To do so, it is necessary to distinguish
between the linguistic system of the individual and
that of the community. The former is obviously far
simpler, as the latter is a composite of individual
systems. Yet it is the latter that has generally been
studied, until the recent development of Cognitive
Linguistics. Since it is a far simpler object, let us
proceed with an examination of the structure of the
individual linguistic system, considered as the
information system that is used by the individual for
speaking and understanding.
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To study that structure and its operation in the
performance of these processes is to engage in
Cognitive Linguistics. That area was so named in a
paper I gave at the Georgetown University Round Table
on Languages and Linguistics 15 years ago (1971b).
Cognitive Linguistics attempts to model the information
system that is present in the mind of the typical (not
the ideal) individual. It differs sharply both from
Descriptive Linguistics, which attempts to describe the
structures of texts and collections of texts, primarily
through the use of processes of segmentation and
classification, as well as from Generative Linguistics,
which attempts to characterize, by means of formal
rules, the set of possible sentences or texts that the
ideal speaker is able to produce. To recognize this
distinction among different ways of studying language
is not to criticize any of them. Descriptive
Linguistics and Generative Linguistics both have their
place, and both contribute data that can be useful in
Cognitive Linguistics.
Much of the failure of some linguists to appreciate
what is going on in Cognitive Linguistics is evidently
the result of their attempts to judge it from
irrelevant viewpoints, as if it were another form of
Descriptive Linguistics or of Generative Linguistics.
For example, descriptivists find themselves uncomfortable with the notion that the cognitive linguistic
structure is a network of relationships; they prefer to
see objects like the objects in the 'real world 1 ,
because Descriptive Linguistics is attempting to
describe texts, which are indeed objects outside the
mind. Likewise, there are those who suppose that
Bloomfield's arguments against mentalism are somehow
applicable here, even though those arguments are based
(quite appropriately) on the inadvisability of using
mental data as evidence in Descriptive Linguistics.
Cognitive Linguistics, on the contrary, works just the
other way around: It uses linguistic data, the
findings of Descriptive Linguistics, as evidence for
mental structures. It thus has an especially strong
motive for embracing the teachings of Bloomfield,
Twaddell (1935), and others against mentalism.
In keeping with the distinction between the
individual linguistic system and the highly complex
composite system of the community, we must recognize
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the distinction between the internal representation of
the sign within the individual linguistic system, and
the composite representing a sharing or correspondence
among different individual linguistic systems, a correspondence which provides the basis for communication
among different individual systems. That is, to the
extent that different individuals are able to communicate, it is by virtue of such correspondences, however
imperfect, among modules of their individual systems.
Having made this distinction, we can see that what is
generally called the sign is closer to this composite
or shared unit (since those who have talked about signs
have not generally been viewing their subject from a
cognitive stance). The internal structure within the
individual semiotic system which corresponds to the
sign is what has been called the 'nection' (as in
'connection1) in previous papers, where its structure
has been described (Lamb 1966b:49-52; 1984:76-77). It
could indeed be called the internal sign, or perhaps
the micro-sign, as it is what represents the sign
within the cognitive system of the individual. But the
nection was first defined by its structure rather than
by its function. Its close relationship to the
traditional concept of the sign is a relatively recent
discovery, arrived at only several years after the
nection was first defined on the basis of its form as a
structural module of the individual linguistic
structure.
Like the sign, the nection has two sides, one
content-oriented, the other expression-oriented. It is
thus an essentially semiotic unit. In what follows,
then, the term 'nection1 could almost be replaced by
the term 'sign', except that, of course, the reader
must keep in mind that the nection is a cognitive unit,
not a descriptive unit applied to something in the
outside world.
To understand the view that the linguistic system is
made up of these semiotic units, we must first
understand that the nection is a relation, not an
object. It is a relation between a signified and a
signifier, not a composite consisting of a signified
and a signifier. This is a crucial distinction which
is easy to overlook. We cannot think of the internal
sign in the way that would come from a literal
interpretation of de Saussure's famous diagram which
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depicts the sign as an oval object made up of two
sides. That concept of the nection would break down as
soon as we consider synonymy; that is, a single
signified but different signifiers. The view of the
sign as an object requires two separate such objects,
with the signified duplicated.
We would get even more duplication, far more, if we
consider the question of what the signified really is.
Consider the meanings of words like 'die1, 'kill1,
'murder', 'assassinate'. They all have the meaning of
'die' as part of their meaning because 'kill' is the
causative of 'die', to 'murder' is to kill a human
being and therefore to cause a human being to die. And
'assassinate' is like 'murder' except that the victim
is politically important in some way. So they all
contain an element of dying in their meaning. Does
that imply that if we try to model the meanings of
these signs in the individual information system, the
notion of 'die' has to be included separately in all of
them? That would involve an enormous amount of
duplication; and I haven't even begun to enumerate the
list of concepts that involve dying. What about
'wither'? It is the prelude to dying. What about
being sick? If we get sick enough, we die; and so on.
Let us continue with a less morbid topic.
Let us think about the meaning of 'cat'. It includes
what a typical cat looks like, a visual image; it
includes what a meow sounds like, an auditory image; it
includes the fact that cats have fur, that cats have
tails, that a cat is a common type of domestic animal,
a pet, that it has four legs; all of these and more
constitute part of the meaning of 'cat1. But most of
these properties are also aspects of the meaning of
many other items. The meaning of 'fur' is not only an
aspect of the meaning of 'cat', it's also an aspect of
the meaning of 'dog', 'bear' and so on. Meanings do
not in general consist just of one or two isolated
components. Now if we try to model the meaning side of
the sign as an object, then the only way to get a
realistic description is by having an enormous amount
of duplication. Components like 'die' and 'fur' will
have to be duplicated hundreds, perhaps thousands of
times.
The alternative is to represent the nection not as a
chunk of meaning and a chunk of expression, but rather,
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as a relationship. Then we need only to have the
concept 'die' once in the conceptual system, and it
will have connections, direct or indirect, to
everything that has dying as part of its meaning.
Similarly with 'fur' and 'cat' and so forth. And so
the nection has to be seen as a relational entity, as a
connection between a unit of content and a unit of
expression. And the system of nections, the semiotic
system, is a network of relationships.
Before continuing, we may note here one further
contrast between Cognitive Linguistics and Descriptive
Linguistics. The descriptive linguist, as descriptive
linguist, has to be uncomfortable with the idea of
building such elaborate semantic structures. These
things like cats and fur and so forth belong, after
all, in the 'real world1 outside language, so why build
them into the linguistic system? Such a question is
perfectly appropriate as a critical question within the
context of descriptive linguistics. It is just as
perfectly inappropriate in the context of cognitive
linguistics, in which the investigator is obliged to
consider what that information is in the individual
cognitive system corresponding to such lexemes as
1
cat', by virtue of which the individual is able to
produce and understand appropriate utterances in
context.
Now the second point about the nection that needs to
be recognized is that, in addition to modelling the
ordinary, usual linguistic signs, the ones that are
like morphemes, it is also present as a sign-like unit
at other levels of structure, both above and below the
morpheme. The morpheme has a form, a phonological
shape or a written shape, and it has a meaning. That
is merely the prototypical linguistic sign. Let us
look at some other types.
First, looking above the morpheme, we have nections
like 'blackboard1. On the expression side, we do not
have to connect 'blackboard' all the way to units of
the phonological level; it just connects to 'black' and
'board', both of which are morphemes, present anyway in
the system; this kind of treatment is easy to handle if
we use a relational approach. This type of signifier
is not in itself phonological, but morphological; the
expression side of 'blackboard' is connected not to
phonological units but to 'black' and to 'board', which
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are morphemes. Thus 'blackboard1 is a higher level
nection, one whose expression side is morphemes rather
than phonological units. And there are further
nections at still higher levels, representing larger
signs. To illustrate this point, consider 'Georgetown
University1, a nection whose expression side connects
to the already present 'Georgetown' and 'University'.
Next, consider 'Georgetown University Round Table'; its
first connection on the expression side connects to the
nection 'Georgetown University' just mentioned, not
separately to 'Georgetown' and 'University'--that not
only would involve needless duplication but would also
miss the point about the name of this particular
conference.
We also find syntactic nections. The usual approach
to syntax involves analyzing sequences of words such as
sentences and devising rules to generate them. I would
like to suggest that this approach misses the point.
The point about syntax, without which it can never be
properly treated, is that syntactic constructions are
meaningful; that's what makes them what they are. That
is the property that provides the explanation for the
existence of constituent structure and of syntactic
phenomena in general. This healthy approach is what we
find not only in Cognitive Linguistics but also in
Functional Linguistics. Instead of seeing syntax as a
list of rules concerned with generating all those
combinations and pushing things around and deleting
things and so on, with little or no regard to meaning,
we should see syntax as a collection of individual
syntactic constructions, each of which is concerned, on
the one hand, with a particular syntactic property or
specific combination, and on the other hand, with a
meaning. Whatever the syntactic device is, that is the
expression that is used for expressing some meaning.
If we want to ask a 'yes or no' question in English, we
take the first element of the verb phrase and put it in
front of the subject instead of after. That is the
syntactic device. That's the expression side of that
particular nection. The meaning is, roughly 'this is a
yes-or-no question1. Thus each syntactic construction
in the individual linguistic system is a nection, a
semiotic unit.
Looking now at lower levels, we have first what we
might call the low-level morpheme. For example, let us
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consider 'took1, as in "They took the books'. What is
'took'? It looks a little like a morpheme--in fact,
just like a morpheme on the expression side. But its
upward connections are not to some meaning, but simply
to the morpheme 'take' and the morpheme 'past tense f ,
which are already there in the system. We don't have
to duplicate the meaning of 'take' in 'took'. All we
have to do is connect 'took' upwards to 'take', which
is there anyway. This is a nection whose content is
not meaning in the usual sense. Its content is just
connection to a couple of morphemes. Its meaning is
what it has by virtue of those two connections.
And then, looking below this level, we get into the
phonological area, where we have nections whose content
is just connection to various morphemes. What is the
traditional phoneme, when interpreted cognitively?
There are two ways of looking at the phoneme. One, it
is the unit which distinguishes morphemes one from
another. That is the upward side of the phoneme. Its
meaning, if you will, is its participation as a
component in various morphemes. This is what meaning
is at the phonological level. And the lower side is
the phonetic expression. So a phoneme is also a
sign-like unit, like every other part of a linguistic
structure.
This view of the internal linguistic structure of the
individual, then, involves interconnected nections at
various levels, all of them relational; so that the
system as a whole is a network of relationships (cf.
Lamb 1984:72-75), but a network made up of numerous
small modules, each of which is a semiotic unit (cf.
Lamb 1984:75-88). This view contrasts sharply with the
notion of language as an object of some kind.
An example of the inappropriateness of the notion
that the individual linguistic system is an object
rather than a composite of relational units is that it
leads people to ask nonsensical questions such as 'At
what age is a language learned by a child?' By age
five? Perhaps four? Both the question and such
possible answers are, in fact, nonsense. The child
starts acquiring linguistic nections by the age of one
and continues to acquire them throughout life. There
is no point in this ongoing process at which one can
say the language has been learned, whereas previously
it had not yet been learned. The system is not an
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object but a conglomerate of thousands of individual
nections. The language of the individual, the
individual linguistic system, is nothing but an interconnected system of nections, and it continually
expands as new nections are added. There are certain
periods in which nections of certain levels are added
with great frequency. But there is no period of life
in which they stop being added, except perhaps in some
cases of senility.
Finally, let us take a brief glance at the overall
semiotic system of the individual, the individual
semiotic system. The study of this system and the
processes of its use, growth, and modification, constitute the budding field of Cognitive Semiotics.
Preliminary studies (e.g. Lamb 1971a, 1984) have
suggested that the linguistic system is indeed part of
a much larger system composed of modules of the same
general form as those of which the linguistic system is
composed, that is, of nections. This assertion
involves three points: (1) this type of structure is
not unique to language but is quite general; (2) this
larger system, the semiotic system, is a relational
network; (3) the network is composed of modules of the
same kind as those which form the linguistic system.
That is, the internal representation of the sign, the
nection, is the basis of cognitive semiotic structures
in general, not just of the linguistic system.
Moreover, this type of structure appears to be very
general. If its study constitutes the field of
Cognitive Semiotics, then Cognitive Semiotics may cover
the same territory as what is nowadays often called
Cognitive Studies or Cognitive Science. That is, if we
define the boundaries of the individual semiotic system
to extend as far as we find this type of structure, we
may find that they extend throughout most of what we
would consider the cognitive apparatus of the individual. The individual semiotic system, defined as the
system built of nections, may be thus be co-terminous
with the object of cognitive science. On the other
hand, since when we examine nections at a more delicate
level we find them occurring in a variety of forms in
linguistic systems, we should also be prepared to find
further variety in the forms of nections in other
modalities than the linguistic.
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There is another way to look at the relationship
between the linguistic system and the other semiotic
systems of the individual. As already mentioned, they
cannot (so far, at least) be differentiated on the
basis of their internal structure. To this observation
we may add another: not only are these various relational networks interconnected, the linguistic system
overlaps so extensively with other semiotic systems
that it is impossible to draw a boundary between it and
them. For example, I have mentiioned various aspects
of the meaning of 'cat1. The cognitive linguist must
include them as part of his linguistic account. But
what is this visual image of the typical cat? It is a
nection within the visual perception system; likewise,
the auditory image of the meow is a nection in the
system of auditory perception. Continuing along this
line, we could find some justification for supporting
the view mentioned (and rejected) by Sebeok (1986),
that all of semiotics could be considered part of
linguistics.
As the linguistic system is so inextricably intertwined with other portions of the general semiotic
system, interconnecting and overlapping with all of its
other modules, it appears that the notion sometimes
proposed of a separate language faculty, as distinct
from general human intelligence, is an illusion. There
is evidently no such thing as a 'language faculty' as
distinct from general human intelligence, which can
properly be understood as a general semiotic faculty.

Note
This paper has been slightly revised from the version
presented at the Georgetown University Round Table on
Languages and Linguistics 1986, to take account of
comments and questions by Winfred Lehmann and Ruth
Brend.
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DEVELOPMENTS IN THE STUDY OF WEST AFRICAN LANGUAGES
Herrmann Jungraithmayr
University of Frankfurt
The great number of languages spoken in West Africa-probably more than a third of all the languages spoken
on the entire continent--and the overall complexity of
the linguistic situation may have resulted from geographical circumstances: this part of Africa has been
a kind of blind alley for thousands of years. The
gradual dessication of the Sahara must have forced many
ethnic groups to move southward and join others already
inhabiting the savannahs and forests of West Africa,
thereby producing such typical multilingual areas as
Northern Nigeria, where almost 200 languages are
spoken, representing three of the four great African
language stocks, i.e. Niger-Congo, Nilo-Saharan, and
Hamitosemitic.
The historico-comparative study of West African
languages--and it is the comparative aspect which is
emphasized in this paper--looks back on a relatively
long tradition.
Apart from the early collection of
individual language vocabularies by missionaries,
travellers, and, later on, colonial officers--a field
which has been documented by P.E.H. Hair for the great
languages of Nigeria--there exists the pioneering work
of nineteenth century (West) African philology, the
Polyglotta Africana by S. W. Koelle (1854), a German
member of the Church Missionary Society. In this
standard work, 300 words and phrases in over 100
African languages--of which the overwhelming majority
are of West African extraction--have been carefully
compiled and presented. In 1880, the Egyptologist
Richard Lepsius classified the languages of West
Africa--insofar as they had already received sufficient
published documentation--as 'Misch-Negersprachen,'
assuming that they had originated from a mixture of
North African 'Hamitic' languages on the one hand, and
South African Bantu languages (which to Lepsius
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represented the primary/original Negro languages) on
the other hand. The concept which other late
nineteenth century Africanists like A.W. Schleicher
(1854-1894) used to comprehend and order the confusing
diversity of the African language scene was that of
immigrant waves breaking into Africa from the northeast
(Mesopotamia). Usually, four such successive waves
were assumed: Bushman, Negro, Bantu, and Hamite, along
with their respective languages. According to this
concept, West Africa was assigned to the 'Sekundarzeit'
(secondary period) or Negro wave. ('Bantu1 is
considered here as an offshoot of 'Negro1, i.e. the
exact opposite of the way in which Lepsius viewed the
situation.)
Similarly, G.K. Krause (1850-1938)
distinguished two eras of African linguistic history, a
'paleoglottic' and a 'mesoglottic' epoch or era: he
assigned Kru, Mande, and Songhay to the older layer of
the paleoglottic era, the Kwa languages to the younger
layer; consequently, Gur (and Bantu) were considered
mesoglottic languages, that is, of a more recent type.
A central topic which arose in the final years of the
nineteenth century and which has remained a point of
controversy even to this day is the question of whether
such West African--or West Sudanic--languages as Kwa
(Yoruba, Ewe, Igbo, etc.) historically and typologically predate the Bantu languages or vice versa. I
come back to this crucial question at the end of this
paper.
When dealing with the early history of linguistic
research on West African languages, the name Frederick
W.H. Migeod should not be omitted. In his two-volume
opus The Languages of West Africa (1911 and 1913),
Migeod described and compared the linguistic features
of more than 200 languages and dialects. 'He gave
equal weighting to all his language examples no matter
whether they came from "major" or "minor" languages!
The recognition of the equal importance of languages
spoken by small tribes with those spoken by large
numbers of people--a recognition well-observed and
methodologically practised later on by J.H. Greenberg
--led to Migeod's understanding of the relationship
beween Hausa and Angas, between Twi and Adyukru and
between Fula and Wolof, relationships that many other
writers have failed to note1 (Dunstan in Migeod
1971:8).
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In 1927, in his Die westlichen Sudansprachen und ihre
Beziehungen zum Bantu, Westermann laid the scientific
foundation for an adequate study of all those West
African languages which were later to become a major
part of Greenberg's Niger-Congo stock. The six language families established and included in this work
were: (l) Kwa (Ewe-Twi group, Lagoon, Kru, Yoruba,
Nupe, Ibo, Edo); (2) Benue-Cross; (3) Togo Remnant;
(4) Gur; (5) West Atlantic; (6) Mandingo. Westermann 's basic aim has often been misinterpreted: it was
not his aim to prove the common genetic, unilinear
origin of the six linguistic families but to demonstrate their common properties inherited from some
ancient stratum or strata: '...dap sie in lautlicher,
morphologischer, etymologischer und grammatischer
Hinsicht einen altererbten Gemeinbesitz haben1
(Westermann 1927:5-6). J. H. Greenberg, in first
presenting his classification of African languages
(1949-54) essentially developed Westermann1s line of
thought, with the methodologically important difference
that for him the aforementioned West African language
families were to be considered as full-fledged members
of a genetic phylum.
In 1977, two important contributions to the comparative study of West African languages--perpetuating and
to some extent modifying the Westermann-Greenberg
scheme--simultaneously appeared: Hans Mukarovsky's
Study of Western Nigritic, using 80 West African
languages as a base of comparison, and Bennett and
Sterk's article on 'South Central Niger-Congo: A
Reclassification,' for which the authors used 145-item
word lists from approximately 150 languages. Whereas
Bennett and Sterk, in spite of serious doubts, adhere
to the principle of a relationship between Mande and
Niger-Congo (though with a modified classification),
Mukarovsky (1977: 5-6) breaks with this tradition by
dissociating Mande from its Niger-Congo context as
Kohler (1975) did, linking it with Nilo-Saharan Songhay
and even with Hamitosemitic Chadic and Cushitic.
As to Kwa and Benue-Congo, which De Wolf (1971)
wanted to keep separate, Bennett and Sterk proposed to
eliminating this division, 'instead recognizing a
Southern Central Niger-Congo as a continuum of languages' the distinction of which was, in their opinion,
'from the very beginning typological1; they even
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rejected Larry Hyman's compromise term 'Benue-Kwa1.
Mukarovsky also separates Western from Eastern Kwa,
'their boundary running between Ewe and Yoruba
(coinciding roughly with the borderline drawn by
Maurice Delafosse between his 'groupe eburneo-dahomeen'
and his 'groupe nigero-camerounais'.) But Mukarovsky
does not reject the term and concept of 'Kwa' as
Bennett and Sterk proposed doing; on the other hand, in
focussing completely on 'Western Nigritic,' he even
excludes Benue-Congo from the area of his
investigation.
Bennett and Sterk as well as Mukarovsky still firmly
believe in the ultimate genetic unity of Niger-Congo
(even possibly including 'Niger-Kordofanian'), but they
differ from each other with regard to reconstructions
and proto-languages: while Bennett and Sterk withhold
the details of their comparative series and reconstructions, presenting mainly evaluational results,
Mukarovsky provides a list of 653 PWN roots with all
available reflexes; in addition, he checks his PWN
roots against Proto-Bantu 'as a control factor' (1977:
16), with the aim of reconstructing Proto-Nigritic
(alias Proto-Niger-Congo). Mukarovsky's ultimate goal
is 'to regain, at least partially, the dimension of
(the) past': 'For many purposes the African languages
and linguistics need etymologies' (1977: 258).
Works of the 1970s, such as Bennett and Sterk's
attempt at reclassifying Niger-Congo (in particular the
so-called south-central part of it)--and others like
Dalby (1971), De Wolf (1971), Gregersen (1972), Stewart
(1976), Doneux (1975), and Manessy (1979)--have had a
strong impact on recent developments in the study and
classification of West African languages, as can be
seen in Williamson's (1971) proposed classification of
Niger-Congo:
Niger-Con
i
1

Atlantic-Congo

Mande

Kordofanian

1
i
Atlantic
I
i
Kru
Gur

1
Ijoid (?)
Volta-Congo
i
r
(New)
(New)
Adamawa-Ubangi
Kwa
Benue-Congo
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(Obviously, the new classification excludes two of
Bennett and Sterk's major modifications: (1) the
separation of the North Central Niger-Congo groups,
Kru-Gur and Adamawa-Eastern/Ubangi, from the South
Central Niger-Congo groups, Kwa and Benue-Congo; and
(2) the abandonment of Kwa and Benue-Congo and
subsequent coalescence into one single unit, South
Central Niger-Congo.)
In 1977, another important study in the field of
West-Central African linguistics appeared, Newman's
'Chadic classification and reconstructions'. Research
into Chadic, the southwestern branch of the Hamitosemitic/Afroasiatic phylum, has advanced significantly
in the past 20 years. Interestingly enough, two
opposing schools of thought on the methodology of
reconstruction have arisen in the field of comparative
Chadic linguistics. One, represented by Newman's
(1977) study, finds in the present-day Chadic language
'diconsonantal words to be the norm, monoconsonantal
words to be less numerous but still quite common... and
triconsonantal words to be rare and limited almost
exclusively to nouns' (Newman 1977:20).
Consequently, of 64 reconstructed verbal roots, only
two (*s»wn 'to dream1 and *gams 'to laugh 1 ) are
reconstructed as having three radicals, i.e. just over
3%.
The foregoing statement on the rarity of triradical
words may be correct for certain western or central
Chadic languages, but certainly not for eastern Chadic
languages such as Dangaleat, Mokilko, Mubi, Migama and
Bidiya, where we have a large percentage of triradical
verb systems, as shown in Table 1.
Table 1.
Mubi

Migama

Didiya

29
215

95
168

83
248

50
152

88%

64%

74%

75%

Dangaleat Mokilko
Biradical
209
Triradical
397
Approx. % of
triradicals 65%
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The relationship between bind triradical verb stems
is thus about 30:70. If this is contrasted with the
fact that Newman found only two (or 3%) out of 64
reconstructed verbal roots to be reconstructable with
three radicals, there must have been a different point
of departure at the outset. 'When looking at the
entire 150 root proposals (Newman 1977) one gets the
impression rather of something like a smallest
synchronic common denominator than of a historical root
reconstruction1 (Jungraithmayr 1983:143). Characteristic examples of this methodology are the reconstruction
ti_ for 'to eat' and sa for 'to drink1. Some of the
spoken reflexes on which these reconstructions are
based are shown in Table 2.
Table 2.
eat1
Hausa
Sura
Durma
Ron-Daffo
Mubi
Migama
Dangaleat
Dara (kanakuru)

ci
se
she
coh
tii
tee
tee
twi

(impfv.
(impfv.
(impfv.
(impfv.

'drink'

cwaah)
tuwaa)
teewa)
taa)

shaa
shwaa
siye
shoh (shwaah)
sii (suwaa)
...
see (saa)

Our own reconstructions for these two verbs, on the
basis of such evidence, are twy and swh or sw',
respectively (Jungraithmayr and Shimizu 1981). Whereas
Newman seems to seek the smallest common denominator,
probably interpreting vowel length or weak C2S as of a
secondary (argumentative?) nature, we interpret these
'weak radical' features as residues of an originally
more lengthy root. As we conceive it, the historical
linguistic development of the verb 'to drink' in Chadic
has not gone from + sa via shaa, shwaa to shoh/shwaah
but rather in the opposite direction: from "''swh/sw'
via shwaa, shaa (by means of erosion and reduction) to
sa, za, and ultimitely to he. In considering the
possible methodological motives for Newman's
'accretion' hypothesis and practice in reconstructing
Chadic languages, the following significant fact
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concerning the widely accepted internal classification
of Niger-Congo comes to mind.
Greenberg considered/considers Bantu simply as 'a
subgroup of an already established genetic subfamily of
West-Sudanic1 (1963: 32). The positing of the Bantu
languages as a subgroup of a subgroup of Benue-Congo
(inside Niger-Congo) could well reflect the underlying
theoretical assumption of certain historical linguistic
developments within Niger-Congo. Although Greenberg
expressly states: 'The drift in Niger-Congo has been
in the direction of the simplification of the nominal
classificational system1 (1963:9), his (and his
•school's1) view of the innovative nature of the Bantu
nominal prefixes, having developed out of older West
African forms like u_2 and i^, respectively, seems
similar to the methodological approach applied by
Newman in the field of Chadic linguistic reconstruction. This view was first put forward by Schleicher as
early as 1891 who considered certain West African
languages—characteristically termed 'Semi-Bantu'--as
being well on their way towards developing into what is
now viewed as typically Bantu in structure.
Even today, many Africanist linguists, motivated by
Greenberg's work, seem to share this almost 100-yearold view in which the Bantu languages, with their
highly differentiated nominal class systems, represent
a comparatively recent stage of development in the
history of the Niger-Congo phylum. This perspective is
like an attempt at seeing, for example Latin princeps
as being derived from French prince, or Latin calidus
as a later stage compared with French chaud 'warm'--and
not, as is the fact, the other way around; or Gothic
fidwor as predating English four. Still, no one would
probably doubt that Yoruba ^r. 'animal' and Ewe la
'animal, meat' derived from reflexes like Efik -nam and
Bantu nyama, and not vice versa. This so-called
'natural' view is precisely the one that Lepsius
(1880:xxxiv) held when examining those 'semi-Bantu'
languages: compared with Bantu they appeared to him to
be reduced and stripped languages ('zuriickgegangene,
entblatterte Sprachen').
With all the impressive work that is going on in the
field of West African comparative linguistics, we must
not forget the foremost and extremely urgent task of
collecting primary material and data. When conducting
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fieldwork toward this end we are struggling against
time because the traditional linguistic and literary
cultures are rapidly diminishing in quantity and
quality with every transistor radio that is sold in the
West African market. Here, unfortunately, the computer
can be of but little help. What is required is personal involvement and human communication in tiresome and
endless fieldwork sessions in order to obtain the
sources necessary for describing language structures
and compiling reliable dictionaries, as well as to
rescue the cultural and literary wealth contained in
the oral traditions of speakers of the languages of
West Africa. Enormous efforts are being made toward
this goal--for instance, by the teams of the Summer
Institute of Linguistics, the Societe d1Etudes Linguistiques et Anthropologiques de France, and the West
African Linguistic Society, as well as by numerous
individual researchers from all over the world,
particularly from West Africa itself, Europe, and the
United States. The common goals of all of them are
threefold: (1) to document scientifically the rich
linguistic-cultural heritage of almost a thousand
ethnic groups; (2) to reduce these languages to writing
and promote them as adequate means of expression in the
development of the West African states; and, (3) to
make available ample linguistic data as a tool in the
recon-struction of the West African past.
Notes
I am grateful to G. Miehe for constructive comments
on this paper and to D. Anderson for correcting the
final English draft.
1. Amstrong (1964) dedicated his Ibadan Inaugural
Lecture to this topic.
2. 'Mande and Kordofanian show percentages of
correspondence with Niger-Congo proper so low that the
probability of relationship is very slight.
Nonetheless, we have not rejected the hypothesis of a
relationship between Niger-Congo, Mande and
Kordofanian, in view of the considerable typological
evidence, and the striking similarity in a few basic
lexical items' (Bennett and Sterk 1977).
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ASPECTS OF COMPLEMENTIZER DEVELOPMENT
IN CREOLE RELATIVIZATION
John P. Hutchison
Boston University
1. Introduction. Recent work on Creole language
syntax has dealt with the syntacticization processes
involved in creolization. Through these processes,
paratactic structures of pidgin discourse develop into
tighter syntacticized Creole language structures. One
manifestation of these processes which is crucial to an
understanding of Creole grammars is the development, or
nondevelopment, of complementizers (COMP), subordinators which signal and effect the syntactic process of
embedding. Cross-linguistically, sentential embedding
has been shown to involve movement, deletion under
identity, pronominalization, and nominalization, among
others.
Evidence suggests that the COMP category is one that
is developed as languages change. To fill this
category, languages draw upon a diverse range of
sources. It is indeed rare to find a COMP which does
not also have non-COMP functions.
All languages undergo processes of change which
involve drawing on diverse sources from within, and
also from other languages which have influenced their
history. The syntactic reanalysis inherent in COMP
development is a universal characteristic. Because
Creoles emerge with their first generation of native
speakers from pidgin and superstrate parents, without a
long diachronic development, diverse processes of
change are going on simultaneously. In a relatively

short period, Creoles thus tend to recapitulate the
evolutionary processes through which the same
grammatical features arise in noncontact languages
(Givon 1982:117-18), but which developed over a much
longer time span. Our interest in Creoles is not due
to the uniqueness or strangeness of the processes
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involved in creolization, but rather to their
intensity.
For Langacker, 'reanalysis' is 'change in the
structure of an expression or class of expressions that
does not involve any immediate or intrinsic modification of its surface manifestation.1 Via this process,
there is no gap in communication during the ongoing
change since surface structure remains unaltered.
Candidates for reanalysis may in this way continue to
be used by some speakers in their original capacity,
while for others they may have been reanalyzed. At
some later point in time, subsequent changes may have
surface structure consequences that resolve the underlying structural ambiguity and verify that reanalysis
has occurred (Woolford 1980:126).
According to Bickerton (1981), a prototypical Creole
language has neither complementizers nor nonfinite verb
forms. His analysis would suggest that syntactic
embedding with its diverse manifestations is not the
norm for Creoles, but rather that fully tensed, finite
clauses alone function paratactically as adjoined
complements. Evidence from older established Creole
languages refutes Bickertonfs observations, which may
be relevant only to the description of creolizing
languages like Tok Pisin and Hawaiian.
My analysis centers on the role of determiners in the
development of COMPs which characterize tensed or
aspectual, restrictive relative clauses.
Relativizing
COMPs that develop from determiners function as
embedding particles. It is shown here that their
determiner source dictates that they never allow WHmovement, and thus that prepositions may never be moved
to them from a relativized NP position.
1.1. COMP candidates and sources. With regard to
COMP sources, there is a universal tendency for
languages to draw on the closed functional categories
of their lexicons in developing COMPs, rather than from
the content categories.
For example, no case of a
noun evolving into a COMP has been documented.
Washabaugh (1975:113) suggests the following principle:
The claim is that in creolization, and by extension
in any process of grammar invention, abstract
grammatical categories evolve from semantically
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spatio-temporal categories. In other, less precise
terms, function words in a language evolve from
content words.
Washabaugh's principle applies to all natural languages. In the case of Creoles, these internal
categories are drawn on in COMP development, as are
similar categories in contact languages.
In looking only at complementation in the relative
clause, Hutchison and Whitman (1982) suggested that the
cross-linguistic range of COMP types divides into four
categorial sources: (1) interrogative (WH) pronouns,
(2) determiners of NP, (3) adpositions to NP, (A)
verbals.
As candidates for reanalysis as COMP, determiners of
NP share with other COMP candidates the syntactic
feature of position vis-a-vis the constituents to which
they relate, i.e. as COMP candidates they always occur
at the boundaries of those constituents, either
initially or finally- Determiners either precede or
follow a noun phrase, and thus when a sentence falls
within their scope, they either precede or follow it.
In languages which initialize interrogatives in WHquestions, the interrogatives always occur in a
position preceding the entire clause from which they
have been extracted. Whatever their source, COMP
candidates must occur either at the beginning or the
end of a clause, and thus potentially at clause
boundaries.
1.2. On the syntactic typology of Creole languages.
The Creole languages considered here are configurational languages, having strict SVO word order typology. This strictness of word order is typical of all
natural languages that do not have case marking
systems, as is generally the case for creole languages.
Morphologically, Creoles are generally analytic or
isolating, having minimal derivational morphology, and
little or no inflectional morphology. Overt case
markers for indicating major syntactic roles (i.e.
nominative, accusative, and dative) are absent, and
there is a minimal set of adpositions for the oblique
cases. It is common--though not universal—for there
to be no case-marked pronouns, though certain Creoles
do distinguish subject from nonsubject pronouns for one
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or more persons. Derivational morphology is often based
in the verb root and may be of limited productivity.
Nominal derivational morphology is minimal, with
plurals often produced analytically rather than
agglutinatively. Morphological agreement may therefore
be minimal. Plural forms of determiner elements are
frequently used to affect pluralization, with no
corroborative plural agreement marking on the noun
itself. It is a very economical, nonredundant system.
Ordering within the prototypical Creole noun phrase
places all nonsentential modifiers of a head noun
before it, and sentential modifiers (i.e. relative
clauses) after it. Exceptions to this are found in
certain of the French-superstrate Creoles, such as
Haitian, in which definite and anaphoric determiners (definite articles, genitival qualifiers, etc.)
follow the head noun, and are postposed to an entire
noun phrase constituent.
Other factors of Creole language typology relevant to
COMP development in the relative clause construction
are: (1) questioning strategies that are distinct from
relativization strategies; (2) relativization strategies which entail the use of a non-WH relativizing
particle and which therefore do not entail WH-movement.
In this respect they diverge significantly from their
superstrate languages.
2. On the typology of complementation. Complement
sentences may function as syntactic arguments in their
own right, or they may be tied to an antecedent noun
phrase argument through an identity relation between
that antecedent and a NP contained in the complement
sentence. Bresnan (1972:219) provides convenient terms
for distinguishing the former as 'predicate complements ', and the latter as what she calls 'determiner
complements'. Her terms are clearly based in the
syntactic status of the complement sentence, i.e.
whether it is part of the predicate, or part of the
determiner of a NP constituent. From a functionaltypological standpoint, the selection of the term
'determiner complement' is felicitous, particularly
with regard to COMP source, since a significant number
of languages exhibit relative clause COMPs which arise
from the determiner system.
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According to certain observed universal ordering
characteristics (Greenberg:1962; Bresnan:1970), natural
languages with a relative clause of the structure NP >
NP S, also initialize question words in WH-questions to
the leftmost position in a sentence. The implication
is therefore that COMP elements in these languages
precede their embedded or complement sentences.
Bresnan (1970:320) argued convincingly that if a
language has the phrase structure rule NP > N S, then
it also has the phrase structure rule S > COMP S, in
order to formalize her observation that 'languages with
leftward heads of relatives have all complementizers
positioned to the left 1 , thus implying that all question particles will be to the left.
Certain of the Creoles described here constitute an
exception to these typological universals simply
because they have typologically aberrant, postposed
determiners, which have taken on a COMP-like role. The
present analysis suggests that in the case Haitian--an
otherwise typologically consistent SVO language--there
is no preposed or clause-initial COMP position. This is
due to the functional load carried by the determiner as
a COMP-like element from clause-final position. I
further suggest that the occurrence of initialized
interrogatives in WH-questions in these languages is
due to clefting (in which a focused element is followed
by a relative clause construction) rather than to WHmovement.
3. Determiner complements: Deictic determiners as
relativizing particles (COMPs). Cross-linguistically,
determiner elements such as demonstratives and articles
occur consistently either initially or finally in the
NP. Creole languages are not alone in their use of NP
determiners as COMPs in determiner complement structures, especially the relative clause. For many languages, such COMPs may also be used in THAT-S complement structures, and furthermore in factive COMP-S
structures. The sources which are typical of Creoles
in this role are the determiners of NP: demonstratives,
deictic locative demonstratives, and definite
articles.
3.1. Tok Pisin (TP) relativization. Sankoff and
Brown (1980:254) suggest that Tok Pisin (TP) ia,
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derivative of the English here, passed through the
following three stages on its way to become a syntactic
bracketing device in relative clause constructions:
(1) the original place adverb ^a: Yu stap ia, 'stay
here 1 .
(2) extension for use as a postposed deictic or
demonstrative: e.g. em ia 'this one here'.
(3) further extension for general bracketing use,
including topic-comment structures, relativization, and cleft sentences: Boi IA igat fiftin
yias IA em itokim ologeta liklik boi olikam.
'This boy who was fifteen years old he told all
the boys to come.' (Sankoff and Brown, 1980:217).
Thus, along the spatio-temporal lines suggested by
Washabaugh, they demonstrate how ija has come out of the
deictic system of TP, originally as a place adverb.
Regardless of original source therefore, once a linguistic entity reaches Sankoff and Brown's stage 2, it
is a prime candidate for COMP (for syntactic reasons of
word order), especially a COMP of the determiner type a
la Bresnan. If, between Sankoff's stages 2 and 3, it
takes on an anaphoric role, which deictics frequently
do in languages, then for semantic reasons as well it
becomes a strong candidate for COMP. The presence of
an anaphoric determiner in the RC context or in the
THAT-S context is to be expected. In the former case,
it is due to the anaphoric relation between the relativized NP and its antecedent. In the latter case,
nominalized factive complements frequently require
anaphoric markers to indicate the semantic presupposition inherent in their use. Restrictive relative
clauses contain a definite NP which is coreferent with
the head NP, and thus a language's system of anaphoric
determination is frequently called into play to indicate this relationship.
The TP structure which results from this bracketing
function can be represented as follows: NP > [NP1
DET [S ... PRO1 ... DET]J. As ia evolves from its
locative adverbial role into its determiner role, the
result is a typological anomaly for an SVO language
since it is a postposed determiner element to an NP
structure with normally preposed determiners.
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In TP, its second occurrence postposed to the relative clause places it in a position for potential
reanalysis as a COMP-like element since it has the
entire clause as its scope. Similarly, the initial
occurrence of IJL is in COMP-candidate position visa-vis the relative clause, only from initial rather
than final position.
This NP DET S DET structure is one that is reproduced
in a significant number of languages with either
established or new determiner elements postposed to
their head nouns, be it typologically anomalous or not.
3.2. Haitian (H) relativization. In H, it would seem
that the NP final occurrence of the determiner LA has
become predominant and appears to have taken on a
COMP-like role in WH questions, relative clause constructions, and in other complement structures of the
language.
The H DET LA normally occurs in its postposed site
after the relative clause, whether or not the antecedent is marked by a DET element.
For the subject
relatives, an obligatory resumptive relative pronoun ki^
occurs in subject position within the relative clause.
(4) mun (LA) ki vini LA
'the person who came1
(4a) Mun LA vini.
'The person came.1
The presence of the subject relative pronoun lei clearly
distinguishes the relative construction of (4) from the
root clause of (4a). This pronominal never moves from
subject position in the clause in which it occurs,
whether it be an anaphor for a relative antecedent, a
WH question, or a cleft. H thus requires that the
subject position always be filled in an embedded
sentence, as shown in (5) and (5a). It is quite
probable that the H ki. entered the language from the
superstrate French subject relative COMP-element qui.
(5) mun u kwe ki te malad LA 'the person you thought
was sick1
(5a) *mun ki u kwe (ki) te malad LA
(6) Ki mun Jean kwe Mariz te di ki te vini LA? 'Who
did John think that Mariz had said had come?'
(6a) *Ki mun ki Jean kwe Mariz te di (ki) te vini LA?
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For the other major constituent positions, direct and
indirect object, a deletion strategy leaves a gap in
the relativized position.
(7) liv (LA) m ashte LA 'the book that I bought1
(8) mun (LA) m ba kot LA 'the person that I gave
money to1
In oblique relatives with expressed prepositions, H
requires a resumptive pronoun strategy, with the prepositional phrase or the genitive occurring in its
canonical position within the relative clause.
(9) shez yo shita su yo LA 'the chairs on which they
sat'
(10) shyen (LA) m te kase pat li LA 'the dog whose
leg I broke'
3.3. Capeverdean (CV) vs. H relativization. In CV, a
COMP element, ki occurs in preposed COMP position. As
was the case for H, major constituent relativization
involves deletion for subject and direct object, and
optional resumptive pronoun for indirect object.
(11) kel omi ki bai 'the man that went'
(12) kel omi ki n oja 'the man that I saw1
(13) kel omi ki n da (el) libru 'the that I gave a
book to1
For oblique CV relatives, the strategy is identical
to that of Haitian, with resumptive pronouns required
in canonical typological positions for prepositional
and genitive relativized positions.
(14) kel omi ki n papia ku el 'the man that I spoke
with1
(15) kel omi ki es oja se muje 'the man whose wife
they saw1
In both H and CV, these are the only possible relative strategies. While the CV COMP ki is obligatory,
as a relativizing particle, the H LA is normally though
not always manifested in relative clause final
position.
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It is generally agreed that the CV COMP lei has as its
source the superstrate Portuguese WH COMP que. It has
clearly been reanalyzed in CV since it has none of the
WH movement characteristics of its superstrate counterpart. A COMP-element like ki^ in CV is therefore distinct from COMPs developing from determiner elements
like the H LA. In the latter case, structural ambiguity is much more of an issue.
3.4. Sango (S) relativization. In S, the Creole
lingua franca of the Central African Republic, the same
double postposed determiner structure observed in H
relatives is reproduced, again in a language with
postposed determiners.
(16) madame so 'this woman1
(17) pendere bongo ni so 'this beautiful dress1
(18) Lo baa asusu SO
ala gbo mingi mingi SO.
'he saw fish DET they catch many many DET.'
He saw the fish that they caught in such numbers.
(Dreyfuss 1977:112-113) Dreyfuss's examples make it
apparent that the Sango SO is under going further
reanalysis, since unlike the development of its Haitian
counterpart LA, Sango SO occurs infrequently in relative clause final position, but quite consistently in
clause initial position like a good COMP, still postposed to the head noun.
That this SO has been reanalyzed as COMP from this
position vis-a-vis the following relative clause is
corroborated elsewhere in Sango where it functions as a
subordinating conjunction from initial position, as in
(19) (Dreyfuss 1977:113).
(19) So mo tene awe, fade i kiri i bi gbanda ni.
since you speak perf fut we return we throw net
the
'Since you've spoken, we'll go back and cast the
nets.'
Examples like (20), however, suggest that it also has a
role from the postposed position, as is the case in
Haitian.
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(20) Ni laa si ala wara nginza pepe so.
it emphat they get money neg. DET
'That's why they didn't get any money.1
4. The development of the English relative clause.
Comparing the role of these determiner elements in
Creole relativization to the role of THAT in English
relativization reveals striking similarities, especially with regard to COMP development. Romaine (1982)
traces the evolution of English demonstratives in this
role from the Old English period.
... the Old English demonstrative and article se,
seo, poet, either with or without a substantive in
the initial clause, was repeated at the end of the
clause to focus on some particular referent and
point forward to some additional information which
followed in the next clause, and thus in some way
elaborated or restricted the referent in the first
clause (Romaine 1982:56).
(21) Paet is se Abraham se him engla god naman niwan
asceop.
'That is that Abraham for whom the God of the
angels made a new name' (Romaine 1982:57).
According to Romaine and her sources, this at once
deictic and anaphoric element then changes from having
case marking agreeing with its coreferent in the superordinate clause to that agreeing with its coreferrent
in the subordinate or relative clause. The determiner
elements se and/or sepe were declinable and came to
take on concord for their roles in the relative clause,
and thus were true relative pronouns. Whether or not
their situation in clause initial position resulted
from WH movement or not would certainly be debatable.
At a somewhat later stage, case bearing elements were
replaced by indeclinable PE, POER 'there', and eventually PAT. Elements that are postposed within a NP may
become candidates for reanalysis as part of a following
clause. It is apparent that in Old English the relative clause arose through juxtaposition of a preactically adjoined clause. Adjunction was then followed by
embedding.
It was during the Middle English period that the WH-
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interrogative system entered the English relativization
system, and our WH-relative pronoun came into being.
Also during this period, PE disappeared and was supplanted by PAT. Once WH-words came to be used, PAT
came to be limited in use to the restrictive relative
clause, the WH words heading headless appositive relatives. Mustonoja (1960:191) says that the transition
from interrogative into relative pronoun began in types
of indirect questions where the interrogative character
of the pronoun became weakened and the pronouns so used
were generalizing relatives (Romaine 1982:61). Romaine
and others suggest that it was probably through the
influence of Latin that the WH-words entered the relatative system.
5. Conclusions. It is apparent that the history of
the English relative clause was virtually identical to
that I have described for certain Creole languages,
that is, up until the time when the interrogative
system came to play a role via the contact language,
Latin.
Case roles of antecedents within relative clauses of
these Creoles are not encoded through the use of relative pronouns, or any case carrying elements. Most use
an invariable relative marker of one kind or another
which usually occurs in the typological position corresponding to that of the definite article in the
simple noun phrase, either vis-a-vis the head noun
and/or the head noun and the relative clause. As
described earlier, apart from the few prepositions
available for certain oblique cases, Creoles rarely
have a system for marking case. It follows naturally
that their relativization strategies do not involve
case marked relative pronouns. The case role of the
antecedent in the Creole relative clause is therefore
determined on the basis of word order, just as it is in
root sentences. Creole relative markers are thus
nonpronominal relativizers and Creole relative clauses
do not mirror the two-track evolution described for
English.
Whereas the typology of creole relativization is
quite consistent and unmixed, the situation is not the
same in WH-question formation. A number of Creoles
exhibit mixed systems of WH-question formation, one
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strategy comparable to their relative clause-forming
strategy, and another comparable to a superstratelike WH-movement strategy, which would suggest
acceptable variation and ongoing change.
5.1. On the typology of determiners as relative
comps. This study has suggested a certain set of
typological characteristics which will be universally
shared by languages whose relative clause COMP-elements
have determiners as their sources. These characteristics include:
(1) Determiners which have developed as relative
clause COMPs will occur in their typologically
predictable position, vis-a-vis either the head
noun of a relative clause construction, or the
entire NP. In the latter case, in languages with
postposed determiners, these elements will
therefore immediately follow the relative clause.
(2) Determiners in a COMP-like role in relatives will
never have the characteristics of a COMP coming
from a WH element, in the same role, i.e. WHmovement and its accoutrements such as
pied-piping will not cooccur. Creole COMPs from
WH-sources on the other hand, may or may not be
characterized by WH movement.
Benveniste was perhaps the pioneer of this type of
analysis. In his important treatment of the relative
clause he indicated (1966:191-92) that
... the use of the pronoun as the determiner of the
noun or adjective... is its proper function from its
very origin, and its use as a 'relative pronoun1 is
only an extension to the verbal clause. In the two
cases the role of the pronoun is the same, that of a
determiner, whether it is determining a nominal term
or a complete clause. ... the relative clause, no
matter how it is connected to the antecedent (by a
pronoun, a particle, etc.), behaves like a determined
•syntactic adjective1 just as the relative pronoun
plays the role of a determinative 'syntactic
article.'
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The present analysis differs only in that it is noncommital with regard to whether or not a determiner in
the COMP role ever becomes a 'pronoun' or not, and
never deals with the problematical issue of what a
'relative pronoun1 is and when the status of 'relative
pronoun' should be awarded. My analysis would suggest
that there are certain universal typological characteristics occurring in languages which select determiners
as relativizing COMPs in the development of their relativization strategies.
The syntactic characteristics
of such COMP-elements are comparable to those of other
non-WH COMPS (as is the case with regard to the CV k i ) ,
differing only in that they occur in the canonical
determiner position, which may not necessarily coincide with the predicted COMP position.
Notes
1. Some Creoles select relativization COMP-candidates from the WH question system. This is especially
true of Creoles with English as the superstrate language. For those Creoles, frequently the locative WHword where is generalized as relative COMP for all
cases and thus reanalyzed from an original locative
source. In the case of Tok Pisin, this strategy is one
of the alternative relativization strategies to the one
I have resented for Tok Pisin in section 3.1 of this
paper. Other Creoles select major constituent WH-words
rather than obliques for generalization in this role.
WH-question words that take on this role in Creoles do
not necessarily bring with them the WH movement characteristics of their interrogative counterparts.
2. The source categories referred to in this paper
are either categories from the Creole itself or catagories from a superstrate language. In many cases, a
given COMP candidate may be from the same category in
both the creole and the superstrate language. In any
event, it is apparent that if it is originally from the
superstrate, it has come into the creole unaccompanied
by the syntactic processes which characterize them in
the superstrate, and are thus undergoing autonomous
reanalysis processes in the context of the creole.
3. The H DET LA functions as a clause-final COMP for
matrix verbs of this class, indicating that the embedded clause is presupposed as factive. Koopman
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(1980:33) has argued that the 'neutral complementizer,
corresponding to French que, or English that is not
lexicalized in Haitian.'
(i) M te di li te vini LA. 'I have said that he had
arrived.'
(ii) Li te kwe u te malad. 'She believed that you
were sick.'
(iia) ?Li te kwe u te malad LA. (Koopman, 1980:33)
I contend that H LA functions as a COMP from clausefinal position to indicate factivity. Its use is
questionable in the nonfactive environment of (2a).
This becomes clear in its obligatory occurrence in the
following nominalized subject clause.
(iii) Vini 1 vini LA neve m. 'That he came upset me.
(Lefebvre 1982:38)
I would therefore argue that H has no initial or preclause COMP position, but only the postposed DET
position as a COMP-like position for embedding such
finite clauses.
4. The H determiner LA assimilates phonologically to
the preceding word, with the following allomorphs: la,
a, a, na. In the H examples presented here it is
always indicated as LA so as to be easily recognizable.
5. As is the case with their relative counterparts,
questioning a major constituent in CV and H involves a
gap in the clause (except in H subject position) with
the identical distribution of COMP elements in clauseinitial position (CV Jki) or postposed to the clause (H
LA). CV has an overt copula, H does not. The occurrence of the copula in nearly all of the WH words of
CV, and the occurrence of relative clause-like structures in the WH-questions of both CV and H, together
suggest that we are dealing with cleft constructions
rather than with WH-movement.
(i) CV: (Ki) kuza (e) KI bu kre )? 'What do you
want?'
(ii) H: (Ki) sa u te ashte 0 LA. 'What did you buy?'
However, when WH-questions involving oblique constituents are examined, it is apparent that in CV the
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questioned constituent can be extracted, indicating a
rule of WH-movement, as in (3).
(iii) CV: Ku kuza (e KI) n ta korta pon 0? 'With what
am I going to cut the bread?'
Or a resumptive pronoun strategy (A), mirroring that of
the corresponding relative clause (as in 5 ) , may be
used, indicating pronominalization of the questioned NP
position, rather than WH-movement.
(iv) CV: Kuza (e) KI n ta korta pon ku el. 'What am I
going to cut the bread with? 1
(v) CV: faka ki n ta korta pon ku el
*faka ku ki n ta korta pon
'the knife I am going to cut bread with1
(vi) H: Ak ki sa m pral kupe pen 0 LA?
'With what am I going to cut the bread?'
(via) *Ki sa m pral kupe pen ak li?
(vii kuto m pral kupe pen ak li LA
'the knife I am going to cut bread with1
6. Romaine (1982) reached similar conclusions via her
analysis of the historical development of the English
relative clause, as cited earlier in this paper.
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ISSUES IN ORAL POETRY: CRITICISM, TEACHING,
AND TRANSLATION
Olabiyi Yai
University of Ife, Nigeria
La solitude du discours critique est
le grand piege auquel il faut echapper.
--Jean Starobinski
It was T. S. Eliot who, while insisting on the nonautotelic nature of literary criticism, aptly said that
'the age of criticism is also the age of critical
poetry.' He then elaborates on the notion of critical
poetry by saying that 'the contemporary poet is forced
to ask himself such questions as "what is poetry for?";
not merely "what am I to say?" but rather "how and to
whom am I to say it?" 1 * The dialectic between poetic
creativity and criticism has now become an axiom among
literary scholars. It is recognized that in Western
and Oriental literary traditions alike epochs of genial
critics are also epochs of genial poets.
Paradoxically, the state of the art in oral poetry
criticism is a negation of Eliot's dictum. No communication seems to exist between the production/consumption of oral poetry and its criticism. Critics of
oral poetry are almost invariably trained in the criticism of written poetry before specializing in oraliture. This seemingly harmless chronological inversion
is consecrated as logical to the extent that written
literature criticism serves as the bedrock to oral
poetry criticism, the latter being perceived as the
former's appendage.
It is something of a scandal that this paradox has
remained unquestioned by the practitioners of oraliture
criticism. Thus a critic of oral literature asserted
in a recent issue of a reputable specialized journal:
'Nous ne pouvons parler de 1'oralite qu'en l'ecrivant.'^ The state of affairs in oral poetry criticism
generates an increasingly profound malaise that is
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sometimes sensed but rarely expressed by the
practitioners. We seem to be entangled in a cobweb of
an aporia that can only be resolved by a radical
questioning of the relevance of the various theories
that inspire current oraliture criticism. Only by
examining the theoretical foundations on which current
oral literary criticism is based, and more important,
by detaching it from the creed in which it has been
imprisoned can we create a new intellectual space
conducive to the emergence of an adequate oral poetics.
It is also our hypothesis that an examination of paradigms of oral literature criticism in primary oral
cultures could be helpful in that direction.
Literary history will perhaps one day confirm the
judgment that one of the distinctive features of the
poetics of our times—and also its Achilles heel--is
that it allows itself to be carried away by linguistic
theories. Thus structural linguistics gave birth to
structuralist poetics. Indeed, the study of folklore
has contributed in no small way to the development of
the doctrines of formalism and structuralism since the
days of Opoiaz. Formalism and structuralism in their
turn have contributed greatly to the study and understanding of oral poetry. In an essay such as this one,
it is not possible to do justice to the merits of
theories that have been the order of the day for
virtually five decades and that have been used for the
study of oral poetry of diverse cultures of all continents. Suffice it to indicate some salient characteristics of the insight that structuralism has brought to
the study of oral poetry.
By favoring an immanent approach to such study,
formalism and structuralism broadened our knowledge of
the features, levels, and relations among the elements
of oral texts. They also open up the possibility of a
discourse on the universal constraints of the functioning of the human mind (Jakobson 1973, Maranda and
Maranda 1971, Hendricks 1970, Sebeok 1960). But today
the structuralist Egeria shows signs of fatigue and
analytic senility, and the structuralist vogue appeals
only to 'provincial pedagogues', as Mounin would have
it. -* Hence the search for a new tutelary theory
within the discipline of linguistics.
Transformational generative grammar (TGG) was the
natural choice. Thus generative poetics was born. But
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unlike structuralist poetics, generative poetics is
rather an aspiration toward generativism, a nebulous
projection rather than an actual achievement. Apart
from theoretical pronouncements and methodological
proposals by generative linguists and stylisticians,
who endeavor somewhat mechanically to apply various
principles of TGG to literature (Ohmann 1964, 1966;
T h o m e 1965; Bierwisch 1965; Van Dijk 1972a, 1972b), we
still await an articulate generative transformational
theory of literature, as well as textual analyses based
on it.
A partial explanation for this lacuna may be
found in Chomsky's idealist psychologism, with its
emphasis on the ideal speaker-listener, which imposes
severe limitations on the goals of poetics.
At any
rate, TGG's contribution to the development of oral
poetics is virtually nonexistent. Interest in literary
matters on the part of TGG theoreticians is inconsequential and counterintuitive because linguistic
excellence is judged against literary standards,
particularly in oral cultures.
Whatever their respective merits, structuralist and
generative poetics operate on oral 'texts1, whose
internal structures they seek to reveal. This emphasis
on texts, which is regarded as the major merit of
structuralist/generativist poetics, is precisely what
other critics consider as their main defect. Alan
Dundes once described it as a 'sterile puerile form of
academic play.'"
It may be useful at this juncture to examine the very
notion of 'text' since it is so basic to most theories
of literature. The concept of text is used by linguists and written/oral literary critics alike, often
without definition, perhaps because it is felt that the
concept is a well-established one. It may, however,
refer to diverse realities. In written literature, the
concept of text seems to pose no problem. A line, a
poem, a novel, the works of a writer or of an epoch,
are exponents of the concept. Basic to this definition
of text are the notions of spatiality and unity. Now
these notions are not necessarily relevant in oral
literature. Thus the first difficulty encountered by
an oral literature critic accustomed to the criteria of
analysis and categories of written literature is that
of the delimitation of the object of analysis (Yai
1972, Barber n.d.). In an attempt to widen the
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concept, Bouissac, (1978:104) proposed the following
definition:
... any permanent set of ordered elements (either
sentences, objects, actions or combinations of any of
these) of which the copresence (or collocation) is
considered by an encoder and/or a decoder as being
related in some capacity one to another through the
mediation of a logico-semantic system.
This definition seems attractive, but it is, in fact,
a magnification of the 'objective fallacy8. In oral
poetics, 'texts' are conventionally recognized through
some structural characteristics (opening and closing
formulae, characteristic phrases, etc.). While this is
possible for some genres (riddles, folktales), other
genres in many African cultures simply do not display
such characteristics or when they do, there is nothing
in them that can be described as 'a permanent set of
ordered elements'. A performance of Iwi or Ijala, for
instance, unless given a Procustean treatment, can
hardly be called a text. I once suggested the notion
of intertext in lieu of 'text8 (Yai 1972). But this
notion is still heavily dependent on written literature. The basic problem here is that there always
seems to be a process of reification implied in the
very concept of text. This being the case, whether it
should be used and in which sense is a fundamental
issue in the epistemology of literature and not a mere
terminological issue, as critics often tend to suggest.
At a higher level, what is at stake with this seemingly
innocent issue is whether the criticism of oral
literature, because it has developed chronologically
after written literature criticism, should be
assimilated to the latter or rather be allowed to
develop its own autonomous and better adapted body of
critical concept.
With the development of pragmatics and semiotics, the
context of situation approach (or what could be aptly
termed the ethnography of performance approach) has
come to replace structuralist criticism of oral poetry.
Since Hymes' seminal essay, inspired by Jakobson's
works, much insightful work has been conducted by the
exponents of this new school in the realms of theory,
methodology, and textual analysis (Ben Amos and
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Goldstein 1974, Scherzer 1979, etc.). The semiotic
approach constitutes a considerable advance in oral
poetics vis-a-vis formalist-structuralist and generative accounts, but inasmuch as it still conceives of
oral 'texts1 as situated or inscribed in specific
contexts, it may not be as revolutionary as it has been
described to be. The spatial metaphor clearly shows
that texts take precedence over contexts. It is
doubtful whether the 'text' versus context approach
adequately portrays our perception of oral poetry. For
if, as Tedlock (1977:409) aptly observed, 'live
performances are situated amid singing birds and
barking dogs, falling rain and thunder claps, together
with the responses of an audience whose members *..
understand every word', how far are we justified in
dichotomizing text and context? The text/context
dualism may be a function of the 'alphabetic idealogy'
of the Western world since antiquity.
The reason for the relative failure of the linguistic
and semiotic approaches to oral poetry criticism is
that, whatever their methodology, their presuppositions
enshrine a serious epistemological confusion: What is
the epistemological status of a criticism often written
in a language alien to the one which expresses its
object of study in spoken form? What results, what
knowledge and human interest can one expect from this
two-pronged alienation? One has to give special credit
to Krupat, who courageously admitted that 'I do not
believe that our textual culture, although presently
restructuring itself to replace print with the
printout, can develop an oral poetics1 (Krupat
1982:324). This is because the very enterprise of a
written criticism of oral literature has an intrinsic
violence, as well as an assimilationist parti-pris, at
its root. Thus all the theories so far examined have
produced criticisms of oraliture that are but various
versions of written literature criticism. They cannot
fail to miss their target. One is tempted to paraphrase D. Vasse° and to say, as a variation on the
familiar biblical expression, that all these theories
of oral poetry criticism are 'voies dans le des-aire1
(disparate voices in the wilderness).
We must now consider more seriously the possibility
of an oral criticism of oral poetry, that is to say, of
a criticism in which the distance between poetry and
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poetics is minimal. Since I am referring to a
universal phenomenon familiar to oral cultures in
Africa, Brazil, and Amerindia, it may seem pointless to
draw researchers' attention to it. But it has become
so trivialized that an oral poetics should restore it
at long last and make it whole again. Tedlock
(1977:516) proclaims a truth whose implications slip
oral poetics by, when he writes:
There remains a question as to what place critical
discourse has in oral poetics. Members of primary
oral cultures generally limit themselves to brief
remarks about performances when they say anything at
all, and such remarks are quickly forgotten. There
is no such thing as an oral performance of the great
critical discourse of the past. This is because
performances of traditional stories and the criticism
of those stories are really one and the same thing.
But he also raises a number of issues. What is the
validity of the concept of discourse in a situation of
pure orality? Is it true that brief remarks are soon
forgotten? But especially the new concept of performance established as an absolute dries up its
heuristic entropy. In fact, once we equate it with the
kind of monument an 'oeuvre' is when in written form,
'performance' is perceived as permitting, within its
limits, all the endeavours of oral poetics. The truth
is that a literary work in oral form is never 'bounded'
and that we can grasp oral criticism of oral poetry
before, during, and after 'performance'. To be able to
understand the oral poetics of oral poetry, we must
dismiss any theory which presents this poetry as a
'product' or a 'work' that has the features of finitude
and closure as implied by these concepts. Instead, we
should talk of uninterrupted 'production' (Yai 1972,
Barber n.d.). In the case of an oral poetics, what
happens during 'performance' is as significant as what
goes on before and after.
The pre-performance criticism is linked to the mode
of production and existence of oral poetry. The
methodologies of this criticism vary according to
cultures and modes. In the Efe mode as performed in
Western Yorubaland, the pre-performance criticism takes
place in special groups accessible only to the members
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of the Gelede society. Each group has its hierarchy of
artists. Every song composed by an individual or a
group of individuals is subjected to the collective
criticism of the members of the innermost societies,
called igbale. Two or three singers brought together
either by sameness of taste or through nomination by
the society, evaluate the song. Darah painstakingly
describes a similar situation in the Urhobo culture
whereby the evaluation process has about five stages.
The peculiarity of this criticism is that it is conceived as a communal exercise, a collective production.
Using a metaphor he infelicitously borrowed from conventional literary criticism, Darah (1977:10) speaks of
'communal editing1. And Krupat observes (1982:327)
that in the Amerindian case, 'Indian texts' are always
the consequence of a collaboration.
For obvious reasons, we still have few details on the
oral pre-performance criticism of esoteric modes. But
the little we know of them makes it possible for us to
infer that their composition is very often dual or
multiple, which certainly implies a criticism. Thus in
the Ifa or divinatory poetry of the Yoruba, the
beginning of every verset-poem comprises a string of
maxims of the composer(s) of that verset.
Oral criticism which is contemporary to 'performance'
is better known, for the same reasons that others are
ignored: it is on performance-event which has been
paired with text-product that criticism is mainly
focused. However, it is necessary that performanceevent be given the weight and meaning which are its due
in oral poetics. I have already noted that Tedlock saw
in it only 'brief remarks' that are easily forgotten.
But there are some intrinsically dialogic modes. Iyere
Ifai, a form of divinatory poetry, is the concern of a
congregation of poets-priests whose aim seems to be,
among others, an acquisition of fresh versets and the
recollection of some old ones. The chant takes up a
responsorial form and any participant can propose a
poem to his colleagues by singing the verses. Other
participants reply han-in 'that's it1 at the end of
each line whenever it strikes in them a satisfactory
chord. But when the participant sings conspicuously
amiss, or when the texture or form of his chant seems
to deviate from the norms interiorized and agreed to by
others, there can be an individual or a collective
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reply: baun ko (lit. 'that's not of tune' = 'it is not
acceptable'). If this verdict of disapproval occurs,
the chanter must cease his chant. Another member of
the group may take it up where he has left off or may
even propose a fresh poem.
Thus we know that what is really significant in this
process is the display of alertness in poetic competence, as it is called in generative poetics. The
cases of poetic contests are too familiar to be dwelt
upon; they can be found everywhere in Africa and Latin
America (los desafios). In Brazil, the afoxes de Samba
blend the contributions of the Iberian Peninsula and
Africa, with Yoruba dominating. " There are also other
modes in which critical enterprise does not shift from
one poet to the other but rather devolves upon a more
or less informed audience during the performance; this
is the case with the Brazilian Cantorias (Zumthor
1980:233; 1983:183). Oral criticism of oral poetry
that follows performance is likewise multidimensional.
The majority of the audience, who generally (at least
in villages) have an adequate poetic competence, often
give brief evaluations in the first hours or days
following a performance. There are also more thoroughgoing, detailed, and insightful criticisms. A Somalian
poet recently told me that in Somalia, the audience
spends hours on end evaluating a stanza, line, or even
a short segment of a poem after a performance before an
audience or on the radio. There are also more or less
informal postperformance evaluative methods to which
poets themselves have recourse. Thus in the Gelede
society mentioned earlier, there is a group of individuals whose duty it is to collect carefully the
critical reactions of the village chiefs and elders
whose knowledge, wisdom, and sense of taste are made
much of. The aim of such an exercise is to reinvest
those critical responses into the mainstream of
elaboration of Efe songs so that future performances
may be improved.
The brief analysis of these various forms of oral
criticism allows us to indicate the particularities of
what oral poetics is in a situation of pure African
orality. Unlike the criticism of writtenness which is
in essence a criticism of mediation, oral poetics is
indivisible with its poetry; it is self-productive. It
is also generative as long as as it aims at arousing
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creative impulses in the audience. It is also expansive
when considered from the point of view of mode whose
corpus it helps proliferate. Oral poetics is also
metamimetic and ameliorative. Its objective and function are not only to make poets do better and to arouse
more poetic vocationss but more importants to make each
poet excel his predecessors and his contemporaries or
to give self-transcending performances at every occasion. It is, in several respectss participatory. From
the point of view of oral poetics, oral poetry strictly
speaking should not even be described. We know it by
practising it and by contributing to its making. The
visual image which readily comes to mind to define this
poetics is that of the goddess Qsumare in the Yoruba
pantheon, called Aido Huedo in the Fon pantheon. She
represents the rainbow and is symbolized by a multicolored snake which swallows itself by the tail. As
the result of this infinite ritual of self-consumption,
the goddess becomes rejuvenated. We understand why
poets find the goddess symbolism attractive. In
speaking about the criticism of written poetry, T.S.
Eliot had already remarked; 'The poetic critic is
criticizing poetry in order to create poetry.'H
Such is the essence of oral poetics. Is it an
exaggeration to find in it the display--at the level of
artistry--of dialectical and political relationships
between the dream of an unrealisable absolute freedom
of the individual and the lived experience of an
integrative social matrix? This social matrix is as
reassuring as it is coercive. Perhaps we must discern
in that poetics a permanent will to conjure death, to
prolong life ad infinitum by the simultaneous interaction of the voice and the body periodically fitted
into a plurality which is reassuring because it
promises immortality. Oral poetics in cultures that
practise pure orality makes it possible to translate
into reality at least some small part of the generous
dream of Isidore Ducasse, the count of Lautreamont who
wanted poetic creativity to be socialized activity:
'La poesie doit etre faite par tous.'
What pedagogic conclusions can be drawn from this
exploration into the realm of oral poetics? We can
only advise that it is high time we inaugurated or
intensified an oral approach to the criticism of oral
poetry where it is being taught. The persistence of
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the Western university tradition in our midst legitimates and justifies all the conventional approaches we
have examined much earlier. They will still be of use,
but their practitioners should bear in mind their
status. As long as their role is to inform us about
the mechanisms of a literature whose natural audience
is not familiar with such discourse, these critical
approaches, we must emphasize, are part and parcel of
the discipline of anthropology or ethnology. More
important, these approaches alone can no longer take
care of our oralitures. In its bid to abandon the
traditional roads, the teaching of orality, taking its
inspiration from 'performance approaches', relied
unduly on apparatuses. Tape recorders, records, films,
and videos are all brought in to make the student see
the nature of oral poetry. But the objective of this
pedagogy still remains informational. The student's
participation in the creative process of poetry is
thrown overboard.
We therefore need a teaching methodology which would
generate a fresh problematics of oral poetry. We
should in this respect envisage a meeting-point between
the natural contexts of oral poetry elaboration and the
university world. The universities which have taken an
advanced step in this direction ask traditional poets
to collaborate with them. This is the practice in IleIfe. Three poets (one a woman) representing three
different modes are invited to the university to teach
poetry and poetics. Moreover, it is now compulsory for
every undergraduate student who is endowed with the
requisite voice to take one of the modes as a subject.
He will be expected to have reached a satisfactory
level of performance within a three- or four-year
university programme. There is also a one-year diploma
course in oral poetry. Emphasis is placed on performative acquisition in any one of the three modes. This
experience, the highest possible at a university level,
is an innovation, but an innovation which generates
some comment. A meeting-point has indeed been created
between the university ivory tower and the contexts of
oral poetry elaboration but the traffic is one way.
Contrary to the usual course of oral poetry apprenticeship, the young poet does not go to his master but the
master leaves his village in search of his pupil in an
institution where he feels de trop. From a central
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authority in his village, he becomes a peripheralized
master, as it were, in the university circle. Consequently, his creative production is minimalized and the
threat of 'fakelore1 becomes more serious. We should
seek a dialogic situation whereby a pupil can stay and
work with his master in the village and even follow him
to his farms, thus placing himself in the most ideal
apprenticeship condition.
If, as I believe, a theory of translation is part of
a theory of literature, the foregoing observations as
to the necessity of reorienting oral poetry criticism
have implications for the translation of oral poetry.
This is a domain that requires serious collective
thinking. Here I limit myself to a few unsystematic
comments. The state of the art of oral poetry translation is far from satisfactory. Specialists usually
translate 'texts' from peasants and/or non-Western
cultures into Indo-European languages. Seldom do
translators explicitly refer their translation praxis
to specific theories and methodologies. This is unfortunate since the translation of poetries of distant
cultures bestows exact responsibilities on the translator. For example, the fact that translators never
undertake an oral translation of oral poetry is indicative of an attitude bordering on abdication of cultural responsibility.
Of what interest then can be a translation of oral
poetry in the contemporary world? To answer this
question adequately, we need to recognize that lack of
genuine communication across cultures is a sign of our
time. In a beautiful and humorous poem, Carlos
Drummond de Andrade, the Brazilian poet, describes our
time as one of 'terribil, estremendona inkomunikhassao'. It is also true that oral poetry is in danger in
industrial cultures enmeshed in the Gutenberg Galaxy.
If, as T.S. Eliot once suggested, 'each generation must
translate for itself, it follows that a hierarchy of
functions must be established before a translation is
embarked upon, for as Ben Belitt aptly said about
translators, 'we serve a multiple not a univocal
function ... we translate to accomplish different
ends'. ^ Today, the prime responsibility of a translator of oral poetry is to help reduce the 'writing
perversion' plaguing the industrial societies and to
contribute to curing them of their poetic deafness.
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Oral poetry should therefore be translated orally,
because of the generative nature of oral poetics
discussed earlier in this paper. Various brands of
written translations of oral poetry are, of course,
legitimate, but somehow they miss the essence of
translation.
The advantage of oral translation/rendition is that
it makes for better communication between two cultures.
While a written translation of oral performance, even
when it seems successful, is at best a disguised
exercise in narcissism, an oral rendition of an oral
poem looks more like a re-creation of self and the
other, through an incursion into the other.
But is oral translation of oral poetry feasible?
Vigorous investigation is needed, to assert the
occurrence or otherwise of poetry translation in
primary oral cultures, particularly in those African
countries where polyglottism has been a common feature.
An examination and comparison of metaphors implicit in
the words that express the idea of translation can also
be useful. As far as the Yoruba culture is concerned,
the verb tumo, which conveys the idea of translation,
cannot be adequately used for oral poetry translation.
It refers to the repetition of a knowledge previously
acquired. It is therefore more suitable for discursive
modes. When tumo does refer to poetry, as may occur in
the language of Westernized Yoruba, it assumes a semantic value similar to that conveyed by the word
'exegesis1. However, the verb ro is a better one. It
means to re-create with an implication of some measure
of hermeneutics. It would seem that in Yoruba culture
a poem can only be re-created by being performed in a
target language.
One would like to suggest the following methodological steps in the oral rendition of oral poetry.
1.

2.

The translator must first be immersed in the
culture of the source language. No attempt to
translate with the aid of special dictionaries
can help in oral translation, as the putative
translator must have 'lived' oral performances in
the source culture.
The second step is the search for viable and

orally acceptable equivalent forms in the
target language.
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3.

4.

Extensive experimentation in oral rendition is
required, with a written text as an optional
visual aid.
The performance is nonmediated.

Each of the four stages will require further methodological elaboration and refinement. This model differs
from the one proposed and experimented on by Tedlock
(1977, 1983a, 1983b) and the Alcheringa group in that
it completely eliminates the written element in the
final stage. Tedlock reverts to the Gutenberg Galaxy
by relying heavily on librettos. Thus, the 'text' of
an oral poem is fixed and mummified, paralinguistic
elements being the only elements of variation. This,
in our view, imposes drastic limitations on the
generative latitude of the translator-performer,
thereby ignoring the essence of oral translation which
is re-creation. In our model, improvisation is basic
and the translator-performer may even add 'lines' of
his/her own making to the 'text' which is never closed,
once he/she is inspired by the mood or the muse of the
genre.
Ben Belitt once described the vocation of translators
as a comic one, 'comic in the sense that they are in an
absurd situation in which they begin pietistically with
the demure proviso that is part of every translator's
apology for the translation: I'm engaged in what I
know is an impossible transaction.'^ The vocation of
the translator of oral poetry is rather tragic. His
predicament can be likened to that of Sisyphus. He
reenacts the aspiration toward and impossibility of
total transparence between men, between cultures. This
is reminiscent of the situation described by Octavio
Paz, of the Indian hunter who makes a kind of epic
poetry for nobody but the night and its spirits:
poetry without an audience, hence untranslatable.
Perhaps the essence of poetry, particularly oral
poetry, is this: a desire for the unknown or the other
and its exorcising at the same time, a desire and
rehearsal for immortality. Poets know this best.
Notes
1.

Selected prose of T.S. Eliot. Edited with an
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Introduction by Frank Kermode. London: Faber and
Faber, 1975.
2. Cahiers de Litterature Orale. No. 8, 1981, page
9.
3. In an article entitled: Les difficultes de la
poetique jakobsonienne. L'Arc 60 (special issue on
Roman Jakobson). Paris, 1975.
4. A possible exception being generative metrics
with the works of Halle and Kayser. See Poetics 12,
1974 (special issue on generative metrics).
5. In an interview with Mitsou Ronat, Chomsky
confessed his incompetence in matters related to
generative poetics. See Chomsky 1977. Dialogues avec
Mitsou Ronat. Editions Flammarion: Paris. 200.
6. Page 173 in Maranda and Maranda's Structural
analysis of oral tradition. 1971. Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania Publications in Folklore and
Folklife 3.
7. Iwi and Ijala are genres of Yoruba oral poetry
related to ancestors1 cult and hunters guild entertainments respectively. For more details see Babalola,
S.A. 1966. The content and form of Yoruba Ijala.
Oxford: The Clarendon Press.
8. In Vasse, D. 1980. La voix qui crie dans le
desert. Esprit (juillet).63-81.
9. The Yoruba experience of performance criticism
is, as one can see it, an implicit criticism of Roman
Jakobson's theory of 'preventive censorship1.
10. Concerning the African origin of the Brazilian
afoxe of our article: Alguns aspectos da influencia
das culturas nigerianas no Brasil'em literature,
folclore e linguagem. Cultura Brasilia, 23.94-100.
11. T.S. Eliot (1975).
12. In Edwin Honig: 1985. The poet's other voice:
Conversations on literary translation. Amherst: The
University of Massachussets Press. 71.
13. Ibid.
14. In Edwin Honig 1985:163.
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WHAT WRITING CAN DO TO LANGUAGE:
SOME PRELIMINARY REMARKS
Florian Coulmas
Universitat Diisseldorf/Georgetown University
Introduction. In this paper I want to make two
points: first, that the futile question of the priority
of speech over writing or vice versa is the result of
the alphabetic bias in Western scholarship and rests on
a fundamental misunderstanding of the nature and function of the alphabet; and second, that instead of
insisting that an unequivocal resolution of the
priority question can be found if we are only willing
to study it long enough, one should pursue another
question of greater linguistic interest, namely the
question of what writing does to speech, or rather, to
a language.
Speech and writing: some reminiscences. The question of the relationship between speech and writing can
hardly be discussed in a reasonable way unless it is
approached from a historical point of view. By
'historical1 I mean the history of both language and
linguistics.
The received opinion on the relationship between
speech and writing for more than two thousand years may
be called, for brevity's sake, "Aristotelian surrogationalism", and summarized with Aristotle's own
famous dictum, aliquid stat pro aliquo, that is,
"spoken words are symbols of mental events, and written
of spoken" (De interpretatione I, 16A). Nowadays, the
fact that writing does not just duplicate speech is
common knowledge (see for example, Coulmas and Ehlich
1983) . The most interesting point of this whole issue
is why intelligent people should ever have thought
otherwise. But, indeed, they have, and the many
suggestions as to how this relation is to be understood
indicate that it is a genuine problem.
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Until the nineteenth century, it was common practice
in linguistics to look at writing instead of speech as
the data of analysis. This was not, as has been suggested occasionally (e.g. de Saussure 1967: 4 6 ) ,
because people did not understand the difference
between sounds and letters, but because they had a
particular view about the relation between speech and
writing to which I will turn presently.
The advent of Structuralism brought the shocking
discovery that linguists had been on the wrong track
for the past two thousand years, because they had
studied writing only. Aristotelian surrogationalism
appeared in a somewhat new light as writing was seen
not as a mere recording of speech, but rather as a
distortion, a caricature. De Saussure (1967: 53)
branded it as la tyrannie de la lettre, and declared:
l'objet linguistique n'est pas defini par la
combinaison du mot ecrit et du mot parle; ce dernier
constitue a lui seul cet objet (op. cit. 45). Thus a
new paradigm of linguistics took shape early in the
twentieth century according to which speech should be
considered the sole object of linguistic investigation.
As a consequence, modern linguistics since de Saussure
has paid lip-service to the primacy of the spoken word.
When, after half a century, the glamour of
Structuralism began to fade, a new twist was called
for. Self-styled 'deconstructionist1 Derrida thus most
recently surprised the scientific community by
promoting the idea that "speech is just another form of
writing." This idea is, incidentally, not all that
original. Bertrand Russell once observed that we have
no way of knowing that there really was speech before
there was writing, and that there was no logically
compelling reason why speech should have preceded
writing phylogenetically.
Much earlier than Russell, Vico in 1744 dismissed the
surrogationalist view, claiming that writing had not
originated as a substitute of speech but had rather
developed as a form of expression independent of speech
on the basis of gesture, demonstration and the
presentation and exchange of goods. He actually
assumed that "nations first spoke in writing because
they were speechless."
There is no need, however, to turn to such an
extravagant claim by such an illustrious author in
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order to find a convincing historical argument against
the surrogationalist position. In spite of the originality of her work on the origin of the earliest
cuneiform symbols, Schmandt-Besserat (1978) is in
fundamental agreement with most historians of writing
in pointing out that the relationship between graphic
sign and object preceded that between graphical sign
and vocal name of object. That in addition to the two
relations between graphic sign and object and vocal
sign and object a third relation was established
between graphic sign and vocal sign was the last step,
not the first, in the development of writing (cf.
Ehlich 1983). This additional link was no doubt a
major achievement, because, to use the term of Haas
(1970), "phono-graphic translation" thus became
possible. However, this possibility, that is, the
convertibility of writing into speech and vice versa
neither implies that it is a simple biunique
relationship that holds between the two, nor precludes
the partial autonomy of each mode of language
representation.
Another elaborate argument against surrogationalism,
or rather, for the primacy of writing over speech was
presented by Householder some 15 years ago. In a
perhaps unwitting, but very witty exercise of early
deconstuctionism he rediscovered and reread the
original story of "Tarzan of the Apes", who grew to
adolescence among the apes learning their "language"
only, but eventually found by chance a primer somewhere
in the jungle and acquired a human language purely by
eye. Of course, Householder does not refer to Tarzan
of the Apes as a witness of the primacy of writing.
Rather he uses his remarkable educational feat as a
starting point for his critical appraisal of the
surrogationalist view. He credits Tarzan's creator,
Edgar Rice Burroughs, for making an interesting
symbolic statement by presenting what by the average
member of a literate speech community is felt to be the
logical order of things as a temporal order: Tarzan
proceeds from writing to speech, whereas children who
do not grow up in the jungle but in cities and villages
acquire the spoken word first. Then, however, they go
to school in order to "correct all the errors [they]
made by learning to speak first" (Householder 1971:
248, his emphasis).
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In the Western tradition writing is perceived as, and
has thus become, more fundamental than speech. To
account for the importance thus attached to writing,
Stubbs (1980) introduces the notion of "the social
priority of writing over speech" as opposed to the
historical primacy of speech. Householder (1971: 251)
calls the same phenomenon "logical priority," and as he
points out, this "logical priority has nothing to do
with temporal priority, whether in ontogeny or
phylogeny."
While I am not sure that "logical priority" is a very
happy notion for the purpose at hand, it is clear what
Householder means. The question we ought to ask
ourselves is this: "In literate communities, by and
large, does orthography influence pronunciation or does
phonology influence spelling?" (Householder, ibid.).
Leaving no doubt about where he stands, Householder
adds: "...when one looks at the matter in this way it
is hard to be hesitant" (ibid.). Householder then goes
on to discuss spelling pronunciation and its significance for a phonological theory. Eventually he
arrives at the conclusion that "native speakers...
intuitively feel that speech is a rendition of writing,
not vice versa" (1971: 253), and that this intuition,
far from being a misconception based on social prejudice, is vindicated by the fact that phonological
rules are much more easily derived from orthographic
rules than the latter from the former. Householder
does not stop here. For unwritten languages he assumes
an ideal underlying variety, "proto-written", as he
calls it, fulfilling a function similar to the written
representation of language in literate speech communities.
In making his case, Householder focuses on the
relation between orthography and phonology. As will
become clear on the following pages, other systemic
levels of language are not less important for a
discussion of the question of what writing does to
language and how it relates to speech.
Two arguments about writing and language. To
approach the question, I want to present two arguments
by two equally important and clever men concerning the
importance of writing for linguistic research. They
are both predecessors of present-day linguistic theory.
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That I turn to them should not suggest, however, that I
believe that the point at issue is less important
today. The first argument is by Silvestre de Sacy, the
nineteenth-century Orientalist and teacher of such
ingenious scholars as Jean-Frangois Champollion and
Franz Bopp. The second is by Leonard Bloomfield, his
successor by a hundred years. Sacy's argument is laid
out in a letter to Thomas Young of 1816. It goes like
this.
(1) Writing is the sole fixative agent of language.
(2) There are writing systems of different kinds.
(3) Hence, the universe of languages is to be divided
into three classes according to their writing
systems:
(a) scriptless, or barbarous, languages. They
are in a state of permanent flux (which is
why there are so many of them).
(b) hieroglyphic languages, for instance,
Egyptian and Chinese. They have a stable
vocabulary, but lack permanent grammar.
(c) phonetically written languages, such as,
Greek and Latin which combine the stability
of writing with the flexibility of speech and
therefore could be cultivated to utmost refinement.
In short, writing is all important; it even justifies
the categorization of languages.
Bloomfield1s argument, not surprisingly, points in
the opposite direction. It goes like this:
(1) The popular explanation of incorrect language in
Western societies is guided by the written
standard of the language in question.
(2) The Menomini Indians distinguish between good and
bad language just the same, although they have no
writing. Good language for the Menominis is the
speech of some model speakers.
(3) Ergo: writing does not really make a difference.
According to de Saussure, the object of linguistic
research is not given, but defined by the linguist.
What this means is amply demonstrated by the foregoing
arguments. What one chooses to investigate very much
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depends on one's point of view. From our present perspective, both of the arguments appear rather hyperbolic. Sacy referred to writing as a criterion of
defining the nature and quality of languages.
Nowadays, the very notion of a "hieroglyphic language"
provokes a smile, if not contempt. For Bloomfield, on
the other hand, writing had an ancillary function at
best. "Writing," says he, "is based on speech, not
speech on writing" (Bloomfield 1927: 433).
It is obviously not fair to take these two arguments
out of their historical context. When Sacy wrote, it
was generally understood that writing was an important
culture tool, one of whose main functions was the
control and cultivation of linguistic development.
More than a hundred years later, when Bloomfield wrote,
it was still a relatively new and not generally
accepted insight that unwritten languages were just as
complex and worthy of grammatical investigation as
written languages, and that possession of a written
norm by some languages but not others did not justify a
difference in kind, in particular, to call the latter
"primitive," or "barbarous," as Sacy would have said.
Bloomfield's definition of "language" as "the
totality of utterances that can be made in a speech
community," where utterances are recurrent vocal forms
which have meaning, must be understood before this
background. One of his chief concerns was to work for
the recognition of the fundamental equality of all
languages. Therefore, he could not accommodate writing
in his set of postulates. The role assigned to writing
by scholars such as Sacy was so patently misguided that
it seemed preferable to exclude writing from the realm
of linguistics altogether. By stressing the equality
of languages, Bloomfield contributed greatly to the
development of linguistic theory in general and to the
overcoming of its ethnocentric heritage in particular. The question remains, however, whether his downplaying of the role of writing and his explanation of
the relation between speech and writing is really more
insightful than Sacy's overemphasis. Sacy saw language
through the filter of particular writing systems and
therefore failed to perceive underlying commonalities.
Bloomfield, on the other hand, was very much preoccupied with the commonalities of all languages.
Also, he failed to consider the possibility that
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writing, rather than only being a distorted and
imperfect picture of speech, has characteristics which
may be different from and independent of speech (Street
1984: 66). Therefore he refused to acknowledge that
writing makes any difference. He was unable, in other
words, to reconcile theoretically the virtual equality
of all languages with their actual inequality, with the
difference, that is, brought about by writing.
Notice the paradox of Bloomfield's position. About
"good" and "bad" language for the Menomini, he says
"that, by a cumulation of obvious superiorities of both
character and standing, as well as of language, some
persons are felt to be better models of conduct and
speech that others" (Bloomfield 1927:432). The speech
of these persons probably comes close to what
Householder (see above) termed a proto-written variety,
and it was this variety that Bloomfield recorded. In
describing the language of the Menomini, he could thus
not help providing them with an explicit written
standard (see Haas 1982: 15). Basically, he had to do
what grammarians always did and, for the most part,
continue to do, namely, select a superior model for the
standard that a language description becomes once put
between two book covers.
Notice further that Bloomfield's statement about
writing being based on speech, not vice versa, is
plainly false in many instances, some of which I
discuss briefly in the following section.
Diglossia and writing. Near the close of the ninth
century, Charlemagne introduced important educational
reforms in his realm. Among other things, he demanded
that Latin, the language of the church, should be
pronounced ad litteras, articulating each word so that
each letter could be "heard" and in a way that was
thought to have been the pronunciation of those letters
in classical times. The reason for this prescription
was simple: ut, qui Deo placere appetunt recte vivende,
ei etiam placere non neglegant recte loquendo, that is,
"in order that those who aim to please God by living
correctly should also not neglect to please him by
speaking correctly" (Rabin 1985: 1 ) . This centrally
coordinated attempt to interfere in the unchecked
development of the common language under the guidance
of intellectuals such as Alcuin of York became known as
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reparatio (Fleckenstein 1953). With respect to its
declared intention, Charlemagne's language reform was
very successful, but it had consequences that were
probably unforeseen by its promoters. Through
reparatio, that is, through the re-establishment of a
close correspondence of spoken and written Latin, the
relation between speech and writing was reversed for
this language: The image became the model; the language
was henceforth guided by its written representation,
and eventually degenerated into a written language only
by losing its native speaker community. As a result,
new languages came into existence. What used to be
vernacular varieties of Latin emerged as the Romance
languages. This was the introduction of diglossia into
continental Europe.
Thus, the effects of writing on a language are
considerable. By opening up new stylistic possibilities and by freezing a given linguistic state, it
leads to potential diglossia in every speech community
that becomes literate. Diglossia is a state of affairs
characterized by a very noticeable gap between the
written language and the spoken language. This, as a
matter of fact, is much more common than one might
think on the basis of the modern misconception of a
close relationship between speech and writing in highly
standardized languages such as English.
Throughout the ages, the written language was
typically not the same as the vernacular language of
the common people. In some cases this is, however,
more obvious than in others.
When in the sixth century B. C. Darius, king of the
then illiterate Persians, subjected peoples from the
Nile to the Indus to the central administration of his
empire, he adopted Aramaic, a foreign language, for the
purposes of written communication, using scribes and
translators (cf. Haas 1982: 32). On the other hand,
cuius regio, eius lingua, that is, the imposition of
the language of the conqueror on the conquered, has
been a venerable principle throughout history, too.
The spread of Greek as a written language through Asia
in the wake of Alexander's military expeditions is a
good example (cf. Harris 1980: 118f.). Here too, the
written language was not the same as the vernaculars.
One might question the pertinence of these examples
by pointing out that the nonidentity of spoken and
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written language in these cases is simply a result of
the fact that most people in the societies in question
were illiterate. But notice that this is quite beside
the point. Typically, when societies became literate,
writing was never supposed to duplicate speech. Why
should it? Rather, writing was needed to fulfill
communicative functions different from those of speech.
Thus, oral societies would often borrow the written
language of their more advanced neighbors, rather than
their script only, as was the case with Chinese
throughout East Asia. And when the borrowers finally
began to write their native languages, these languages
underwent drastic changes.
An example: Japanese diglossia. Kambun, for
instance, the earliest form of written Japanese, was a
language quite unlike Japanese which few of the writers
could actually speak (cf. Sato Habein 1984). The tradition of writing Kambun began some 1300 years ago and
continued for many centuries, despite the availability
of a simple syllabic writing system which could map
spoken Japanese very well. The syllabary offered a
clear advantage over the morphemic Chinese script;
however, for reasons of their own, the Japanese did
everything they could to avoid exploiting this
advantage. As a matter of fact, the adaptation of
Chinese characters for writing Japanese resulted in the
most cumbersome system whose complexity can only be
compared with the Akkadian adaptation of Sumerian
cuneiform. Sansom's (1928:4) description of the
Japanese writing system^ is still correct:
One hesitates for an epithet to describe a system of
writing which is so complex that it needs the aid of
another system to explain it. There is no doubt that
it provides for some fascinating field of study, but
as a practical instrument it is surely without
inferiors.
Sansom refers to the Japanese practice of writing
syllabic characters alongside Chinese characters whose
pronunciation even highly educated readers would have a
hard time guessing. This is not the only extraordinary
feature of written Japanese. All of the various styles
of the written language that have co-existed almost
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since Japanese began to be written were so vastly
different from any spoken variety that any suggestion
that writing was merely a means of recording speech
would have met with uncomprehending surprise on the
part of all Japanese literati until quite recently.
Through writing, it was always felt, their language was
endowed with new qualities. To assume that it was, or
should be, closely linked to speech, even that it was
"based on speech" (Bloomfield 1927b: 149) would have
seemed a rather nonsensical proposition to those who
had elevated their language to writing, and had
themselves mastered this art which was so infinitely
more subtle and complex than plain speech. Its
distinction from speech was part of the very nature of
writing.
Without writing, the Japanese language would not be
what it is. After all, some 50% of its vocabulary were
channeled into Japanese from Chinese through writing.
And as regards syntax and style, Nishi Amane, a leading
intellectual of the Meiji period (1868-1912), very
succinctly remarked:
In our letters at present...it is improper for us to
write as we speak as well as improper to speak as we
write since the grammar of speech and the grammar of
writing in our language are different (Nishi 1873).
This state of affairs was a direct result of the
adaptation of the Chinese script for writing Japanese,
a process which, as Miller describes it,
...produced structures and constructions which were
not really Japanese, in the sense that they consisted
of patterns that would never have occurred without
the outside stimulus of their Chinese models. The
net result was a circular process of borrowing and
mutual enrichment which is perhaps unique in
linguistic history (Miller 1967: 113).
The important point here is that this unique process
was mediated through writing. An island nation, Japan
is separated form the Asian mainland by the Japanese
sea. Language contact by bilingual speakers was
therefore minimal and depended almost entirely on the
written medium. It is hardly surprising then that the
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autonomy of written Japanese with regard to the spoken
language has always been relatively great.
The
diglossic gap was closed only very recently.
A language reform movement initiated by translators
and writers in the last two decades of the nineteenth
century, which came to be known as gembun ichi, "the
unification of the spoken and written language" resulted in a new written style much less removed from
standard speech which, however, was also affected by
gembun ichi (see Yamamoto 1969). It was a convergence
rather than a unilateral adaptation of the written to
the spoken language. As a result, the most contrived
written styles" lost ground rapidly, and were eventually relegated to legal documents. The style of textbooks was changed at the beginning of this century, and
newspapers followed suit. The deep diglossic rift was
thus overcome (see Coulmas 1986), yet significant
differences between spoken and written Japanese
continue to exist to this day.
Symbolic values. One of the most remarkable characteristics of diglossia is its persistence. Usually it
is very stable. The use of kambun in the Japanese
context is a case in point. Arabic (Ibrahim 1986),
Tamil (Pillai 1960), Singhalese (De Silva 1976), to
mention but three other prominent examples, have all
been in diglossia for many centuries. There are, of
course, various types of diglossia, but generally it is
characterized by a long-term coexistence of native
spoken varieties of a language, on the one hand, and a
written variety which is the mother tongue of nobody,
on the other. This "mother tongue of nobody" enjoys
more prestige and is often recognized as the "real"
incorporation of the language in question.
The stability of a diglossia situation depends on
both linguistic and nonlinguistic factors. As for the
former, it is not difficult to provide a hitherto
unwritten variety/language with an orthography, but it
may be extremely difficult to turn such a variety into
a normalized written language suitable for all purposes
of written communication
(see Coulmas 1984). As regards the latter, political factors play an important
role. A diglossic situation is bound to be more stable
where linguistic differences are not aggravated by
political or religious differences. In the Arabic-
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speaking world, for instance, the persistence of
diglossia reflects a general desire to maintain a
common symbol of identity. For centuries, written
Arabic has served this purpose well. Mandarin, that
is, written Chinese has fulfilled a similar function.
DeFrancis (.1984: 56) describes the "unique linguistic
situation that exists in China" by emphasizing that
"among the Chinese, their linguistic differences have
never possessed the disruptive power they have had in
many other areas of the world." The speakers of the
many mutually incomprehensible Chinese "dialects" were
tied together in a largely unified political entity
longer than any other people, and by a cultivated
language whose unbroken written tradition is longer
than that of any other language and has always been
regarded as overarching vernacular differences.
On the other hand, there may be strong political
motivations to get rid of such a symbol of unity.
Charlemagne's decree to pronounce Latin ad litteras
came at a time when first attempts at writing the
vernacular languages had already been made. By turning
Latin into a written language only, it eventually led
to linguistic divergence. The several varieties of
spoken vernacular Latin developed into separate languages. They were recognized as such, however, only
after being given a more or less normalized written
form, including an orthography which in turn became
instrumental in establishing a spoken standard. Very
often, providing a language with an orthography and
thus establishing its claim to a separate identity is a
political act. King Alfonso X, for instance, in the
thirteenth century fostered writing in Castilian. A
lexicographer himself, he actively contributed to
upgrading the Castilian vocabulary and thus helped to
adapt Castilian to the communicative needs of
government, for which it was not suitable without
writing (Weinstein 1983: 6 3 ) . 1 1
Shaping a language: the role of writers. The role of
writers in creating and shaping languages can hardly be
overestimated. They changed the nature of verbal communication as well as the speakers' attitude to, and
awareness of, their language. Writing makes a society
language conscious. The entire meta-linguistic
terminology--parts of speech, sentences, meanings,
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words, phonemes, etc.--is a product of the language
experts, the lexicographers and grammarians (<grammata,
n.b.) whose raw material is language in the written
form. For the most part, they were/are very much aware
of this. A few examples will have to suffice to illustrate this point.
The monolingual dictionary. The monolingual dictionary, an institution of Renaissance Europe of the
greatest importance, which had a lasting effect on the
popular notion of what a language is (Harris 1980), was
naturally based on, and legitimized only the written
language. In the preface of his 1755 dictionary,
Samuel Johnson justifies his decision to rely on
writers as the "authorities"^ by pointing out that
oral language was unfixed and a "wild and barbarous
jargon." He thus "applied [himself] to the perusal of
our writers," and because he could hardly read all, he
drew a line using Philip Sidney's work (about 1580) as
the starting point of his investigation. The majority
of his "examples and authorities" he took "from the
writers before the re- storation, whose works I regard
as the wells of English undefiled, as the pure source
of genuine diction" (Johnson's emphasis; quoted from
McAdam and Milne 1964: 18). The unequivocal way in
which diction and author-ship are related here is
typical of all monolingual dictionaries. Even in
modern dictionaries it is in- variably the colloquial,
the spoken form that is marked, not the written.
Usage.
At roughly the same time (1751-1772), the
great French Encyclopedia was published in Paris. It
contained many entries about language bearing witness
to the efforts of the Academie Francaise which had been
founded in 1637. ^ Among the most interesting notions
defined in the Encyclopedie were those of 1'usage and
le bon usage which were considered important both for
grammarians and laymen, and for the nation as a whole.
The entry for usage was seemingly simple stating, as it
did, that "tout est usage dans les langues" and that
"une langue est la totalite des usages propres a une
nation pour exprimer les pensees par la voix"
(Encyclopedie 17: 516). No mention is made here of
writing, and general as it is, such a definition was
certainly not problematic. However, it was hardly good
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enough for the French language, because it did not
offer any leverage for guiding and cultivating the
language which was the overall purpose of the Academie
as well as the Encyclopedie. It was necessary, therefore, to make a distinction between "deux sortes
d'usages, un bon et un mauvais" (ibid.).
For the future history of French, le bon usage as
defined in the Encyclopedie turned out to be a
landmark, as it set the norm for the Francecization of
speakers of languages or dialects other than the
dialect of the lie de France in its written form.
Le
bon usage was defined as
la facon de parler de la plus nombreuse partie de la
cour, conformement a la facon d'ecrire de la plus
nombreuse partie des auteures les plus estimes du
temps (Encyclopedie 17: 517).
The totality of general usage was thus severely
restricted when it came to legitimizing a variety of
French for instruction and tradition. While this is
clearly an elitist definition, it did not simply assign
model status to the parlance of the court, but only in
so far as it conformed to the written style of the most
esteemed authors. Again, the spoken form is given the
role of the image, the written that of the model. This
idea was not only laid down in the Encyclopedie for
posteriority, it reflected and shaped the general
attitude towards the national language in France.
Grammar. Early grammars of the modern European
languages bespeak the same attitude. Gottsched, for
example, the most prominent of eighteenth-century
grammarians engaged in bringing the German language
up-to-date, deliberately assigned the written language
the role of the model. What he wrote by way of justification echoes Johnson:
Before the invention of letters, all languages of the
world were rugged and unshapely. Their first proper
form they owe to writing (Gottsched 1748, III//22, my
translation).
About the difference between spoken and written
language he knew practically everything recent
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linguistic research has unearthed. As for planned and
unplanned discourse, for instance, he wrote: "...for in
writing one usually takes more care than in speech"
(ibid.). Therefore, he concluded, "the more diligent
and careful writers there are, the more correct the
language becomes" (ibid.).
The "correctness of a language" like le bon usage is,
of course, a highly problematic notion, which nowadays
we would have certain reservations about using. A
reasonable interpretation is that a substantial body of
writing furnishes a language with a depersonalized
standard that can be fixed and, to some extent, manipulated, that is, cultivated in a conscious way.
That way, a language also acquires a prestige that it
did not have when existing in speech only. We know of
no language that became written without also becoming
standardized. The distribution of speech forms is not
random, but minutely conditioned by social variables.
For writing the conditioning is more explicit and more
rigid, because homo scribens has created institutions
to guard his achievement: schools, textbooks, teachers,
curricula, methods, and the like. You cannot write
just any which way you like, in particular, you cannot
write as you speak. You have to adhere to the written
norm of the language, which may or may not be related
to the spoken language.
Conclusion. I have argued in this paper that the
assumption that writing does not affect language is
just as misguided as a classification of languages
based on their respective writing systems. Rather, it
is clear that writing does affect language in important
ways. As the foregoing historical examples illustrate,
the relationship between speech and writing can be of
various kinds. If spoken and written language are not
genetically related--like Classical Chinese and
Japanese--the question of how speech and writing relate
does not arise. The only interesting point is then
that of what communicative functions are reserved for
speech and writing respectively. If, on the other
hand, spoken and written language are genetically
related, as in English, French, or German, the
differences between them can be more or less
pronounced, depending on the length of time of the
literary tradition, the literacy rate of the speech
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community, the relative fit of writing system and
orthography for the language in question, and, most
likely, a variety of other linguistic factors yet to be
discovered and sorted out among the many misconceptions
that have characterized the general understanding of
the role that writing plays for language and
linguistics.
The story of what writing can do to language remains
to be written, but certain prerequisites for it are
already discernible. The story must be written for
individual languages first. What is then needed is a
sociolinguistic theory of writing and written language
which accounts for the nexus between literacy, writing
system, and diglossia. At present, such a theory does
not exist. Very little is known about the influence of
the kind of writing system used for a given language on
the type of diglossia existing in its speech community.
While this is not to say that diglossia is a necessary
consequence of writing, it seems clear that writing
introduces the possibility of a permanent rift between
characteristically different varieties into every
speech community. ^ Varieties exist in every speech
community, and to be sure, there are different written
varieties, too. What is not so well understood yet is
the question of how the introduction of writing into a
speech community affects (a) its range of varieties and
(b) the language system, i.e. phonology, syntax, and
the lexicon.
Most recent research on writing and its place in the
overall system of language has finally come to the
conclusion that the rules of the written language,
including the orthography--i. e., Grapheme-PhonemeCorrespondence (GPC) rules--constitute a relatively
autonomous subsystem. Historically, this is to be seen
as a return to a simple truth which was understood long
ago but was temporarily obscured by the early Structuralists1 discovery of the spoken language. Upon
close inspection they could not fail to notice that the
correspondence between speech and writing, if any, was
much more intricate than the seeming simplicity of the
26-letter alphabet would suggest. And for some
romantic reason reminiscent of 'back-to-nature cries'
this was perceived as an evil adulteration of the
nature of things, or rather, the nature of language.
Such a view, however, fails to appreciate the funda-
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mental significance of writing. Acquiring a written
standard is undoubtedly the most consequential event in
the history of every language where such a development
takes place. After the introduction of writing, no
language is what it used to be.
As the historical examples I have mentioned here
illustrate, the written language more often than not,
was not identical with the spoken language. Moreover,
a close correspondence between speech and writing was
never really striven for. If anything, speech was to
be guided by writing, not the other way round. The
idea that writing should conform to speech must have
grown out of a misunderstanding of the fundamental
principle of the alphabet--which, supposedly, is a
writing system whose every letter represents a
sound--and a silly pedagogical maxim based on this
misconception, namely "Write as you speak!" Schools
should not promote this maxim, but rather, in order to
make children understand what writing is all about,
they should adopt the opposite saying, "Don't write as
you speak!" because writing is not visible speech and
cannot conform to the speech of all or even the
majority of individuals in a literate society.
Notes
1. Yet, this point is reiterated time and again
(see, for instance, Henderson 1982, Catach 1983,
Feldbusch 1985). The latter is the most comprehensive
theoretical account to date of the surrogationalist
view that writing is just a visible recording device
for capturing the ephemeral sounds of speech. In
sociolinguistics considerable attention has been paid
recently to differences of style (see, for example,
Stubbs 1980, Tannen 1982).
Chafe (1982), though not a
sociolinguist, has studied similar issues. Also,
notions resulting from earlier sociolinguistic work
such as Bernstein's "elaborated" and "restricted codes"
have been reinterpreted in terms of differences between
written and spoken language (Harris 1980: 93ff).
2. Sapir (1921:56) made a similar point:
I found that it was difficult or impossible to teach
an Indian to make phonetic distinctions that did not
correspond to "points in the pattern of his language", however these differences might strike our
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objective ear, but that subtle, barely audible,
phonetic differences, if only they hit the "points in
the pattern", were easily and voluntarily expressed
in writing. In watching my Nootka interpreter write
his language, I often had the curious feeling that he
was transcribing an ideal flow of phonetic elements
which he heard, inadequately from a purely objective
standpoint, as the intention of the actual rumble of
speech.
3. It must be added here that Bloomfield was quite
aware of the influence of writing on the history of a
language. He also acknowledged the coming into existence of "a literary dialect" (1933: 291) in languages
with a written tradition. But in spite of the interest
he took in literate and illiterate speech as well as in
writing and reading, he was not prepared to accredit
writing and written language a major role in linguistic
theory.
4. The parallels between these two developments are
striking indeed. Like the Japanese, the Akkadians had
no writing system of their own, and as the former first
used Chinese when they started to write, the latter
adopted the Sumerian language for purposes of written
communication before writing their own language. Moreover, the Sumerian script was extremely ill-suited for
writing the unrelated and typologically different
Akkadian language, just as the Chinese script could be
adapted to writing Japanese only with great difficulties, Japanese being about as different from Chinese as
any language could be.
5. I have described the structure and function of
the Japanese writing system in some detail elsewhere.
See Coulmas 1981, chapter 3; Coulmas 1984.
6. A similar point could be made about the role of
the Greek and Latin superstratum in Western European
languages to which Kahane (1986: 506) refers as "the
'bookish1 lexicon common to the Western world." Like
the Chinese based 'bookish' vocabulary of some East
Asian languages it came into existence through (and is
partly confined to) the written language.
7. The story of written Korean and Vietnamese reads
very much alike (cf. Coulmas 1983). For a long time
before the Koreans and the Vietnamese put Chinese
characters to use for writing their own languages, they
used Chinese as the written language. And in both
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cases the adoption of the Chinese writing system has
led to a massive influx of Chinese loan words.
8. In particular kundoku kambun (literally,
'translated Chinese 1 ) which used to be the style in
which every respectable book was expected to be written
until the Meiji Restoration. It is the Japanese
version of Classical Chinese consisting of a peculiar
mixture of Chinese and Japanese. Spelling, vocabulary,
and morphology reflect the cultivated Japanese language
of the ninth century, while the word order is Chinese.
In order to facilitate interpretation, kundoku kambun
texts are, however, marked throughout with special
signs indicating the corresponding Japanese word order!
9. It may be difficult, however, to determine
exactly what this "real incorporation of the language"
is. Hopkins (1984: xxxvii) poses the relevant
questions with respect to Arabic:
[Classical Arabic]...is the mother tongue of nobody
and for its study the philologist is entirely
dependent on written sources of varying age and
authenticity. What exactly is it? Where does it
come from? Who, if anybody, spoke it? How old is
it? Does it represent one dialect or a fusion of
several? What is its relation to the Arabic of
today?
Hopkins also offers very interesting answers to these
questions; this paper, however, is not the appropriate
place to discuss them.
10. A relatively well-documented case is that of
Sranan, the Creole language of Suriname (see, e.g.
Essed 1983).
11. In the nineteenth century, the chief reason Noah
Webster gave for introducing changes in the English
orthography was that the new American standard would be
different from the British.
12. Notice the common etymology of 'author' and
'authority'.
13. For a discussion of the language related entries
of the Encyclopedic see Tabouret-Keller 1986, Achard
1986.
14. As late as the French Revolution, the majority of
the population of France did not speak standard French
(see Coulmas 1985: 30).
15. For English, one of the most highly standardized
modern languages, Pawley observes that written English
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is "normally in a dialect that departs more or less
from the vernacular; this is particularly true of texts
used at secondary school level. Children thus have the
job of learning to read and write in a partly-new
language" (Pawley 1984:36). Thus the seed of diglossia
is here, too.
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THE INFLUENCE OF LINGUISTIC THEORY
ON LANGUAGE ACQUISITION RESEARCH:
NOW YOU SEE IT, NOW YOU DON'T
Patsy M. Lightbown
Concordia University
The title of this paper could serve as a summary for
a review of the relationship between linguistic theory
and language acquisition research. The role of linguistic theory in influencing research on language
acquisition is alternately very clear and very marginal. 'Now you see it; now you don't1 is true both
historically and at any point in time--that is, there
have been times when there was more or less influence
of linguistic theory, but further, at any point in
time, there are studies of language acquisition which
are unrelated to linguistic theory and others which
work very closely within a linguistic theoretical
framework. Some researchers interpret their results in
the context of a linguistic theory but without making
it clear how their research actually relates to such a
theory.
I wish to emphasize here the relationship between
linguistic theory and research in second language (L2)
acquisition, but it is necessary to say a few words
about the influence of linguistic theory on first
language (LI) acquisition research in order to contextualize the starting point for L2 research and to
explain some aspects of the relationship between
linguistic theory and L2 research.
Child language research during the 1960s was strongly
influenced by the theory of transformational grammar
and by Chomsky's hypothesis of an innate 'Language
Acquisition Device' (Chomsky 1965). One may argue that
the research questions and methodology were not appropriate for investigating Chomsky's theories (see
Atkinson 1982). In any case, observational and
experimental research failed to support many of the
specific hypotheses drawn from transformational grammar
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(see, for example, Brown and Hanlon 1970). More
damaging perhaps to the relationship between this
linguistic theory and language acquisition research was
the fact that by the time the language acquisition
research results were published, the linguistic theory
had changed dramatically, leaving the researchers with
their empirical observations, their records of developmental sequences, but no theoretical framework within
which to place them. Theoretical linguistics had, in a
sense, pulled the rug out from under them.
The 1970s could be characterized as the period of
'developmental psycholinguistics', very much a period
of 'Now you don't see1 the influence of linguistic
theory. Many researchers turned their backs on linguistic theory and sought instead to start from zero.
Researchers examined in minute detail the development
of the child's language, using procedures adapted from
field linguistics and sociolinguistics and seeking
regularities within the observed data rather than
starting from research questions or hypotheses drawn
from linguistic theory.
In the late 1960s and early 1970s, many child language researchers came to feel that analysis of language form had to be carried out in conjunction with
analysis of meaning. Some researchers sought to
analyze their findings in terms of meaning-based
linguistic theories such as Fillmore's case grammar or
Halliday's functional grammar (see e.g., Bowerman 1973;
Halliday 1975). This line of research led eventually
to even stronger claims, namely, that early child
language was best analyzed in terms of meaning alone
and that the young child had no knowledge of grammatical structure. A number of researchers argued that
young children, producing two-, three-, or four-word
sentences have no knowledge of syntax, but operate on
strictly semantic categories. For example, sentences
were not composed of subjects and verbs but of agents
and actions. Others went further toward a pragmatic
analysis of children's sentences in terms of topic/
comment construction (Gruber 1967). Some researchers
claimed that sequences of acquisition were best
explained in terms of the child's cognitive development: the child encodes first what he understands first
and it is the child's cognitive development which
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shapes and determines the sentences he produces (see
Schlesinger 1974).
Other researchers, accepting that meaning had to be
taken into account and that cognitive development
places certain constraints on linguistic development,
sought nevertheless to discover relationships between
cognitive and linguistic development, hypothesizing
that the two, while related, did not represent a
one-to-one relationship. They pointed to examples of
semantic or cognitive relations which were clearly
understood by the child but not encoded in early
sentences, presumably because of their relative
linguistic complexity (Bloom 1973; Bloom, Lightbown,
and Hood 1975; Slobin 1973).
Research in the 1970s also evolved toward a
consideration of language use and interaction (see
Ervin-Tripp, 1977) and the special (apparently
simplified) language which adults address to children
as sources of explanation for child language development (see papers in Snow and Ferguson 1977). As with
those who claimed that general cognitive development
offered a sufficient explanation for language acquisition, some researchers went so far as to claim that
the discovery of simplified input (caretaker speech or
'motherese') and the concrete communicative use of
language showed that children learned their language
directly through this interaction and that there was
thus no need to hypothesize innate mental structure for
language acquisition. Language simply grew out of
social interaction.
However, many researchers involved in developmental
psycholinguistics have either returned to or never lost
sight of the fact that language acquisition research
would be blocked at a certain point if it was not
linked to linguistic theory. As the seventies became
the eighties, Slobin (1979) and Bloom (1981) published
papers titled, respectively, 'The role of language in
language acquisition1 and 'Linguistic determinism in
the 1980s 1 , and Ervin-Tripp, a researcher who was a
pioneer in functionalist approaches to the study of
child language, in a 1977 keynote address on research
on semantics, pragmatics, discourse structure, and
sociolinguistics in language acquisition research,
admitted, 'We never did solve the problem of how
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grammar is acquired' (quoted by Bates and MacWhinney
1981:190).
Research in second language acquisition (SLA) began
in earnest in the early 1970s when the study of child
language was keeping its distance from linguistic
theory, or at least from specific hypotheses derived
from linguistic theory. It is probably this timing
which led to the tendency for much of the early second
language research to be descriptive and atheoretical.
The focus here, as in first language research of the
period, was on describing the observed linguistic
behavior of language learners, hoping that a sufficient
accumulation of facts about what learners say and do
would lead eventually to a theory of how language is
acquired (see Long 1985).
In a review paper published in 1977, Hakuta and
Cancino followed second language acquisition research
through four major approaches: (1) contrastive
analysis, (2) error analysis, (3) performance analysis,
and (4) discourse analysis; and they predicted that a
fifth approach, sociolinguistic analysis, would soon
take an important place in second language studies.
Error analysis and performance analysis are both
based on studies of learners' observable linguistic
behavior. In error analysis the emphasis is on those
elements which deviate from target-like use (George
1972). In performance analysis, the learner's overall
performance is examined: not just 'What's wrong?' but
'What's wrong? and What's right?' Other performance
analyses go further: 'What are the patterns of use?
Do learner meanings differ from native speaker
meanings?' (see Andersen 1979, Huebner 1983). Most of
this research has been descriptive, based on case
studies of individuals or groups of second language
learners.
While error analysis and performance analysis researchers have often made reference to an association
with Chomsky's linguistic theory, little attempt has
been made to relate the research to specific hypotheses
within a theory of linguistics or even, for that
matter, to a theory of language acquisition. In post
hoc data analysis, some researchers tend to refer to
evidence for 'creative construction' (Dulay, Burt, and
Krashen, 1982), suggesting that second language learners, like children, develop language in ways not
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explained by the input and in ways which are similar
across learners from different first language backgrounds .
Discourse analysis, particularly the focus on
learners1 interactions with native speakers, grows
largely out of the research on caretakers1 speech which
developed in child language studies. Researchers
working within this approach have analyzed conversational exchanges, seeking evidence as to the ways in
which learners might discover the structure of the
target language with the help of the modified speech of
native speakers (so-called foreigner talk) or through
having their imperfect attempts to convey ideas picked
up and reshaped by their interlocutors, giving learners
opportunities to make form-meaning matches. This approach emphasizes the learner's communicative use of
language and the frequency with which certain forms are
heard (see Larsen-Freeman 1976; Hatch 1978) as explanations for patterns and sequences of L2 acquisition even
though such explanations for LI acquisition were generally considered to be weak (see Brown 1973; Newport,
Gleitman, and Gleitman 1977).
One fairly clear influence of Chomsky's theory of
language and language acquisition was the rejection by
a number of researchers in the 1960s and early 1970s of
contrastive analysis as an approach to understanding L2
acquisition. Some researchers claimed that contrastive analysis made inaccurate predictions of learners'
actual development. More important, researchers influenced by Chomsky's view of language acquisition saw
contrastive analysis as dominated by structural linguistics and behavioral psychology and thus not a
promising avenue for future work in second language
research (see for example, Dulay and Burt 1972,
Wardaugh 1970).
Recently, there has been a dramatic resurgence of
interest in contrastive analysis, paradoxically, among
linguists looking at second language acquisition from a
Chomskyan perspective (see White 1985a,b). They do not
see contrastive analysis as necessarily linked with
structuralist/behaviorist models of language learning
but relate it to, for example, Chomsky's notions of
'parameterization1. It is hypothesized that learners
may have to 'reset' certain parameters of their grammars if the target language has fundamental charac-
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teristics which are different from those of their
native language. Even now, however, researchers
approaching L2 research from a Chomskyan perspective
are sharply divided as to the role of first language
influence on L2 acquisition. While some see so-called
'transfer' phenomena as compatible with Chomsky's
views, others still take the position that the presence
of LI influence in L2 is somehow counterevidence for
Chomsky's notion of innate predispositions for language
acquisition (see Felix 1980, Mazurkewich 1984).
In a recent conference presentation, I compared
research in second language acquisition to 'patches on
the emperor's new clothes' (Lightbown 1985). If we
think of language acquisition as the emperor and a
theory of language acquisition as his proper clothing,
we can see that the rejection of structuralist/behaviorist principles left the emperor naked at the end of
the 1960s. The promise of a perfect new garment made
by the fashion designers of the transformational school
did not materialize. What the poor emperor got instead
was a series of patches on his otherwise revealing new
clothes. Some of the research has provided patches in
very strategic locations—for example, research showing
that second language learners, like children, construct
regular systems in language, going beyond what they are
explicitly taught and beyond even what is available in
the input (see Huebner 1983). Other patches on the
emperor's nakedness have been attractive and interesting, but there has been a tendency to keep putting
patches over the same spot. The research showing that
learners of English as a second language tend to
acquire accuracy in the use of some inflectional morphemes in fairly predictable patterns would be a good
example of this research: study after study placing
patch after patch over the same spot (see Krashen
1977).
The problem was that there were no overall garments-no general theories--to which the patches could be
attached. There was not even a design for one on the
drawing board. In second language acquisition research, as in first, this was a period of descriptive
research, one in which researchers hoped that adequate
descriptions would eventually lead to explanation (Long
1985). In general, when theoretical issues were considered at all, the objective was not a theory of Ian-
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guage or a theory of linguistics or even language
acquisition, but, rather, a theory of second language
acquisition (see Krashen 1981, 1982).
In the 1980s there has been a considerable renewal of
interest in linguistic theory as a source of specific
hypotheses about language acquisition. Chomsky has
again emerged as a dominant figure. As Vivian Cook put
it in a recent article, 'Having gone underground for a
few years, once again Chomsky's ideas of language
learning are being discussed1 (1985:2). In his paper,
Cook makes a very important point about the role of
Chomsky's view of language acquisition in language
acquisition research. He emphasizes the necessity to
distinguish between acquisition and development (Cook
1985). That is, information about development--the
observable behavior of the child or second language
learner on the way to adult or native-like competence-is irrelevant to and not necessarily predicted by a
theory of generative grammar. Generative grammar is
more concerned with what the learner eventually knows
about his language than with the pathway and changes in
what the learner knows along the way. Ironically, in
research on L2 acquisition in an ostensibly Chomskyan
framework, a number of researchers have not only investigated development but have made claims about the
correctness of some aspects of linguistic theory on the
basis of sequences of acquisition, maintaining that
early acquisition is evidence for some hypotheses in
linguistic theory.
One serious limitation on SLA research is its anglocentrism, a problem which has also plagued linguistic
theory. This is beginning to change, however. In
Europe one may see some influence of Chomskyan linguistics on second language acquisition research (e.g.
Van Buren and Sharwood Smith 1985). A number of
studies of the acquisition of French have taken their
linguistic orientation from French linguists Emile
Benveniste and Antoine Culioli (see, for example,
Trevise and Noyau 1984). Studies in both France and
Germany have increasingly emphasized sociolinguistic
theory as the framework for their work, with Labov's
variationist theories taking a central role (see Klein
and Dittmar 1979). North American researchers have
also observed that learners, like native speakers, have
a certain degree of variability in their speech
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registers, sometimes controlling linguistic elements
intentionally but, on other occasions, shifting quite
unintentionally (Tarone 1979, Gatbonton 1978, Beebe
1980). Sociolinguistic theory has generally been used
to elucidate questions of language use rather than
language acquisition; but in some studies, especially
in Germany, even certain aspects of language acquisition are seen to be explainable principally, or only,
in terms of sociolinguistic theory (see Nicholas and
Meisel 1983 for a review).
Attendance at research meetings on both first and
second language acquisition research in the past year
or so has led me to believe that the field is, at
present, hungry for theory and searching for a theoretical framework which can provide coherence to what
has begun to look like an immense collection of
anecdotal evidence. Recently, Long (1985) observed
with some regret that most second language acquisition
research has been of the 'research-then-theory1 rather
than 'theory-then-research1 type.
As I have argued elsewhere (Lightbown 1984:251):
It seems to me that the error lies neither in a
research-then-theory nor in a theory-then-research
approach. Both of these approaches are essential to
the advancement of the field and must be seen as
interactive, not mutually exclusive. For both LI and
L2 research, the real threat to progress in the field
lies in the approaches which might be called:
'research-then-research and theory-then-theory1.
At one extreme are those who continue eternally to
gather data, amassing such a volume of information
that the original research questions get buried under
the avalanche. At best, the outcome of such research
is a detailed description of an example of language
acquisition. At the other extreme are those whose
SLA theories are derived from linguistic theories
which are in turn derived not from empirical research
but solely from introspection. (Those who adhere)
most strongly to a theory-then-theory approach never
allow themselves to be distracted by contradictory
evidence and are, when they notice them at all,
disdainful of researchers who are engaged in
empirical research.
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The emperor is still waiting for his new clothes to
be finished. Some SLA researchers are working on
shoes, some on a crown, other on robes and capes.
Fortunately, there are some who are working on a proper
set of undergarments. Only a few researchers are
themselves fashion designers (directly involved in
theory construction). Most are artisans: tailors or
cobblers or milliners. Each one has a responsibility
to be attentive to details and to be sure the stitches
are strong and the fabric appropriate to its function.
And even when they do not intend to design the whole
wardrobe, they should frequently look up from their
cutting and stitching and consult with both the fashion
designers and the other artisans, to make sure that
what they are working on will have a useful place in
the emperor's complete costume. And we must hope that
the fashion designers will sometimes stop to clarify
their designs and to make sure that what they have
sketched can really be the basis for a complete
all-season wardrobe, not one which will serve only
under certain idealized conditions. But no single
fashion designer can achieve this. That is, no single
linguistic theory, indeed no linguistic theory alone
will ever explain language acquisition. Psychological
learning theory and neurological theory, as well as
some aspects of sociological theory, will be needed.
What is important is for each line of research to
recognize its limitations as well as its contributions
in the vast cooperative study of language learning.
Note
Some of the material in this paper was presented at
the meeting of the Canadian Association of Applied
Linguistics, Montreal, May 1985.
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LANGUAGE VARIABILITY AND LANGUAGE TEACHING
Albert Valdman
Indiana University
Introduction. Recent research has highlighted the
ubiquity and centrality of variation in the development
of the learner's interlanguage. From a different perspective the widening acceptance of the goal of communicative ability has underscored the importance of the
attainment on the part of the learner of the ability to
perceive and produce variable features in the target
language. Nonetheless there has been little discussion
of the implications of the notion of variability in
determining various aspects of guided second language
learning: objectives, curricula, and syllabi.
Traditionally, the monitored speech of educated
native speakers has been accepted as the appropriate
target for formal foreign language instruction. This
point of view appears, for example, in the ACTFL-ETS
proficiency guidelines. The position I am advancing
here is that the traditional target language norm is
too restrictive and reductionist: the ability to
identify the variable linguistic features marking
various discourse styles and regional and social varieties of the target language community characterizes
the fluent foreign listener/speaker. This is not to
say that the foreign learner is required to reproduce
produce the full range of native variability. On the
contrary, in the light of the special nature of the FL
classroom environment, the type of speech produced in
that environment should be constrained by special norms
which I term 'pedagogical norms' (Valdman 1972, 1973,
1975, 1976, 1980).
The traditional objective of monitored educated
speech is reductionist in that it defines near-native
speech capability in terms of a finite set of invariant
features. This is belied by natural language use in
which native speakers evidence control of a repertoire
of linguistic features and of communicative strategies
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which they apply variably, depending on the numerous
factors which determine the total communicative setting. In English, for instance, approximating a native
speaker's expression of the semantic notion of futurity
does not entail narrowing the choice to the modals will
or shall. Rather it involves selecting appropriately
from full and reduced forms of these and other overt
markers such as going to, depending on semantic intent,
sociolinguistic considerations, and situational
factors.
The invariant traditional norm also reflects Western
societies' monolingual bias. If we assume a broad
definition of diglossia (Fishman 1967), all communities
are diglossic in the sense that communicative effectiveness requires speakers to make use of more than one
speech variety. Communities where competing speech
varieties constitute distinct languages demand bilingual skills, including appropriate code-switching
behavior. In the American English speech community
that perceives itself as monolingual, could we be considered educated speakers if we could not grace our
speech with an occasional deja vu or chutzpah when the
occasion demanded it? Thus the attainment of nearnative speech capability requires not only the acquisition of part of native speakers1 total linguistic
repertoire, but also of the community's rules for the
appropriate use of the variable features in the
repertoire and alternation among available speech
varieties.
The invariant monitored educated native speaker
speech target is inappropriate for two other reasons.
First, it represents in fact a prescriptive norm set
down by language planning institutions which diverges
widely from the speech evidenced by native speakers'
every day communicative acts.
In addition, since it
often tends to be modelled on codified written usage,
the prescriptive norm does not provide speakers with
the stylistic maneuver and the expressive power needed
for face-to-face, here-and-now verbal communicative
encounters.
Second, the traditional approach assumes implicitly
that learners acquire TL features linearly in a onestep operation. Failure to proceed in this fashion
--which is the rule rather than the exception--is considered to be dysfunctional, and learners' deviations
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/©/ variable (whose phonetic realizations range from
stop [t] to fricative (0). But at the morphosyntactic
level the IL cannot be characterized only in terms of
the relative distribution of competing variants; it
shows different linguistic markers for TL semantic
categories and, conversely, different semantic values
attached to common linguistic markers. For instance,
in early stages of the ILs of natural learners of
French, the TL introducer c'est assumes the identification and equational values served by the TL markers
iLl y a and etre (Trevise and Porquier 1986).
Tarone's model does not attempt to interrelate the IL
and the TL continua (Corder 1975). The vernacular and
standard poles of the TL continuum may differ markedly.
In the light of some convergences among child language,
vernacular variety of some highly variable languages,
IL, and creolized languages (Chaudenson et al. 1986),
it appears that TL vernacular features are generally
more easily learnable. Thus they would constitute a
more appropriate target for foreign learners than corresponding standard forms. Rather than constituting a
single continuum, the TL and the IL continua are more
appropriately viewed as partially intersecting. As
shown in Figure 2, an alternative to ordering TL features on a unidimensional continuum linking a vernacular and a standard pole is to view the IL continuum as
differentially oriented toward a series of partially
overlapping autonomous TL systems. The largest square
subsumes all the attested variants of the language.
Following Chaudenson (1986), I shall call this system,
TL0.
TL0 shares some features with the standard norm
(TLS) and with any particular vernacular variety (TLV),
represented in Figure 2 by the two smaller squares.
According to the model represented by Figure 2, the
IL continuum may be viewed as a vector which may be
oriented toward a specific variety of the TL by filtering the input and by controlling feedback. In
natural language learning, the types of communicative
situations encountered by the learner will determine in
large part the orientation of the IL continuum. In
classroom FL instruction, the orientation of the IL can
be controlled to a certain degree by the selection of
pedagogical norms consonant with learning and teaching
objectives. In the remaining section of this study, I
elaborate on the special nature of the classroom learn-
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ing environment, and discuss and illustrate the notion
of pedagogical norm.
Figure 2. Possible orientations of IL continuum
toward various TL norms.

TL vernacular (TLV)
***************
TL standard (TLS)

***************
IL
Continuum

The classroom as a particular language learning and
communicative environment. There is a growing recognition among researchers and observers of L2 learning
that the FL classroom constitutes a special environment
for the learning and the communicative use of the TL.
In a special issue of Studies in Second Language
Acquisition devoted to that topic (1985), several of
the contributors underscore both the complexity and the
specificity of the FL classroom (Faerch and Kasper
i985, Edmonson 1985, Kramsch 1985). Edmonson neatly
characterizes the special nature of the FL classroom
environment by invoking a variant of the Labovian
Observer's Paradox (1973): '...we seek in the classroom to teach people how to talk when they are not
being taught' (1985:162).
To teach people how to talk when they are not being
taught involves metalinguistic, metadiscursive, and
metacommunicative activity: focusing learners' attention on linguistic forms and functions and on the
nature of discourse and communication. It also involves devising a special language-learning and language-using context in which the use of language will
range from instructional to natural discourse and
establishing a set of social conventions that are as
real and as valid as those that determine the natural
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use of the language in the TL community. Part of the
set of conventions bear on the type of TL produced, as
Soule-Susbielles (1984) remarks: '...the language that
is produced [in the classroom] must be evaluated in
terms of its own natural context and not according to
external norms.'
The variety (or rather, to be consonant with my
introductory remarks, the varieties) of the TL which
are appropriate for classroom instructional and communicative activities are determined by the attitudes
of the TL community as well as those of the learners
themselves. From casual observations and anecdotal
reports it appears that TL speakers expect those who
have learned their language in a classroom environment
to speak 'better' than they do, that is to say, to
evidence control of that range of the TL community
repertoire characteristic of formal usage and written
texts. They generally ascribe low social status to
foreigners who evidence what they consider to be grammatical errors or devalorized phonological features and
lexical choices. While there exists a considerable
body of research on native speakers' reactions toward
learners' inter-linguistic features (see d'Anglejan
1983 for a review of the literature), sociopsychologically oriented studies of native speaker attitudes have
not yet been extended to the area of language variation
and the definition of a sociolinguistically acceptable
learner norm for the TL. From the only available exploratory study (Swacker 1976), it would appear that
native speakers tend to downgrade foreigner speech that
diverges markedly from the standard norm. Swacker
observed that native speakers of East Texas English
reacted negatively to a reading sample from an Arabic
accented speaker whose speech contained local pronunciation and grammatical features. A higher ranking was
assigned to another Arabic accented speaker whose
English was free of local linguistic features. She
concluded that certain regional markers may be acceptable when found in the speech of native speakers but
are offensive in the mouth of foreigners. Swacker
fails to specify, however, whether the local features
noted also symbolize low social status within the TL
community.
In the absence of a substantial body of empirical
research, we must resort to extrapolation from other
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areas of interlinguistic research to seek principles
for the determination of TL norms suitable for foreign
learners. The reaction of Swacker's native judges may
be accounted for in terms of a model of status and
solidarity (Ryan 1983). Foreign accents and other
interlinguistic features are highly salient markers of
membership in outgroups. Their presence in the speech
of a foreigner would preclude features symbolizing ingroup membership, such as regionally or socially marked
variants. Appeal to the notion of the linguistic marker
(Bourdieu 1977) also supports the selection of a highly
standardized TL norm for foreign learners. The learning of the TL may be viewed as an economic investment
whose value would be depreciated if the variety mastered contained stigmatized features. The higher the
social status conferred by the learned speech forms and
the communicative strategies, the more remunerative the
investment.
The concept of pedagogical norm. The various considerations discussed in the preceding section suggest
that the language used in a classroom should differ
from the 'natural' varieties found in communicative
interactions among native speakers. The differences
between what may be termed a 'pedagogical norm' and the
various norms to which native speakers refer will be
particularly marked at early stages of instruction when
learners' speech shows many deviant features, some
attributable to transfer from the native tongue, others
reflecting extensive restructuring of TL input, and
still others residing in the communicative strategies
specific to the classroom context. Thus, a central
task in organizing classroom FL instruction is the
elaboration of pedagogical norms, particularly at early
stages.
A pedagogical norm, like all norms, is an abstraction. Its distinguishing feature resides in the fact
that it is an artificial construct reflecting the
special conditions of classroom TL learning (Valdman
1976, 1983). Four sets of principles guide the elaboration of pedagogical norms. First, they should reflect the actual behavior of TL speakers in authentic
communicative situations. Second, they should conform
to native speakers' idealized views of their linguistic
behavior. Third, they should match TL speakers' views
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about what linguistic behavior is appropriate for educated foreigners as well as the perceptions of learners
themselves. Fourth, they should take into account
processing and learning factors--for example, learners1
interlanguage features, since these point the way to
what is most easily learnable.
The elaboration of a suitable pedagogical norm requires first of all a clear determination of learning
objectives and a careful review of the social and broad
contextual factors that are likely to shape the particular classroom environment. From a more narrowly linguistic and psycholinguistic perspective, it requires a
broad range of information about the target features to
be learned. Let us take as a concrete case the expression of futurity in French. That notion is expressed
by two exponents: a periphrastic construction consisting of the present of the verb aller 'to go1 and the
infinitive of the particular verb or an inflected form.
For example, compare je vais faire ca and je ferai ca.
Traditional French grammar and even the most current
innovating textbooks (e.g. Bragger et al. 1984, Valdman
et al. 1986) treat their two exponents as synonymous.
The periphrastic future, labelled 'immediate future'
(futur proche), is introduced first and, in later
stages, replaced by the inflected future, which is
considered to be more formal, hence more 'correct' and
suitable for use by foreign learners.
The traditional view is based on an inadequate analysis of the expression of futurity in French. As the
label 'immediate future' suggests, the two exponents
differ semantically and are not interchangeable in
speech. The periphrastic construction refers not so
much to future events that are more immediate but to
those that are more likely to occur; the inflected form
refers to less certain future events. The semantic
difference appears clearly in the contrastive pair
Marie va avoir un enfant vs. Marie aura beaucoup
d'enfants. The first utterance suggests that Marie is
pregnant whereas the second comments on her views about
family size and her attitude toward children; she may,
in fact, turn out to be childless. The two features
are not stylistic or sociolinguistic variants, but
reflect an underlying semantic distinction, found in
other languages, between definite and nondefinite
futurity (Blanche-Benveniste 1984).
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The elaboration of a pedagogical norm requires linguistic descriptions of a level of delicacy not attainable by the application of current linguistic models.
Not only must applied linguists be supplied with information on the semantic, pragmatic, and sociolinguistic value of specific target language features, but
they also require insight about the relative optimality
of the available structural options. I am using the
term optimality to refer to ease of acquisition and
centrality within the overall structure of the TL.
This notion no doubt corresponds in part to markedness
in the sense that optimal features would be expected to
be unmarked from the point of language universals.
Illustration of the elaboration of a pedagogical
norm: French WH-questions. To illustrate how applied
linguists might use available descriptions in the
elaboration of pedagogical norms, I have selected one
notoriously variable yet central area of French syntax:
interrogative structures. I will attempt to show how
lawful and patterned variation may be introduced at
elementary and intermediate levels to enable learners
to acquire stylistic maneuver, that is, the ability to
behave linguistically in a manner appropriate to particular situational contexts. My choice was motivated
by the availability of empirical data in three of the
four areas corresponding to the principles for the
establishment of a pedagogical norm: native usage in
communicative situations, native speakers' perception
of usage, and acquisitional factors.
French WH-questions are expressed by four structural
variants: PRONOMINALIZATION, involving the introduction
of an abstract WH element in a particular syntactic
slot (II travaille ou? 'Where does he work?'); FRONTING, requiring in addition to PRONOMINALIZATION the
fronting of the WH-PRO element (Ou il travaille?);
EST-CE QUE, involving the introduction of the interrogative marker est-ce que (Ou est-ce qu'il travaille?);
INVERSION, requiring the inversion of the subject and
the verb (Ou travaille-t-il?). The latter construction
is superficially the most complex since it requires
certain morphophonemic changes, such as the insertion
of ft/ in the example given, and pronoun copies when
the NP contains a noun, e.g. Ou Marie travaille-t-elle?
'Where does Mary work?'
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the relative appropriateness of the WH-question variants for foreign learners. Indeed, there is a general
dearth of information on this particular issue. Extrapolating from Swacker's study (1976), one may assume
that on the basis of reference to the criteria of
status and solidarity, native French speakers would
expect educated foreign learners to adhere closely to
their own subjective norm in the use of WH-questions,
and to favor forms characterizing formal styles.
Leamability. From a psycholinguistic perspective,
data from two different lines of inquiry suggest that
the two most frequent WH-question types (PRONOMINALIZATION and FRONTING) are the most easily learnable.
First, the latter construction is universally found in
European-based Creoles where, as is the case for
English, vernacular varieties of the lexifier language
show different syntactic arrangements than the Creole.
For example, compare Where have you been? and Guyanese
Creole Wisaid yu bin de? (Bickerton 1981:70).
Second, a study of the acquisition of French WH-question by American English learners (Valdman 1975, 1976)
revealed a high proportion of FRONTING. That structure
occurred in utterances produced within the framework of
a test of oral ability administered to beginners after
approximately 75 hours of instruction. The presence of
the structure represents a case of creative construction (Dulay, Burt, and Krashen 1982) since the learners
had never been exposed to it. The construction was
absent from the course materials and from the speech of
instructors, all of whom used INVERSION or EST-CE QUE,
in both drill and communicative activities. The
presence of the feature cannot be explained by transfer
from the SL either, since English WH-questions may be
described, at the surface level, either by inversion or
by the adjunction of a semantically empty marker d£
matching EST-CE QUE with respect to position:
Where

does

John

work?

Ou

est-ce que

Jean

travaille?

Proposed pedagogical progression. The application of
the four criteria proposed for the elaboration of pedagogical norms suggests the following norm for the in-
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troduction of WH-questions. The norm would need to be
dynamic since the learner's linguistic behavior needs
to evolve so that it progressively draws closer to the
selected target.
The first three criteria converge to identify INVERSION as the most highly valued structure from a sociolinguistic point of view. No doubt native speakers
would deem it most appropriate for foreigners who have
acquired the language by formal instruction. Bourdieu's
model of language as capital would also lead learners
to assign it the highest surrender or market value. On
the other hand, it is highly marked, both from the syntactic and the sociolinguistic point of view. Because
of its close link with formal discourse and written
texts, it would be inappropriate to set it as the
target feature in elementary and intermediate courses
which have as one of their main objectives the acquisition of a certain degree of communicative ability.
The numerous syntactic constraints that apply to INVERSION (Valdman 1975) render it difficult to learn and
to use with accuracy. Because of its sociolinguistically neutral status and its relative syntactic simplicity, EST-CE QUE should be selected as the firstlevel target feature. However, the fact that it represents a case of creative construction designates
FRONTING for transitional use in early stages of
instruction (see Figure 3 ) .
INVERSION would be introduced at Stage 2 in lexicalized frozen forms in cases where EST-CE QUE is judged
too awkward, for example, in protocols and in certain
combinations of interrogative adverbs and verbs. Compare: Comment allez-vous? 'How are you?1 (Comment
est-ce que vous allez?), Ou vont vos parents? 'Where
are your parents going?1 (Ou est-ce que vos parents
vont?). At that stage, INVERSION would also serve as
the canonical form for written expression. At more
advanced levels (Stage 3 ) , PRONOMINALIZATION and
FRONTING would be identified as more appropriate for
informal situations. As is the case for INVERSION,
their use in contrived materials should reflect their
distribution in authentic, unedited speech samples so
that learners may be led to induce their pragmatic and
sociolinguistic values. Figure 3 represents a proposed
pedagogical progression indicating the order of introduction of the four variants in speech and writing in
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which a distinction is made between receptive and productive phases.
Figure 3.

Oral

A proposed pedagogical sequence for the
presentation of French interrogative constructions.

Recept ive:

FRONTING X
PRONOMINALISATION
INVERSION N \.

Productive: FRONTING, EST-CE QUE I
INVERSION

Written
t
t
Stage 1
Stage 2
(Preliminary)
Frozen
utterances

t
Stage 3

^ \

-^
t
Stage 4

Quelle heure est-il?
Comment vous appelz-vous?
Quel temp fait-il?

Conclusion. I have attempted to develop here a model
that takes into account the two continua of variation
present in second language learning: the broad range
of variants inherent in any natural language and the
continuously evolving learner interlinguistic system.
Instead of targeting on a single TL norm, classroom
second language learning should aim to develop the
learner's ability to recognize and produce a variable
range. This objective, I would propose, is best attained by defining special pedagogical norms on the
basis of learning and teaching objectives. As is the
case for all language norms, pedagogical norms are
constrained by socioiinguistic factors such as, for
example, relative valorization of specific linguistic
variants. However, in addition, they need to accommodate to learners' interlanguage in effect; they need
to take into account relative ease of learning.
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Notes
1. The institutions involved in language planning
may be governmental agencies, such as the Office de la
Langue Frangaise of Quebec Province, academies, etc.
In some cases, norms may be set by individuals, such as
prestigious writers.
2. Chaudenson postulates a frangais zero which subsumes all extant varieties of French, including not
only all lects on the Standard French (SF) continuum
(frangais de bon usage vs. frangais populaire or
avance) but all reflexes of oil (Northern) French in
metropolitan France, Belgium, Switzerland, and overseas
varieties such as Quebecois, Acadian, Cajun or St.
Barthelemy, and St. Thomas regional French. Chaudenson
points out that Standard French (more specifically, the
prescriptive norm usually referred to as bon usage)
evolved through a process of arbitrary selection among
the variants of frangais zero in 'sensitive areas',
that is, those areas subject to variation and, eventually, to change. Not all of the prescriptive grammarians and orthoepists' decisions have resulted in an
increase in the expressive power of the language. For
example, in SF the auxiliaries etre and avoir are in
complementary distribution in the formation of the past
indefinite (passe compose). In older strata of the
language (Bengtsson 1968) and in regional dialects, the
two verbs contrast, etre expressing a stative meaning
and avoir signifying retrospective past and conveying a
dynamic meaning. Compare the following contrastive
pairs from the Vouvant dialect (Western France; Rezeau
1976): o muje kat al a vny 'It was raining when she
came', vs. al e ak r pa vny 'she hasn ! t come yet'; 1 a
pase de s 1 ku 'he died suddenly1 vs. 1 e pase ol a doz
a 'he died two years ago'.
3. In Valdman et al. (1986) the immediate periphrastic) future is taught first with generalized meaning,
although most suggested instructional activities involve reference to definite future events. Later in the
textbook, the indefinite (inflected) future is introduced in the context of remote and uncertain future
events.
A. The distinction is found in many Creole languages. In Haitian Creole, for example, there is a
distinction between M aj> tounen, 'I will return1 and M
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a tounen 'I'll return (uncertain) 1 . Blanche-Benveniste
points out that there is indeed a certain link between
formality and nondefiniteness. The nondefinite future
is used in directives and formal texts, e.g. la loi
sera respectee 'the law will be obeyed' (where la loi
va etre respectee would imply that the law would be
obeyed only for a specified period of time). In role
play situations, young children use the inflected future to connote a certain level of formality:
L'aeroport sera ferme dimanche, lundi, mardi. Le
Ministere des Finances vous donnera un passeport pour
aller en Nouvelle Caledonie et a Noumea. Ma secretaire
et moi-meme vous accompagnerons.
5. One of the weaknesses of sociolinguistically
oriented studies such as Behnsted's is the assumption
that morphosyntactic variants are synonymous and that
their differential use reflects only social differences
on the part of speakers. Undoubtedly, morphosyntactic
variants also differ at other levels: discursive function, illocutionary force, connotative meaning, etc.
6. The TL lectal continuum is obviously a simplification, for it fails to provide for variation determined by situational factors. It is no doubt the case
that, like their middle class compatriots, working
class French speakers modify their behavior to fit the
situational context.
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NEW LINGUISTIC APPROACHES TO A THEORY OF WRITING
Nina Catach
HESO Research Team, CNRS, Paris
0. There are very few works which have been done by
linguists and which propose a genuine 'theory of writing 1 , understood here not in a cultural, technical or
literary sense, but as real 'linguistic semiotics1, as
something both equal to and different from the communicative semiotics of oral language.
Rare also are those linguists who, even to a small
extent, have taken account of certain observations
which have been made concerning writing (and which are
of capital importance) either by specialists in other
fields (such as the philosopher Derrida, the anthropologists and prehistorians Leroi-Gourhan and Goody) or by
other linguists, such as Vachek and his colleagues from
the Prague School, Gelb in the United States or Haas in
England. I propose therefore to make a brief review of
these works, and then to discuss at a later point the
more recent developments which are being made in this
field.
Let us first note that messages can be apprehended
either through an oral medium or through a written one.
For example, we can read either aloud or silently. In
the latter case, the visual language would seem to be
cut off from the oral, and therefore entirely comparable to other semiotic codes, such as gestural language,
signal language, etc. A genuine theory of written
language must therefore provide a reply to a certain
number of fundamental questions, such as the following:
(1) Is the visual language independent from or dependent on sounded language? If the first of these is
true, then what type of semiotic code does it constitute?
(2) If, on the contrary (as I believe), the two media
are linked in some way or another, then must we consi-
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der this dependence to be unilateral or bilateral,
total or partial, of the signifier or of the signified?
(3) What relation is there between the different
types of writing which are used throughout the world?
Do any 'universal features' of writing exist?
1. Jacques Derrida. Derrida (1967) cleverly attacked
a number of positions put forward by Saussure (1976) on
the subject of writing. Indeed, according to Saussure,
only the oral language, when sounded by means of phonemes, is the 'real' language: 'The linguistic object
is not defined by the combination of the written word
and the spoken word; the spoken word alone constitutes
this object' (Saussure 1976:45).
Derrida compares this declaration by Saussure to
similar declarations made by Rousseau (1767) and
Levi-Strauss (1955), in order to show up the fruitlessness of their common belief, which in fact amounted to
nothing less than the rejection of a substantial part
of our linguistic heritage. For their position cannot
be upheld, and, in its most extreme manifestations (as
Derrida implies), must be accounted for by psychoanalysis. *
However, Saussure's successors, with the best
possible intentions, gave an even more radical expression to this position: writing is nothing in itself, it
is only a mask (and indeeed a distorting mask) for the
oral language, and therefore is not worth bothering
with. It may well be useful, but only as long as it
remains limited to its essential purpose, that is, the
most faithful transcription of phonemes that it is
capable of.
This point of view can be described as that of the
phoneticists or phonologists: the writing systems of
European languages are, and must remain, alphabetical.
The transition from phoneme to grapheme is simply a
change of substance, from air to ink, with the signifier remaining the same. In this case, writing comes
under the second articulation, and anything extraneous
is cumbersome and unnecessary.
2. Andre Leroi-Gourhan and Jack Goody. One of the
reasons why works which set out to establish genuine
linguistic theories of writing are so rare, is the fact
that societies such as ours are governed by a whole set
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of prejudices, many of which have direct implications
for our field of study. Take, for example, our view of
linear progress, which leads us to regard the majority
of ancient writing systems as barely articulate, as a
series of clumsy attempts which finally brought about
the definitive establishment of our alphabet. According to the historians of writing, the alphabet seems
to be the final and absolute achievement, and can never
be improved upon. Thus, 'primitive men 1 , incapable of
any abstract thought, are seen as having made, in their
innocence, graphic depictions of the real world, and
only gradually, by a series of stages, did these signs
come to acquire an abstract value, the epitome of this
kind of abstraction being the alphabet.
All these certainties are now undergoing thorough
revision, which they badly need. The innumerable
studies and discoveries which have been made in Egypt
since Champollion confirmed (if such a thing needed to
be confirmed) that the Egyptians regularly noted
consonants as far back as 3000 years ago, that is,
since the time of the very first documents we possess.
The truth of this can be demonstrated by the fact
that, in Egypt today, you can be sold reproductions of
a so-called hieroglyphic 'alphabet1, guaranteed as
authentic, and which of course has been copied from the
Latin alphabet!
As for the Sumerians, after a few isolated attempts
at pictograms (which I consider to be merely 'protowriting 1 ), one cannot deny that we have here a genuine
writing system, which, just like Chinese writing, is in
no way inferior to our own European writing systems.
Leroi-Gourhan (1965), for his part, gives the proof,
backed up by the authority of unquestionable scientific
facts, that from the very beginning primitive man was
entirely capable of abstract thought, as is shown by
the evidence of the first written traces left by him.
Regular, intermittent notches were used by him in
mathematical calculations, in magical rites and in
music to transmit a meaning, and are signs (as LeroiGourhan says) of 'symbolising thought 1 , characteristic
of and exclusive to mankind as a species.
The ethnologist Goody (1979), for his part, goes even
further: not only is the tangible origin of writing
brought into question, but so is the traditional
representation of writing as having been created solely
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in order to 'fix and spread language1, a notion that
has also come down to us from Condilhac in the eighteenth century.
Here again, there are facts to prove it: writing, as
it appears on the first Sumerian tablets, mixed with
symbols and drawings, is not a 'double1 of the spoken
language; not a 'spokesman' but a 'memory-aid', consisting of labels, plans, brief notes, property rights,
inventories, lists of goods, genealogies. As Jack
Goody says, writing was born of exigencies which were
independent from those of the oral language, and only
linked up with the latter at a much later stage: the
two are not necessarily connected. Moreover, in its
role as a new medium, as a new tool for human thought
and action, it made possible such scientific and
technical progress that we might well wonder what would
have become of humanity if writing had not been developed.
3. Joseph Vachek. From the linguists' quarter, only
a few articles can be mentioned (Stetson 1937, Pulgram
1951 and 1965), whose authors, with a great deal of
courage, tried to confront the indifference (and
sometimes indeed the hostility) of colleagues concerning the written signs of language. But a new era in
linguistic thought in the field was opened up by Vachek
from 1939 onward. Vachek approaches the question of
written language from a sociolinguistic standpoint:
'Any user of the language, who belongs to a community
of linguistic culture, must have equal competence in
both norms of the language in question, for only then
will he be able to exploit the potential of the
linguistic system to the full1 (Vachek 1973:16).
'There is,' he says elsewhere (1973:39-40), 'a
structural correspondence which links the oral and the
written norms within a single given language community1 . Vachek was the first to question fundamentally
the definition of writing given by Saussure and his
followers.
If we are to call the medium of oral realization A,
that of written realization B, and the language (in the
sense used by Saussure) L, then the relationships
between the three terms for each linguist could be
expressed in the following ways, respectively for
Saussure and for Vachek (see Figure 1 ) :
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tion, between language, speech, and letter (see Figure
2):
Figure 2.

-LanguageOral

Written

There is no doubt that the visual apprehension of
signs in thought penetrates into the auditory
apprehension of language centers, supplements and
enriches it, just as, in a given society, only written
language (and its birthright, which is literacy) marks
the beginning of a new era which will bring this
society into history, and is accompanied by a qualitative acceleration of its development. Reading is not
the same thing as listening, and writing is not the
same thing as speaking. These two new dimensions of
language explain the differences and oppositions
between literary or learned language on the one hand,
and the oral language on the other, which exist in all
cultivated languages, and which are often so strongly
accentuated that there would seem to be two different
systems operating. This is exactly what Vachek meant
when he stressed (as in the above quotation) that only
he who had 'equal competence in both norms of language
in question1 would be able to 'exploit the potential of
the linguistic system to the full.'
4. I.J. Gelb and William Haas. With an unequalled
amount of erudition and a great gift for synthesis,
I.J. Gelb (1952) attempted to group together different
writing systems into types, each type having common
linguistic features.
Unlike his fellow epigraphists, who believed that any
change in the material support or in a people would
bring about a new type of writing (and Marcel Cohen
poked fun at those pseudo-scholars who used to talk
about 'cryptograms', 'petrograms', 'Sumerograms',
'Assyriograms1 and so o n ) , Gelb discovered, for
example, amidst this pile of useless descriptions,
seven kinds of 'logograms1 (or 'word-signs'), and
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demonstrated in a masterly fashion that the Egyptian
ideograms and those derived from them were above all
'syllable-signs', that is, linguistic units in their
own right, and which should be analyzed as such.
Taking up Gelb's work, with the help of glossematics
and the theories of Hjelmslev, Haas published a series
of important works, including a remarkable work of
synthesis (1976), which allows the classification, from
a linguistic point of view, of the main types of
graphic systems known to us today. Haas describes
writing systems according to the following criteria:
(a) A writing system can be 'original', or 'derived',
that is to say, linked to the units of language.
Personally, I would speak of an 'articulated' system in
the latter case, according to my own definition of a
true written system:
'A regulated set of visual signs and symbols, which
are arbitrary, articulated, and organized into a
system which is capable of embodying and clearly
fixing any communicational message in a given language . '
The writing systems which Haas labels as 'original',
that is, having no connection with any given language,
are formed out of signs, or rather, indications, which
are dispersed, and not organized into a system (or are
organized only into microsystems). These are what I
would call 'para-' or 'protowriting', rather than
writing in the true sense of the word.
(b) According to Haas, a writing system can be
'motivated' or 'arbitrary' with regard to exterior
reality or referent. Motivated signs are what are
commonly called 'pictograms', their abstract equivalents being called 'ideograms'. However, a given sign
(for example, an Egyptian hieroglyph) could be very
well 'motivated' (it could represent one bird, or
another) and still be 'arbitrary' in the sense of the
word used by Benveniste: that is to say, it could be
the transcription (as is the case in ancient Egyptian)
of a certain consonant, or a certain vowel, or syllable, or of a word which, in the system, has nothing
whatever to do with a bird. The thing that really
matters, in the end, is neither the 'substance' of
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sign, nor that it reminds us, more or less, of the
referent, but the place it occupies, and its oppositions to other elements within the system.
(c) The final classification established by Haas, and
which is no doubt the most important, is the opposition
between 'informed1 or 'pleremic' characters, and 'noninformed' or 'cenemic' (empty) characters. He thus
takes up part of the terminology proposed by Hjelmslev,
in a slightly different way, and applies it to the
units of the written language. Indeed, in the various
writing systems, two types of characters can be found:
certain types of writing use units which have an
intrinsic meaning, a 'content1: these are, as we know,
word-signs or morpheme-signs. These characters cannot
be broken down into units of the second articulation,
and this is the case even today for most Chinese
characters. On the other hand, still on the subject of
Chinese, other 'signs' can be used, and are commonly
used (indeed, they are often the same signs) merely to
indicate different forms of pronunciation: they are
'syllable-signs', to use the word 'sign' here in its
vaguest sense of 'written unit'.
5. Current debates. In France and in Germany at the
moment (Augst, Nerius, 1985), the following questions
are receiving a great deal of discussion: the greater
or lesser autonomy or dependence of the written
language in relation to the oral; the determination and
definition of graphic units as pleremic or cenemic; the
classification of different systems; more detailed
studies of European spelling systems, etc.
However, it is necessary not just to keep to a
strictly linguistic debate, among specialists in the
same field, of the problems of writing: for, after
all, writing is first and foremost a social technique,
and what may today be termed a sort of 'technology1,
indeed, the most important of all technologies. Moreover, our classifications of different types of writing
need to be made more flexible, to be modulated,
according to a more relativistic (but also more
critical) way of seeing things that could and should
have important consequences for the didactic aspects of
written language.
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5.1 Toward a relativist view of writing systems.
The term 'writing' is terribly ambiguous, and this is
not just due to chance. It can mean 'handwriting' or
'calligraphy', a 'type of characters (script)', 'writing system1, 'style ('a style of writing')', 'texts
('Holy Scripture')', etc. When studying writing,
several standpoints can be adopted: the graphic one
(presentation of the page, illustration, borders), that
of the opposition between manuscript and print (study
of the material support and methods of production),
study of the base elements (the alphabet, characters,
printing cases), or else that of rules and usage
(spelling, orthography).
In principle, only the last two categories, that is,
the determination of units and the rules which govern
their assembly, come into the field of linguistics.
However, as everyone knows, it would be impossible to
write, for instance, the history of European spelling
systems without taking into account the contribution
made by the printers and other artisans of the book
trade, the great periods of literary revival, and so
on. Any given type of writing is linked not only to
the language concerned, but also with the kind of
society that uses it. In Africa and Oceania, and in
other parts of the world nowadays, we are witnessing
the sort of problems that are posed by the transition
of oral tradition languages to a written form, by the
transcription of Creole and pidgin languages, and the
political and social consequences of these changes.
This is why I propose to incorporate these relativist
implications into the very methods of classification of
the different types of writing used throughout the
world, and to reduce to four the number of solutions
which have so far been singled out (see Catach 1984).
(1) Either we limit ourselves to linguistic interpretation of a mainly phonological type, and use an
alphabet on the lines of the International Phonetic
Alphabet (IPA). This is solution 1.
(2) Or else certain rules of combination can be
incorporated into the transcription: diacritic
letters, rules of accentuation, maintenance of graphic
forms in spite of surface phonetic modifications,
graphic oppositions despite homophonic forms, and so
on. In this case, we can no longer speak of a simple
transformation of 'substance' (to use Hjelmslev's
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formula), but rather of two parallel 'forms of expression1 sharing the same content. This, it seems, is the
case of most of the phonological systems which have
been conserved for several centuries, and therefore
this is the case of almost all European spelling
systems. This is solution 2.
(3) Or else again, much more than the signifier is
noted in writing, and here the act of reading allows a
direct semantic interpretation for each element. The
example which immediately springs to mind here is that
of Chinese, for most of its signs, and the same thing
is true, for a smaller number of signs, of Japanese and
other systems which make use of 'ideograms'. This is
solution 3.
However, all writing systems of any importance and
which are widely used, be they ancient or modern,
European or Asian, are 'mixed1, that is, they combine
elements which have both phonological and semantic
interpretations. Not only do nearly all of them use
numerals, scientific and technical symbols, punctuation
signs, and so on (which belong to solution 3 ) , but
Chinese, for example, makes fairly systematic use of
the combination of syllable-signs (which have a
phonetic interpretation) and morpheme-signs (pronounced
or unpronounced), and ancient Egyptian made simultaneous use of word-signs, morpheme-signs, syllable-signs,
phoneme-signs, etc. Moreover, a particularly important
point must be stressed here: alphabetically based
systems, such as those of French and of English, are
also 'plurisystems': they have managed partly to get
round the basic principles of the alphabet, and to
reconstruct, each in its own way, word-signs or
morpheme-signs (logograms or morphograms, see Catach
1980 and 1985).
(4) Finally, at certain times in their history, and
mainly for various external reasons (factors of a
political, social or religious nature), certain languages and certain peoples have had to speak one
language and write a different one. Here again, some
allowances must be made, and the range of degrees of
inadequacy between the spoken and written languages can
be, from one case to another, very wide: examples
which can be given are those of written Latin in Europe
during the high Middle Ages, or, at the present time,
of the literary Arab language, as contrasted with the
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numerous varieties of languages and dialects spoken in
Arab-speaking contries. This is solution 4, and,
although we may consider it to be somewhat exceptional,
it is less so than may appear.
5.2 The teaching of written French in France. There
is no need to stress the impact that these theoretical
works on writing could have on the teaching of language.
At the moment, in France, people are just beginning
to get used to the notion of different types of written
units, cenemic and pleremic, which can be used to
determine in a more efficient way the order in which
the problems of the transition to written language can
be approached, and what sorts of aptitudes will be
needed.
The French-speaking child when starting school is
already familiar with the spoken language, but his
knowledge of it is only partial, in the sense that he
can only just master it: he can master the 'expression 1 , that is, the surface realization of it, without
being really conscious of the extremely complex
mechanisms which are brought into play by this realization, in order to bring about full and total communication.
Experience has proved that, despite the high degree
of abstraction which is involved in the determining of
phonemes, the child acquires this basic skill very
rapidly at the age at which he starts school. This
process is still rather mysterious, and cannot be
entirely accounted for, but, together with the child's
ability in learning numbers and figures, it should call
into question not a few of the overly rigid inductional
theories about learning.
Whatever the reason may be, it is relatively easy for
the child to pick up what is known as 'phonetic' spelling. Not only would it be doing him a considerable
favor to teach him to recognize and to use, as quickly
as possible, the 36 phonemes and 45 graphemes which
form the skeleton of the French system of correspondences, but it would also be the best way to help him
enter into the field of visual symbolization, and to
help him in the best possible way toward explicit
knowledge of his own language, and give him the
confidence and curiosity to go further. It therefore
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seems to me that, during the first years at school, we
should concentrate mainly on precisely determined
phonemes and phonograms (which have generally little to
do with the letters of the alphabet).
However, it would be harmful, or even dangerous, to
leave it at that point, for at least three reasons.
(1) It would be a pity to separate (as traditional
teaching methods often do) theory and practice, the
rules of writing and more general teaching of the
language;
(2) it would be a pity to stop one from taking possession of texts as they are, the real texts of the
world around one, however complex they may be;
(3) finally, if we are to accept the idea that French
spelling belongs to a plurisystem, then it is not by
cutting this reality up into pieces that we will be
able to immerse the child in the sea of reading and
writing, which he needs, and, hopefully, wants.
What exactly is meant by a 'plurisystem1? In French,
we can only 'transcribe1 by means of the principal
phonograms: we cannot 'write' as such. If a child
wants to draw and name his house (maison) in spring
(printemps), with flowers (fleurs), cats (chats), and
birds (oiseaux), these five words will put him face to
face with a certain number of problems which the basic
phonograms will not permit him to solve. Of course, we
will have to help him out, and even write down the
words for him to copy. But this will not be enough,
for certain very old and very common words, to which we
are so deeply attached, are written in such an odd way
(usually in order to distinguish them from each other),
that there is only one thing that can be done: learn
them globally. This particular kind of 'word-signs',
written in French by the addition of letters and
apprehended globally (such as ou/ou/houe/houx/aout) are
intended to remedy the greatest drawback of the oral
language: homophones. For it is not always easy to
express several hundred thousand words with 36 phonemes. This is where writing comes in, as a means, in
its own right within the language, of supplementing
information and making it more precise.
In this way the five words sain, sein, cinq, ceint,
seing will be related, as the child progresses in his
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assimilation of the paradigmatic networks of derivations, to sante, sinus, cinquante, ceinture, signer,
etc. The analysis will gradually become more and more
morphematic and infralexical. All the grammatical and
lexical side of spelling (morphograms) will then fall
into place gradually, without being unduly hurried,
from constant practice in the use of language. This,
of course, is likely to take some time. What is more,
it is necessary to pick out the most important parts,
by a global view of the system, and some of the more
archaic frills will have to disappear. Spelling, once
it has acquired detailed and precise knowledge of its
own system, can and should become a linguistic discipline in its own right. If this is to take place, then
it is absolutely necessary that teachers be given
appropriate training.
The discovery of writing, the second medium of language, the comparison of different writing systems, the
integration of their features into systems, and the
study of these from a technical, social and linguistic
point of view: all these new pathways are being opened
up in front of us, and they lead to fascinating fields
of study.

Notes
1. Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1767): 'Shall I talk about
writing now? No, I felt ashamed to amuse myself with
such trifles in a treatise on education1 (Emile, or
Education, in Coll. La Pleiade, 1969).
Claude Levi-Strauss: 'It [writing] appears to lend
itself to the exploitation of men before their enlightenment. .. Writing and treacherousness come into their
lives together' ('The Writing Lesson', in Tristes
Tropiques, 1955).
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TEACHER-TRAINING IN FRENCH AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE
Simonne Lieutaud
Alliance Francaise de Paris
Preliminary. This paper is meant to inform on the
latest developments in the training of teachers of
French as a second language in France and will therefore be very factual and descriptive. I will recall
the evolution of the training of French teachers, and
describe the new graduate and postgraduate degrees that
are implemented on a national level, and then comment
upon their nature and contents and the present situation as a whole.
In France, according to Antoine Prost, a specialist
in the history of education, 'teacher-training for high
school teachers is practically nonexistent1 (Prost
1985). In practice, knowledge of a subject replaces
professional qualifications. The academic training for
'agregation' or 'CAPES' candidates is heavily based on
compositions, literature, and linguistics. Why should
the French university offer a different type of teacher
training for either foreign or French students wishing
to teach abroad? However, things are not so simple
and, strangely enough, the training for teachers of
French as a foreign language is rather pioneering in
this respect. We may wonder if it is because, up until
now, this particular type of training has escaped
university supervision.
Before looking at the actual state and evolution of
the situation, it might be useful to recall that the
national system of education in France is centralized
and that degrees are therefore defined and issued by
the national Minister of Education. This same ministry
gives permission to the universities--'l'habilitation1
--to prepare such or such a diploma, according to a
national pattern. To say that French universities have
not been involved in the training of teachers of French
as a foreign language in the last 30 years means that
there were no national diplomas in the subject as there
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are for French literature, or English as a second
language, for instance. Up until now, students-sometimes already teachers in their own country--are
offered reinforcement language courses or courses in
linguistics, literature, or civilization. As for the
French teachers who are sent abroad, they usually have
the qualifications (CAPES or 'agregation1) which open
the door to teaching in secondary school or university
in France. They do have a strong knowledge of their
subject but are ill prepared for the teaching/learning
problems of a foreign language. Curiously enough,
modern language specialists are often those who have
the least difficulty in teaching their native tongue,
as they are able to figure out a methodology, at least
inductively.
However, as early as the fifties, and at the same
time as research in linguistics, applied linguistics,
and learning theories were being developed, training
sessions were organized to introduce these new fields,
to initiate the use of new methods, and to invite
reflection on new ways of teaching. These courses met
the needs of those teachers who were discovering the
inadequacies of the traditional grammar-translationliterature approach in their everyday work. Interestingly for the future specialist, formal grammar and
literature can become quickly disappointing for
students whose vocation is not teaching but who have a
functional motivation or a recreative interest in the
language.
These types of training courses were usually organized by research centers. In 1958, the first training
courses on the 'Francais elementaire1 and the use of
audiovisual methods took place at the Ecole Normale of
St. Cloud. Then in 1960, the first teaching advisers
(now called language consultants) were trained at the
BEL (which merged with the CREC in 1966 to become the
BELC). At the same time, the Institute for Teachers of
French as a Foreign Language at the Sorbonne (which
became the UER EFPE) was also training teachers
according to a syllabus adapted to their needs--albeit
very literary--and each year prepared a small number of
French candidates for the French as a foreign language
part of the 'CAPES de Lettres modernes'.
Within these institutions, the idea was developing
that teaching French as a foreign language was a
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profession in its own right, along with the certainty
that the training required could be obtained neither by
academic studies, even at a high level, nor by class
practice only. It was generally recognized that
in order to convey knowledge a certain pattern must
be respected, with certain concepts. The relevance
of these patterns and concepts is not only a case
of teaching techniques. It is not sufficient to
make a fast rule when a particular way of explaining is efficient: there must be a scientific basis
to a method to avoid an accumulation of more
radical mistakes (Prost 1985).
Therefore, for 25 years, the annual and summer
courses organized yearly by the CREDIF and the BELC,
the courses 'a la carte1 at the CIEP, the extension
courses of various length offered by university related
centers (the EFPE, the CLAB, and also the CAVILAM, the
CERAVUM, the Alliance francaise) have been responsible
for the training and further education of teachers of
French as a foreign language. First directed toward
applied linguistics, in the footsteps of 'triumphant
linguistics from the years 1955-1970f, as Coste says
(1985), these courses have gradually taken on a new
direction resulting from the drop in enthusiasm for
audio-oral and audiovisual methods. The change first
came from research on Niveau 2 courses (what to teach
when the 'Francais fondamental1 is mastered), on French
for specific purposes, and then from the new ideas
coming from discourse analysis, sociolinguistics, and
psycholinguistics.
General methodological training has gradually
superseded the previous courses which were primarily
based on the use of a specific method and technological
aid (Porcher, in Coste 1984). A new objective has come
to the fore, not only in the conveying of knowledge but
also as regards teaching materials and their use; at
the same time, a new methodology was gaining recognition, thus creating the new field of didactics (Galisson and Porcher 1985).
This training varies according to the type of
institution involved (research centers, language
schools, or university institutes). It is officially
recognized but not certified by the university. In
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certain respects, in spite of descriptives as attractive as they are detailed, it remains difficult to
compare and evaluate. The prestige of the training
depends on that of the institution involved rather than
on the proven quality of the results. A fact to be
noted is that class observation, analysis of the
institution's functioning, and group studies were more
quickly added to the curriculum than in other teachertraining programs. The main objective of these activities is to give future teachers a 'clinical approach1
to their training which will help them to make readjustments and adaptations (Prost 1985). We have come a
long way from the traditional definition that 'a good
teacher is someone who knows how to speak in an
informed and relevant way1 (Prost 1985).
It is upon this cleared ground that, in 1983,
national diplomas for the teaching of French as a
foreign language were drafted and officially declared
to have a 'professional objective1. Their creation is
an official recognition and a major step toward
legitimizing the didactics of foreign languages as a
university subject in its own right.
In 1983, French and foreign students who held a
degree in 'lettres modernes' or in modern languages or
in language science, became entitled to have 'French as
a foreign language1 added to their diploma. This is
now a national degree for the training of teachers of
French abroad. This program comprises a 125-hour
course divided into 50 hours of introduction to the
problems of French as a foreign language, 25 hours of
learning experience of a new language, and analysis of
this experience, plus 50 hours of courses called
'compensation', the objective of which is to reinforce
and harmonize the knowledge of students coming from
different academic backgrounds. The experience of
learning a new language even for a short period of time
leads to an inductive reflection on learning strategies
(memorization, grammatical signposting, mistakes,
hypotheses), teaching skills (explanations, solicitations, instructions, evaluation), classroom interactions, the image of the target language, the motivations, needs, and learning objectives, thus opening the
way to understanding "how we learn'. This particular
procedure is a transfer and an adaptation of the
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'impact lesson1 that the CREDIF used when training
teachers in audiovisual methods.
Naturally, the detailed contents and their organization, as well as the link between the impact lessons
and theoretical knowledge, are not identical in the 30odd universities which offer the course. The contents
of the syllabus, however, show a certain stability:
teaching techniques, the relationships between objectives and activities in a language class, linguistic
and communicative approaches, error analysis, presentation and study of teaching material--these fundamentals
can nearly always be found under various titles and
forms.
The master's degree ('maitrise') in French as a
foreign language was created in 1984. The 'licences'
with the French as a foreign language addition, as well
as the corresponding foreign diplomas, are a prerequisite for this first graduate degree.
The 'maitrise' in French as a foreign language
comprises 400 hours of courses and 150 hours of
practical training. The 400-hour course is divided
into 100 hours of cultural anthropology (literature,
music, cinema, history of ideas, institutions), 100
hours of didactics (study of communication in class,
methods analysis, evaluation), 100 hours of theoretical
linguistics, and 100 hours of optional courses tending
toward professional training or research plus, in the
latter case, the writing of a short thesis.
The 150 hours of professional training may take place
in a classroom, first as an observer, then as studentteacher; or with a cultural organization, a socioeducational association, a publishing firm; as part of
a group session on psychopedagogical analysis, etc.
This pattern seems to provide an answer to foreign
language teachers' criticism of the training they have
had: 'Academically filled to the brim, they have the
impression that it is all to no use or, at least, that
it could be useful if...only they knew how to impart
their knowledge1 (Le Monde de 1'Education 1986). There
is here an attempt, as in many other countries, to
combine academic and professional training, intellectual attainments and practical ability, and, in the
best cases, to add an analytical dimension to the
practice and evaluation of the training itself which
alone can lead to adaptability and autonomy.
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Finally, in 1985, the UER of French studies for
foreign countries, together with the Ph.D. in didactics
of language and culture, was accredited to prepare
students for the 'Diplome d1Etudes Superieures
Specialisees' (DESS) for the training of teachers of
French as a foreign language.
This diploma is designed for those students having
the 'maitrise1 plus certified professional experience.
'Entering the work market is a priority1 (Porcher, in
Galisson and Porcher 1985).
The DESS was, until recently, mostly a scientific or
a social science diploma. It has now been transferred
to the humanities program, nearer to literary or
linguistic studies. As with the 'maitrise1, a heavy
emphasis is placed on professional qualification
throughout the 12-week training course, in addition to
the 12 hours of courses per week. This DESS is the
first of its type in France and it will undoubtedly be
extended in similar form to other universities. At the
UER EFPE, this course is divided into three complementary and interdependent parts: publishing and didactics of French as a foreign language, mass media and
didactics of French as a foreign language, group-leading and training and didactics of French as a foreign
language. The aim of this program is not only to be
able to train teachers but also to cover diverse
professional needs related to the teaching of French as
a foreign language. However, the entry of this kind of
specialist into the employment market should eventually
have an impact on future programs and their practical
application.
As far as training for teachers of French as a foreign language is concerned, there is no major reason
for dissatisfaction in France with the flexible and
varied courses available and the newly created diplomas. Institutional evaluation is still insufficient,
systematic analysis and knowledge concerning groupwork
functioning remains limited. The explicit relationship
between theory and practice must also be improved. It
is indeed difficult to define the qualifications that
will prepare teachers for the very different political,
economic, and cultural situations awaiting them.
However, we are not too far behind and this rather
self-satisfied remark is not a personal one: the
recent article in Le Monde de 1'Education, cited
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earlier, suggests that language teachers are increasingly borrowing ideas from the teaching of French as a
foreign language methodologies. Without claiming
victory, it appears that 'the progressive elaboration
of didactics in foreign languages, which would take
into consideration the different dimensions of learning/teaching a language and would differ from a mere
juxtaposition of applied sciences' (Coste 1985), goes
hand in hand with the idea of a training strategy that
would develop toward this 'methodological ability,
ignored by the uninitiated, even when knowledgeable and
academically qualified1 (Prost 1985), and which alone
can contribute to the advancement of teachers' professional status.
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STUDYING ABROAD AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Barbara B. Burn
University of Massachusetts at Amherst
Who studies abroad? How can they be characterized?
What are the deterrents to studying abroad by American
students? What's in it for foreign language students?
What is the contribution of study abroad to foreign
language learning?
The U.S. Department of Education's recent study,
'What Works: Research about Teaching and Learning',
stated with respect to foreign language learning that
'The best way to learn a foreign language in school is
to start early and to study it intensively over many
years' (Fiske 1986:1,12). I do not know if the study
addressed the question of study abroad's contribution
to foreign language acquisition which is the focus of
my remarks here. Before discussing that, I shall make
some general comments on study abroad by American
students.
First, I should emphasize that there is relatively
little reliable research or even statistical data on
study abroad by American students. In a presentation
to a regional conference of the National Association
for Foreign Student Affairs (NAFSA) held in 1975, R.
Michael Paige of the University of Minnesota set forth
some of the reasons for the paucity of research evaluating what he calls sojourn experience. According to
Paige (1978:2):
The general pattern has been to emphasize the
research process, make inferences about sojourn
programs based on extremely limited empirical evidence, and emphasize summative evaluation within a
limited conceptual framework and with few controls
for rival explanations of the observed sojourn
program/learning outcome relationship.
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Paige's remarks apply to foreign language learning as
well as other aspects of study abroad. The reasons for
the paucity of research, according to Paige, include
the lack of a dominant theoretical paradigm, the lack
of a consensus on methodological strategy, the fact
that evaluation of study abroad is often attempted by
people who administer study abroad programs and rarely
have the time, financial support, and research experience required, or they may be so attached to their
programs that they resist the efforts of others to
evaluate them.
Not only is there relatively little reliable research
on study abroad, but basic statistical data on the
subject is also lacking. We do not know how many
American students study abroad each year, where they
go, what "they study, and in what kinds of programs or
other arrangements. Richard T. Arndt, until recently
Senior Advisor in the Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs at the U.S. Information Agency, has
estimated that the number of American students abroad
is today probably well over 400,000 (Arndt 1984:8). He
does not distinguish between those in academic programs
and those who are abroad for other purposes. Other
estimates of American students studying abroad range
from around 24,000, cited by the Institute of International Education ( H E ) (Zikopoulos 1985:10), to the
estimate of M. Archer Brown, Administrative Director of
NAFSA, of close to 100,000 (1983:72).
What is most pertinent to my presentation is how many
U.S. students are studying abroad in countries where
the first language is not English, and who already
have, one hopes, some proficiency in and are studying
or pursuing their studies in the language of the host
country. Recently, I found in my in-box a flyer for
the European study abroad programs of a U.S. university
(which will remain nameless) which depicted a luscious
slice of apple pie, with several European flags implanted therein. The caption, in bold letters, stated:
'We make studying in Europe downright American.' In
smaller print the poster stated: 'You don't have to
know a foreign language to study in Europe... Why not
find out how you, too, can have a truly INTERNATIONAL
educational experience, but one that's AS AMERICAN AS

APPLE PIE.'
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Here I am concerned about those other study abroad
programs which are mercifully un-American in that they
have foreign language study as part of their course
offerings abroad or even provide all instruction in the
host country's language. By taking IIE's figures on
leading countries of origin of foreign students by
leading host country, and world region of origin of
foreign students within leading host country derived
from UNESCO's Statistical Yearbook of 1984, one comes
up with the following figures for U.S. students studying at the higher education level in the countries
where most American study abroad students study:
France 16,290, Federal Republic of Germany 12,771,
Italy 2,083, Switzerland 465, Spain 330, and Japan 215
(Brown 1983:7,10).
As one can hardly assume that all of these students
are pursuing their studies in the local language, I
reviewed the information on study abroad programs in
another H E publication: U.S. College-sponsored
programs abroad (1984) which gives information on
programs for 1983-84. Of more than 60 programs offered
in the Federal Republic of Germany, about two-thirds
required at least two years of college-level German or
equivalent for admission, and expected students to do
some or all of their coursework in the regular offerings of the host institutions (Institute of International Education 1984:113-27). Of 125 U.S. programs
offered in France, around 70 had these requirements and
expectations (Institute of International Education
1984:89-113). The U.S. college-sponsored programs in
Italy, of which 50 are listed, show remarkable
noncommitment to proficiency in Italian (Institute of
International Education 1984:131-41). Only seven
require two years of study of Italian for admission.
Some programs encourage prior language study with such
phrases as 'some knowledge of Italian required' but do
not specify how much, or state that a knowledge of
Italian would be helpful, or is recommended, but not
required. For reasons I cannot document, except
perhaps that Italian is not taught in many U.S. colleges and universities, and many U.S. professors and
students who know no Italian like to spend time in
Italy, much of the instruction in these programs is by
American professors and in English. One program
specified that 'instruction is in English except for
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work in Italian 1 , which is not exactly enlightening.
Most of the programs do, however, offer courses in the
Italian language.
The figures I have cited are impressive for West
Germany and to a lesser extent for France. In any
case, what they suggest is that (1) the pool of U.S.
students who study abroad in foreign language countries
is limited, and (2) the majority of programs give some
priority to language learning or improvement. Admittedly, the programs listed in the relevant H E publication no doubt do not include all the U.S. programs
abroad in the countries concerned (though the ones not
listed probably have lower demands and expectations in
terms of language learning than those registering with
H E ) . To take an optimistic view, one can surmise that
perhaps as many as two-thirds have a language
proficiency requirement and/or objective. Again using
IIE's statistics, one can infer that language study is
important for over 10,000 U.S. students in France,
something over 8,000 students in West Germany, maybe
1,400 U.S. students in Italy, and very small numbers in
the other countries which have more than a few hundred
U.S. study abroad students.
Parenthetically, I should say that a requirement of
knowledge of the host country's language is no assurance that students will greatly enhance their knowledge
of the language while abroad, and vice versa. As an
example, the Scandinavian Seminar not only does not
require that the students it sends to study for a year
at folk high schools in the Scandinavian countries know
the languages concerned, but does not regard prior
knowledge as a plus. The combination of an intensive
language program at the start of the period abroad and
the fact that each student is the only U.S. student at
the folk high school where he or she is placed, results
in their becoming astoundingly fluent by the end of
their period abroad.
In trying to assess the contribution of study abroad
to language acquisition, looking at students' motivation for spending time abroad may be of interest.
Jolene Koester, a professor in the Department of Communication Studies at California State University,
Sacramento, recently undertook a major study of the
U.S. student abroad for the Council on International
Exchange (Koester 1985). Based on a questionnaire
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filled out by more than 8,000 high school, college, and
graduate students, the findings reveal an important
commitment to foreign language learning, even though
over half of the respondents were abroad for only three
months or less. More than 30 percent of respondents
listed improving their foreign language ability as
their first or second goal. The first or second goals
of higher percentages of respondents were to add a new
dimension to their schooling, improve their knowledge
of foreign countries, and 'have fun 1 . Also, about 40
percent cited foreign language as an aspect of their
sojourn abroad that they were most concerned about,
presumably because they did not feel competent in the
languages of the countries where they would be.
For those of us who hope that enrolling foreign
students at our colleges and universities helps to
internationalize our institutions and motivates
American students to study abroad, Koester's study is
not encouraging. In responding to the question, 'Why
have you become interested in international travel? 1 ,
only 5-10 percent of respondents cited contact with
foreign students as a principal source of influence.
Much more important for 48 percent of those going
abroad for more than one year was the fact that their
parents spoke a second language. This was important
for only 28 percent of students going abroad for one
month or less.
Many of us who are committed to the foreign language
field in advising students often emphasize the importance of foreign language to careers in international
business. Very few schools of business or management
require foreign language proficiency and/or an
internship abroad for a Bachelor's degree or an MBA;
the University of Pennsylvania's Lauder Institute MBA
program is an exciting exception. What is important in
my view is that increasing numbers of students in
programs of business and management are somehow fitting
the study of foreign languages into their academic
programs. At my own institution, the University of
Massachusetts, 25 School of Management undergraduates
are studying Japanese, 5 Chinese. Even if business
faculty are not encouraging students to study foreign
languages, the students are doing it.
More professors in schools of business are now
encouraging foreign language study--for example,
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Stephen J. Kobrin at New York University's Graduate
School of Business. In his presentation at a conference on the training of international business students
and U.S. business' needs for international expertise,
held at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, in
April 1985, he strongly argued that students seeking
careers in international business learn a foreign
language. Never mind that they might be assigned to
countries where the first language was not theirs; they
would have cross-cultural and language acquisition
skills which would be extremely useful in dealing with
their country of assignment and acquiring at least
survival skills in the host country language.
Before turning to the major, three-year research
project I am involved with to try to evaluate what, if
any, difference study abroad makes to students, let me
make one further point about language learning. As
Ambassador Edwin 0. Reischauer often emphasized in
discussions of the President's Commission on Foreign
Language and International Studies, in strengthening
these fields we should aim at encouraging an empathetic
understanding of other nations and cultures; and because this is most effectively achieved with young
children, we should make special efforts at the
elementary school level.
The research project on study abroad that I am
involved with is concerned with the higher education,
not elementary school, level. The aim is to assess
what, if any, difference study abroad makes to students
and their home and host institutions, and to try to
identify those characteristics of the study abroad
experience and programs which maximize positive
impacts. The main impacts we are looking at are
academic performance, knowledge of foreign countries
and international issues and related attitudes,
linguistic proficiency, and career goals and opportunities.
The project involves the United States and Western
Europe (France, Federal Republic of Germany, Sweden,
and the United Kingdom). It is coordinated by the
European Institute for Education and Social Policy, an
organization headquartered in Paris, which among other
things administers the European Community's Joint Study
Programs. This EC activity aims at producing the
'European man (or woman) 1 who can function profession-
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ally in more than one EC country- Under the Joint
Study Program, students at one EC higher education
institution take course work at a cooperating institution in another EC country as an integral part of their
degree programs. Faculty also are exchanged.
When the European Institute was considering evaluating its exchange programs, some of us in the United
States urged an American involvement so that both
European and U.S. research concerns and capabilities
would contribute to the undertaking.
The focus of the Study Abroad Evaluation Project
(SAEP), now in its third and final year, is on study
abroad programs which are primarily at the undergraduate level, and are reciprocal in that the sending
institutions also host students from their 'partner
institutions' to which they send their students, and
students are integrated into the institution abroad,
taking regular courses for most or all of their work.
The project has been enormously time consuming. We
have been very grateful to have funding for it from the
U.S. Information Agency, plus some support from NAFSA,
H E , and CIEE. The U.S. institutions involved are the
University of California, the University of Colorado at
Boulder, Kalamazoo College, and the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst. I am the coordinator for the
U.S. side of the project. Altogether, 49 higher education institutions are participating in the project for
a total of 116 study abroad programs among the five
countries.
We have developed a series of instruments: institutional, departmental, and study abroad program questionnaires, and guidelines for institutional interviews
held at nearly all the institutions in the project in
order to verify and supplement information that was
acquired through the written questionnaires. We developed questionnaires for students: pre-study abroad,
post-study abroad for students who did not fill out the
pretest and for those who did, and also a post-study
abroad questionnaire for students to fill out several
years after their study abroad experience. To
supplement information gathered by questionnaires on
the impact of study abroad on foreign language proficiency, the project supported the participation of a
linguist in a special ACTFL training workshop on
assessing proficiency through oral interviews.
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Virtually all of the institutions filled out the
institutional and program questionnaires (departmental
ones were not relevant to the U.S. institutions as our
study abroad programs are not purely departmental but
administered in large part by a central international
office). Of the target group of students who studied
abroad in 1984-85 (1,200), 70% filled out the pre-study
abroad questionnaire, a surprisingly high rate considering it took students an hour or more.
I will briefly mention some of our findings about the
kinds of students studying abroad from the four institutions. I doubt they are very different from other
American college students who study abroad, except that
Kalamazoo College is exceptional: more than 90 percent
of its students study abroad so they differ little from
the total student body, unlike the situation at colleges where only a small proportion of undergraduates
study abroad, the typical situation nationally in the
United States.
Of the study abroad program (SAP) U.S. students,
about 60 percent are female, 40 percent male, so they
are not overwhelmingly female, as many think. Their
majors are heavily in the social sciences and humanities: 64 percent for the University of California and
67 percent for the University of Massachusetts, compared to 35 and 31 percent, respectively, from 'comparison group1 students at these institutions (students
selected randomly from sophomores of 1983-84). SAP
students come largely from highly educated professional
families. Thus the fathers of half or more of the SAP
students in our survey (except Kalamazoo) have at least
a Master's degree or equivalent, and are in top management or various professional fields. Given this
parental situation, it is therefore no surprise that
many of the SAP students have been abroad before:
two-thirds for the University of California, 61 percent
for the University of Massachusetts (comparison group
49), 73 percent for Colorado, but only 39 percent for
Kalamazoo. Their prior experience abroad more often
than not consisted of one or two months of travel at
the age of sixteen.
The SAP students from the U.S. institutions seem
generally to be better than their peers academically
and more concerned to affect their own education. In
rating their own academic ability, they indicated a
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grade point average of over 3.0 on a one-to-four scale.
While the SAP students do not have significant contact
with foreign students (the mean on a scale of 1-5, 5
being constant and 1 none) and rated this contact
between 2.5 and 3.0, this represented much more contact
than characterizes the comparison group. The SAP
students' knowledge of other countries, on the other
hand, is not appreciably greater than that of non-SAP
students, but even though not very knowledgeable, the
SAP students rank themselves around 1.5 (scale 1 to 5,
1 high) in terms of respect for the traditions and ways
of life of other cultures. Pertinent to foreign language study, the SAP students ranked using or improving
their foreign language as a significant reason for
their wanting to study abroad; on a scale of 1-5, 1
high, the mean was 1.65/1.89.
Two approaches were used to assess the impact of
study abroad on students' foreign language learning.
The first was the self-appraisal method developed by
the Educational Testing Service which asks students
about their speaking, listening comprehension, reading,
and writing abilities. These had 14, 11, 8, and 6
levels, respectively. For example, on writing ability,
replies ranged from: 'I really can't communicate any
information in writing' to 'My writing cannot be
distinguished from that of an educated native speaker'.
The second approach was to have language proficiency
oral interviews, using the system developed by ACTFL.
A linguist trained in this methodology had oral interviews in German with some 33 students from the University of Colorado and the University of California, both
pre- and post-study abroad.
Our findings so far suggest that students overestimated their proficiency in the self-appraisals. A large
proportion of those going to France and Germany put
themselves near the top. The predeparture oral interviews showed that for those interviewed (a crosssection), the more appropriate level was the intermediate one. It is interesting that 'comparison group1
students at California, sophomores majoring in French
and German, rated themselves at the same general levels
as the SAP students bound for France and Germany.
We have not yet been able to systematize findings
from post-study abroad questionnaires with respect to
students' estimates of their proficiency after almost a
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year in Sweden, France, and West Germany. Given their
high predeparture self-ratings, I would not be surprised if they are nearly all at the top level in their
post-study abroad ratings. Probably more useful and
very exciting, the findings of the post-study abroad
oral interviews show a gain over the pre- of a full
point on the 1-2 ACTFL scale. This is the case for
students with strong and weaker proficiency. Moreover,
the person who undertook the oral interviewing reported
that he can 'scale1 his interview. This means the
spread among respondents is greater, and allows for
meaningful correlations among other variables in the
evaluation project and the oral interview data.
Much work remains to be done in our evaluation project. One of the most important tasks is identifying
those items on which we will want to find correlations
so that we can draw conclusions. For example, are
there different impacts of study abroad depending on
the foreign country involved, predeparture orientation,
housing with families or in dormitories, level of
pre-study abroad language proficiency and knowledge of
other countries, teaching approaches in the institutions abroad, enrollment in the SAP, and many other
items? The project will issue two main reports, the
first on findings and conclusions with respect to the
characteristics of study abroad programs and of students, including family background, major, goals, the
funding of programs and of students, etc. The second
report will focus on the impact of the study abroad
experience on students and their institutions. For
example, if a significant number of students from a
given institution study abroad in a foreign language
country, do faculty who are not in foreign languages
tend to assign or recommend more readings in other
languages than at other institutions?
Other products of the evaluation will be the
publication of a bibliography on study abroad which
includes European and U.S. sources, and some topical
reports based on findings (for example, is reciprocity
in study abroad important?). The first publication of
the project, which came out only a month or so ago
contains essays by Lord Asa Briggs and myself, and is
entitled Study abroad: A European and an American
Perspective (Briggs and Burn 1985). We also hope to
hold a special conference at which we will report the
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findings of the evaluation project and implications for
public policy. Once the instruments we developed for
the project have been refined (in particular, shortened) we will make them available to interested institutions and individuals that may wish to use them to
evaluate their own study abroad programs or aspects of
them.
I and my colleagues in the evaluation project hope
that not only will our findings be interesting, but
that they will give us the kinds of data and insights
on study abroad which very concretely document its
contribution to foreign language learning and international education. We hope, too, that these findings
will encourage efforts to ensure that study abroad
programs are structured and administered in ways that
maximize the probability of achieving the programs'
goals.
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COMMUNICATING THE SCRIPTURES ACROSS CULTURES
Philip A. Noss
Alliance Biblique, Cameroon
1. Introduction. One of humankind's oldest and most
challenging tasks has been that of seeking to overcome
the barrier of language which, in offering peoples
distinct identities, separates them from each other.
The barrier can only be breached by someone who knows
more than one language and who engages in translation
in one of its various forms.
According to biblical tradition, the barrier of language was imposed by God to thwart humankind's effort
to challenge him by uniting their efforts in the building of a tower that would reach to heaven itself.
Whether this is indeed the explanation of the origin of
the world's more than 5,000 languages, the story does
reflect the reality of language as a very powerful
divisive element. The conflict is not resolved until
the New Testament episode of speaking in tongues on
Pentecost.
Within this biblical theme, there is the reality of
the desire and need to communicate across existing
language barriers, and the Old Testament offers several
examples of translation in the proper sense of the
word. The most notable instance occurs in Nehemiah
8:8, after the Israelites had returned to their homeland from 80 years of captivity in Babylon: 'And Ezra
read from the Law of God, translating and giving the
sense, so that the people understood what was read1
(JB).
Outside the land of Israel, it was also recognized that communication needed to cross language
barriers. In Esther 1:22 it is recorded that King
Xerxes 'sent letters to all the provinces of the kingdom, to each province in its own script and to each
nation in its own language...' (JB).
In the book of Daniel, Kings Nebuchadnezzar and
Darius issued decrees that were addressed to all the
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peoples, nations, and languages throughout the world.
Translation necessarily accompanied the proclamation of
the royal decrees. As evidenced by the Rosetta Stone,
which has come to be a symbol of the unveiling of the
unknown through translation, early efforts to cross
language barriers were not limited to biblical times
and places.
From ancient times to the present, translation has
become increasingly important, whether in the realm of
science and technology as at the Tower of Babel, in
government administration and diplomacy as in the
kingdoms of the Medes and Persians and Babylonians, or
for religious activities as in the book of Acts. From
the oral translation of Ezra and the written documents
of King Xerxes, translation has moved to the era of
headphones and simultaneous translation and now to
machine translation with computers.
The elements that comprise translation--namely, word,
message, communication, and language--are central to
biblical thought, and within the context of the Great
Commission of Matthew 28:19-20, it is not surprising
that Scripture translation should be a major preoccupation of the Christian church. The first written Scripture translation of which we have record is that known
as the Septuagint, which was done in Alexandria from
Hebrew into Greek in about 295 B.C., during what Nida
(1972:9-10) identifies as the first period of Bible
translation. Jerome's translation into Latin in A.D.
405 also falls into the first period. The second
period saw the translations of the Reformation--Tyndale
into English (1525) and Martin Luther into German
(1522-1534), among others.
Although tradition suggests that translation of
Scripture into Coptic occurred as early as the third
century A.D. and into Ethiopic, or Ge'ez, in the fourth
or fifth century, translation into the languages of
Africa did not begin on a large scale until the third
period, which is that identified as the missionary era
of the last century and the first half of this century.
The earliest Bible to be published was that in Malagasy
in 1835; the first on the continent itself was in
Amharic five years later.
The modern era of Scripture
translation has seen an ever increasing number of persons involved in the task, bringing to 286 the number
of languages possessing Bibles as of the end of 1984
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(United Bible Societies 1985:176). Of these, 109 are
African languages, 90 are languages of Asia.
The earliest biblical example of mutual unintelligibility occurred at the Tower of Babel on the intraethnic level, following Yahweh's observation and decision: 'So they are all a single people with a single
language... Let us go down and mix up their language
so that they will not understand each other1 (Gen.
11:6,7 JB). The earliest examples of Scripture translation were also on the intraethnic level. The Hebrews
who came back from captivity were no longer able to
understand their own tradition as recorded in the Book
of the Law and Ezra provided an interpretation. Likewise, the translation of the Septuagint was intracultural. It was done for the Jewish community of Alexandria, but instead of having as its purpose to bring the
people back to their own heritage, Barthelemy (1974:31)
argues that it may have been undertaken at the encouragement of the Ptolemies in order to Hellenize the
Jewish community of Alexandria.
After the first period of Scripture translation,
however, the majority of translations have been crosscultural.
To use an image from the title of one of
the early books of the Kenyan writer Ngugi wa Thiong'o
(Ngugi 1965), the purpose of translation has been to
cross 'the river between1. Bible translation aims less
at bringing the reader or the listener into rapport
with the original work (cf. Derive 1975:37,235) than at
communicating the message of that work.
2. The nature of Scripture translation. Translating
the Bible is a daunting task for a number of reasons.
In the first place, it is not one book but 66 or more,
depending on which canon is selected. These are divided into two epochs, products of at least two civilizations, the Hebrew and the Greek. The total amount of
time represented in the writing of the Bible is more
than a thousand years, not to mention that it includes
literary accounts of both the beginning and end of
time. The two parts are written in different languages, the first in Hebrew and Aramaic (Semitic languages
of the Afro-Asiatic language family), the second in
Koine Greek (of the Indo-European family).
The long time-span over which the Bible was written
and its multiplicity of authors give it a complex
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literary nature with a variety of styles and forms.
Certain of the books are of unknown authorship. Parts
such as the creation stories of Genesis and the song of
Miriam in Exodus reflect a clearly oral aspect, while
others reflect diverse written forms from genealogy to
narrative, riddle to proverb, parable to prophecy,
vision to history, prayers to poetry, and letters to
sermons.
The book, in all or in part, is sacred to Judaism and
to all of Christendom. The translator does not normally translate it as an exercise or because he is
interested in it as a literary masterpiece, but because
of its significance in his religion. The Christian
believes that he is acting under a divine mandate
enjoined by Christ himself before his ascension, ! Go,
therefore, make disciples of all nations...1 (Matt.
28:19 JB). He does not then necessarily translate into
his own language. A Christian may travel to a people
whose language he has never before heard spoken, in
order to learn it and to translate into it. This new
context will obviously be far removed from the history
and geography of the Fertile Crescent, and it may also
be very distant from the Semitic and Hellenic cultures
of biblical times. The variety of cultures and languages into which the Bible is today being translated is
global, from polar regions to tropical forest, from
languages of worldwide scope to the speech of isolated
ethnic communities in the back country of Australia or
the highlands of New Guinea.
As the world grows smaller with more and more use of
international trade languages, it might be assumed that
the need for translations in additional languages would
diminish, but the opposite seems rather to be true.
The world is becoming increasingly multilingual as
many nations, particularly in Africa, adopt international languages for national affairs, diplomacy, and
business; national languages for internal politics and
communication; regional languages for local administration and trade; with a fourth language sometimes being
that of the home. Twenty-five years ago, a book was
published with the title Two Thousand Tongues to Go
(Wallis and Bennett 1959). In the most recent edition
of Ethnologue published by The Wycliffe Bible Translators, the need for new translations is estimated to be
as high as 3,186 (Grimes 1985:xv).
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The difficulties faced by translators are always
plentiful, but the translator of Scripture faces an
additional factor. In the last chapter of the Bible he
finds a warning that was first issued in Deuteronomy
4:2 in the form of a command. The reader (and by
implication, the translator) is admonished neither to
add to nor to cut anything out of the prophecies of the
book lest the plagues cited therein be added to him or
lest his share of the tree of life and of the holy city
be cut off from him (Rev. 22:18-19). The translator
faced with the task of communicating a divine message
across barriers of language, culture, geography, and
history sees himself working under the burden of
achieving absolute accuracy.
3. Methods of Scripture translation. The mode of
the earliest translation mentioned in the Bible was
oral, but whether it was sentence by sentence or by
explanation over larger sections cannot be ascertained
from the brief account given by Nehemiah. The text
only records that the people understood and wept.
According to tradition, the Septuagint used a team
approach, with six men being selected from each of
Israel's twelve tribes. Working in pairs, they produced 36 drafts which were all said to be identical.
From this St. Augustine, instead of crediting the Muse
for inspiration, argues for the divine inspiration of
translators (Nida 1964:13).
The development of translation methodology is sometimes summarized as having progressed from being
word-oriented to being sentence-oriented and finally to
being discourse-oriented (Peacock 1981:6). However,
this is an oversimplification. As early a translator
as Jerome was aware of the difference between literal
and semantic equivalence, for he says that his effort
is 'to render sense for sense and not word for word.1
However, he does not apply this method to translation
of the Bible because in it, he says, 'even the order of
words is a mystery1 (quoted in Arichea 1982:313).
Martin Luther felt none of the constraints under
which Jerome labored, for in his translation into
German he went beyond conveying the sense to adapting
the culture itself. Bainton writes that Luther's Moses
was 'so German that no one would suspect he was a Jew.1
Furthermore, he adds, 'Judea was transplanted to
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Saxony, and the road from Jericho to Jerusalem ran
through the Thuringian forest1 (Bainton 1955:255,257;
cf. Kasdorf 1978). A modern example of a cultural
translation is Jordan's Cotton Patch Version (1969),
where Jesus lives in the southern United States and is
put to death by a lynch mob.
Although examples such as Luther's translation can be
cited, they were the exception. Jerome's awe of Scripture and its effect on his approach to Bible translation tended to be the norm among translators (Prochazka
1942:93). Their fear of changing something in the text
ensured that they endeavored to stay as close to the
original as possible, even if this was at the expense
of naturalness and intelligibility in the receiving
language.
But as linguistics entered a new era following World
War II, so also did Bible translation. The Scriptures
began to be looked upon objectively as text, but text
whose meaning was of prime importance. To render the
text incomprehensible through slavish literalness came
to be understood as unfaithfulness to the original and
just as unacceptable as mistranslation of a word or
phrase. Increasing emphasis was therefore placed upon
an approach based on the principle of dynamic equivalence that stressed the importance of content over form
(Nida and Taber 1974:12ff.; cf. Larson 1984). Emphasis
was placed on seeking equivalent form and expression in
the receptor language for conveying the sense of the
original. More recent developments in sociolinguistics
and semiotics have focused attention not only on the
sense of the message but on its impact. Although the
importance of emotive as well as cognitive content was
implicit in dynamic equivalence, it was not always
apparent. The focus in Scripture translation has therefore moved beyond equivalence in form for the communication of meaning to functional equivalence stressing
the impact of the message on the new audience (cf.
Peacock 1981:6).
Developments in dialectology, sociolinguistics,
semiotics, and structuralism have all been found to
offer insights for the translator. If he is to undertake a translation, into which dialect is it to be
done? The choice cannot always be determined by features of geographic extension and mutual intelligibility alone, but must often be based on historical and
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prestige factors as well. Likewise, for whom is the
translation intended and which level of language will
be the most appropriate? Language use within the translation and stylistic features are also partly determined by sociolinguistic factors. For example, language appropriate for mixed audiences and expressions
that must not be voiced in the presence of one's
in-laws are considerations that are important for the
ultimate acceptance of a translation. Signs and symbols in the receptor community as well as in the text
must be given careful attention if the meaning of the
original is to be communicated accurately with equivalent impact.
A. Problems in Scripture translation. Any translator must begin with a text, and for the Bible translator, the problems begin at that level. Although there
are numerous manuscripts of biblical text in existence,
none, of course, is the original. The state of the
source texts and our knowledge of the source language
are such that the translator frequently finds himself
confronted by textual problems that no one has been
able to resolve. In the Good News Version of the Bible
there are 22 footnotes in the book of Job stating that
the Hebrew is unclear, 14 footnotes offering alternative translations, and 18 asserting the translation to
be 'probable' although the Hebrew manuscripts read
differently.
There are also numerous exegetical problems where the
meaning is unclear or ambiguous even though the text
itself does not appear to be in doubt. The writers of
the Translator's Handbook for the book of Job note that
for the 13th verse of chapter 39, there were already in
the 18th century 20 different interpretations that had
been proposed. They observe that it may be because of
the difficulty in translating them that verses 13 to 18
of this chapter were omitted from the Septuagint (Price
and Reyburn n.d.:552).
In any translation there is inevitably the problem of
form, both linguistic and literary. Lexical forms that
had meaning in the original languages, whose etymologies and usages were understood by the early readers,
must be explained in translation. The first names in
the Bible, Adam and Eve, appear to be proper names, but
the first also means 'man' and resembles the Hebrew
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word adamah 'ground, earth1 from which Adam was formed,
while Eve, or Hawwah in Hebrew, resembles the word 'to
live' hayah.
Biblical tradition frequently avoided the use of
God's name.
One method of accomplishing this in the
New Testament is the use of the passive form of the
verb. In many languages a passive form as such does
not exist, and alternatives to the passive are not
necessarily understood as being euphemistic. Where it
does exist, it may have a different function than it
has in biblical usage. In Thai, for example, the
passive is used for referring to unpleasant experiences
(Filbeck 1972).
The grammatical form of the new language may also
create problems for the translator by requiring distinctions that do not exist in the original text. Fula
of West Africa has two first person plural pronouns,
the inclusive 'all-of-us' and the exclusive 'myfriends-and-I-but-not-you1. In Mark 4:39, when the
terror-stricken disciples awaken Jesus in the boat
saying, 'Master, do you not care? We are going
down!'(JB), do they include him in their predicament ?-*
In the central African language Gbaya, as in French,
courtesy requires that a superior be addressed in the
second person plural form of pronoun. When Jesus is
accosted by the Pharisees, do they use the familiar
pronoun or the polite form? When he is before Pilate,
who addresses whom in the polite form? In the Gbaya
translation, the context of each meeting with the
Pharisees and the tone of the meeting determined the
level of courtesy marked by the pronouns. In the case
of Pilate, the translators determined that Jesus and
Pilate addressed each other in the familiar form on the
grounds that both spoke from positions of authority and
they would therefore both have used the familiar form
implying equality. Obviously, in making judgments like
this, aspects of language associated with sociolinguistics assume paramount importance.
An issue that has received increasing attention in
Western translations has been the use of sexist language, but the question was faced by translators in
Africa long before it assumed its present importance in
the West. Where the Creator God is female and is
referred to with feminine markers, how shall the God of
the Old Testament be referred to (cf. Venberg 1971)?6
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It is sometimes assumed that the most difficult items
to find equivalents for must be those things which are
unknown in the receiving society, but this is not
necessarily the case. Animals that are not known can
be described or compared to animals that are known.
The same is true for trees, plants, herbs, and foods.
Generic terms can be used for precise names, noun
compounds can be constructed to depict the object
denoted, words can even be borrowed as new products
become known and adopted by the society.
More problematic are philosophy and argument. Hebrews 11:1 as translated in the King James Version and
in the Revised Standard Version is a definition of
faith through the use of two words that are semantically related, 'hope' and 'expectation1. Without
restructuring this verse, translation may be very
difficult in languages where the semantic cluster
faith-confidence-hope-expectation is divided up differently and where these words may also include aspects of
doubt, uncertainty, and even pessimism.
Less difficult but far more dangerous are expressions
whose translation seems straightforward but conveys a
wrong meaning. A translation team may become overly
familiar with the biblical text, partly from study and
extensive exposure, partly from working closely with
the text while translating. Psalm 23:1 is a very
simple statement, 'The Lord is my Shepherd.' In Gbaya
the translation of this sentence posed no problem. A
lexical equivalent may be found for each item and the
grammatical structure is simple. The passage was
translated, but when the translators re-read their
draft several days later, they discovered the meaning
of what they had written. Unlike English, where this
construction has two possible meanings and everyone
knows which one is meant here, the verse as it stood in
Gbaya could only mean that the psalmist owned a flock
of sheep and it was the Lord who looked after them.
If it is assumed that the translator should be as
adept in the use of the receptor language as the original author was in the use of his language, it should
follow that the linguistic and literary devices of that
second language are used to the same extent as were
those of the first language. If this is put into
practice, African languages offer a feature that figures very prominently in traditional literary form.
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The item is known as the ideophone and includes onomatopoeic words as well as words that express any other
sensation that the speaker might wish to denote (cf.
Newman 1968; Noss 1985).
In the parable of the two house-builders recorded by
Matthew (7:24-28) and Luke (6:47-49), the writers use
expressive grammatical constructions to describe in
dramatic fashion the destruction of the foolish man's
house. The Good News Bible translates Matthew's final
line, 'And what a terrible fall that was! 1 while Luke's
final statement reads, 'and what a terrible crash that
was! 1
The Gbaya translation team observed that in
Gbaya literary form the drama of this scene would be
expressed by ideophones. Matthew's description therefore reads, 'and the house broke to the ground
gete-gete,' while Luke's reads, 'and the house broke to
the ground completely mutu-mutu.' The first ideophone
gete-gete describes an object which is broken to smithereens, the second mutu-mutu describes something
which is crushed and ground into little more than dust
and debris.
Ideophones may be a particularly useful literary
device in translating poetry, but they must be used
with care. They are inherently focus items that draw
attention to themselves and if selected without utmost
precaution, inappropriate choices may be made. Instead
of effectively communicating the message, they may
detract and mislead by becoming the message themselves.
Or they may introduce an element of comedy or irony
that is quite out of place in the text.
The distance between the language and culture of the
Bible and that of the people for whom the translation
is being done is a frequent source of difficulty. When
the book of Job ends with the statement that he died
'at a very great age1 (42:17 GNB), it may be taken as a
curse rather than a blessing, for to live too long
imposes hardship on the entire family. It is often
impossible to transfer imagery from one culture and one
literary tradition to another. When Satan is described
as falling from heaven like lightning (Luke 10:18), the
Gbaya understands perfectly, for is not lightning a
result of sorcery and is not sorcery a thing of the
devil? The image may even be understood to convey
Satan's power as he descends with the force of a bolt
of lightning.
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Occasionally, however, an image may be transferred
with meaning and even with telling effect. For instance, when Job is depicted as scratching himself with
a potsherd (Job 2:8), the Chamba understands it as
abject despair in the face of death, for a broken pot
is placed on Chamba graves as a symbol of death. When
a person dies far from home and cannot be brought back
for burial, it is a broken neck and mouth of a pot that
attests to his death and burial.
5. Problems in methodology of Scripture translation.
It is inevitable that two different languages and cultures will not meet and mesh perfectly. However,
methodology also imposes its guidelines on the translator and these will be the source of further problems.
If the principle of dynamic equivalence is followed,
the emphasis is less on duplicating the form than on
communicating the meaning. For a culture very distant
from the sociohistorical context of the New Testament,
it is sometimes argued that implicit details understood
by the original audience or readership must be supplied
in explicit form in the translation. To be explicit
for the sake of clarity is laudable, but not infrequently explicitness impoverishes the message. When
the Apostle Paul uses the expression 'in Christ1 in 2
Corinthians 5:17, does he mean 'joined to Christ1 as it
is translated in the Good News Bible or uni au Christ
('united with Christ 1 ) as rendered in the French equivalent of the Good News Bible? Translation and exegesis are here inseparable.
When the gospel writers use 'kingdom of God' and
'kingdom of heaven', it is commonly assumed that the
two expressions are synonymous while being stylistically and perhaps culturally different. The reference
to heaven reflects the Hebrew tradition of avoiding
direct reference to God. To be true to New Testament
thought, which is here reflective of Old Testament
practice, the two expressions cannot be rendered by the
same phrase. But there is a further problem. What is
the meaning of the two expressions? Clearly, geographic territory is not intended, as would be conveyed in
German if 'kingdom' were rendered by Reich. However,
for the German to use Herrschaft would imply an authoritarian rule which would be inappropriate to the biblical concept as well. In those traditions where there
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was no central kingship, the concept of kingdom may be
difficult to convey- Should the biblical expression
then be interpreted in each context according to whether it might refer to the imminence of God's rule, the
completion of his work in establishing his rule, or the
acceptance of his rule in personal submission by someone who will then enjoy the blessings of that rule
(Kassuhlke 1974:236-38)? Although the different renderings may capture the various meanings of the two
phrases, the thematic unity and wholeness conveyed by
the repeated use of the same two expressions in different contexts by the various New Testament writers is
lost.
If the emphasis is to be on faithful rendering of the
meaning, the translator may ask, meaning on which
level? Jonah may be taken at many different levels,
from a Marvellous Story to a narrative account to a
parable. In addition, there may be deeper levels of
meaning regarding a people's understanding of the
mission of the prophet or of God's relationship to all
humanity rather than to the chosen race alone. These
different meanings must all be conveyed in the translation, or at least allowed by it, and that may be difficult. In a given tradition, the form of fiction and
history may not be the same; the form of myth and
parable may be mutually exclusive. Does the literary
form of the receptor language then pose restrictions on
the meaning of the translation as conveyed by its form?
The answer is clearly yes.
Functional equivalence implies dynamic equivalence
while shifting the focus from language to the receptor.
The translation is intended to perform the same function as the original and to evoke in the audience or
reader the same response as was evoked by the original
text. The goal is a worthy one that may be very appropriate (cf. Prochazka 1942:95), but for numerous Scripture texts it poses problems. If the original author
is not known, or the original readership, or even the
date and context of authorship, how is it possible to
determine what the function of the original text was
and what impact it was intended to have? The Song of
Songs may be taken as an example, or the book of Jonah.
Primary emphasis can be placed on the theological
meaning of the text when translating the Bible, but the
Bible is also a historical document and the factor of
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historicity may create a significant conflict for the
translator. In attempting to render the message intelligible to the contemporary reader who is of another
era and culture than the first readers, how far shall
he go in putting dynamic principles into practice?
Martin Luther presented Jesus as a German, but Jesus
was not a German. Nor was he betrayed on Peach-Orchard
Hill, he did not suffer under Governor Pilate of Georgia. The disciples did not live in this century; they
are no more sons of the space age than they were sons
of the stone age.
The implications of the conflict between history and
contemporary communication extend to relatively insignificant details. Images have already been referred to.
Those which convey no meaning in translation or the
wrong meaning should be replaced by meaningful expressions in the receptor language. Where snow is unknown,
another term may need to be found, but it is meaningless to devise some expression such as 'your sins shall
be white as hard water1 (Isaiah 1:18). More meaningful
might be an image such as 'white as cotton', but cotton
was not biblical. While this image, which is to a
degree geography-specific, might convey the meaning of
the original, it would be misleading in its historical
implications. In cases such as this, it is preferable
to use a historically neutral image or expression such
as 'pure white' or an ideophone depicting absolute
whiteness.
Other images are very central to biblical thought.
When adhering to the principles of equivalence, what is
the translator to do when he finds no vine comparable
to the biblical grape-vine (Isaiah 5:1-7; John
15:1-17)? Most cultures know vines, but the vines of
the gallery forest are not very similar to those of the
vineyard. The squash plant is a vine, but in Xhosa
oral literature, it represents a destructive force
which extends its tendrils to grasp other plants,
smothering and suffocating them as it spreads throughout the garden. To adapt one's translation to local
botany by using another locally well-known plant is not
being faithful to the original and is unlikely to
convey the same meaning or to have the same impact as
the original vine did in Hebrew literature, where the
vine enters the realm of theology.
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Increasingly in this era of ecumenism, Protestant
translators are moving toward their Roman Catholic
counterparts in a reliance on glossaries to explain
technical terms--'cherubim1 and 'seraphim1, for instance- -and footnotes to explain problems in the text
or in the translation. Manuscript variants can be
noted, alternate translations can be acknowledged,
plays on words and etymologies of names can be explained, as well as the significance of certain cultural practices of biblical times and the meaning of
major biblical themes. Unfortunately, not all new
readers understand footnotes and glossaries.
In following the principles of dynamic and functional
equivalence, there is a danger that must be guarded
against. The frequency with which a translation falls
short of conveying the full meaning of the original, or
its failure to reproduce the literary qualities of the
source, may be readily apparent, but there may also be
instances where a translation goes beyond the original
text (cf. Bassnett-McGuire 1980:30-31). If the emphasis on equivalence is not rigorously maintained, dynamism may be carried to the point where the style, for
example, of the translation may be more dramatic than
the original. Bainton writes about Luther that he 'so
lived his way into the Psalms that he improved upon
them1 (1955:262). The translator is constantly faced
with the dilemma of creating something new while at the
same time not creating something different.
6. Influence of Scripture translation. If translation is a bridge, it extends in two directions. The
contribution that the translation of the Bible into
European languages has made in the development of those
languages and their literatures is well known (Prochazka 1942:93; Steiner 1975:246). In the history of
African languages and literatures, Scripture translation has also had significant influence.
Preparatory to translation is the study of language
and of literary form. The earliest writings and studies of African languages and their literatures are the
work of churchmen. The first Bantu publication of
which there is record is the catechism prepared in
kiKongo by the Portuguese Jesuit priest Mattheus Cardoso, printed in 1624 in Lisbon (Doke 1961:8). The
first published grammar of a Bantu language is that of
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the Italian priest Hyacinthus Brussciottus, entitled
Regulae quaedam pro difficillimi Congensium idiomatis
faciliori captu ad grammaticae normam reductae ('Some
rules for the more easy understanding of the most
difficult idiom of the people of the Congo, brought
into the form of a grammar'), published in Rome in
1659. Wilhelm Sigismund Koelle was sent to West Africa
as a missionary by the Anglican Church in 1848 and in a
period of five years he prepared three monographs on
the Vai and Kanuri languages in addition to his
well-known Polyglotta Africana (1854). In his book
African Native Literature, or Proverbs, Tales, Fables,
and Historical Fragments in the Kanuri or Bornu Language, to which are added a translation of the above
and a Kanuri-English Vocabulary (1854), he includes 62
proverbs, 17 tales, and 9 narratives. The Nigerian
Bishop Samuel Ajayi Crowther, who translated and supervised the translation of the Yoruba Bible, also published a grammar of Yoruba, a Yoruba primer for
schools, and A Vocabulary of the Yoruba Language in
which he recorded over 500 Yoruba proverbs (1852). If
today there are translations of the Bible in more
languages in Africa than on any other continent, and if
'the oral repertoire of Africa is better known than
that of any other area of the world' (Abrahams
1983:xiv), the two facts may be related.
The record goes beyond the analysis of grammar and
the recording of oral literatures to the very foundations of writing. Since achieving independence, the
younger nations of Africa have taken official and
active interest in the development of national orthographies (cf. Tadadjeu and Sadembouo 1984), but prior
to this development, it was missions and churches that
laid the groundwork by establishing writing systems for
the languages into which they wished to translate and
by launching literacy campaigns to teach the new Christians to read the Holy Scriptures.
The fact that many early missions made reading a
prerequisite for baptism, in addition to publishing the
Scriptures in African languages, did much to foster the
growth of literacy and of written African literature.
The first printing press south of the Sahara Desert was
set up in South Africa in 1823.
It came to be known
as Lovedale Press and played a major role in the development of Zulu and Xhosa literature in the last century
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and the first part of this century. Among early South
African writers may be noted Tiyo Soga, one of the
translators of the Xhosa Bible (1859), editor of the
journal Indaba ("The News') and translator of The
Pilgrim's Progress. Others whose names may be cited
are William W. Gqoba, W.B. Rubasana, Benedict W. Vilakazi, D.D.T. Javabu, S.E.K. Mqhayi, and Thomas Mofolo.
Perhaps in South Africa more than elsewhere in Africa,
Scripture translation, as well as the translation of
The Pilgrim's Progress into Xhosa, had a profound
influence on the development of modern written literature. As stated by C M . Doke (Doke and Cole 1961:125):
'As was the case with the English Bible, so in Bantu
lands, these various translations are tending to set
the standard for the literary forms of the language.'
Similarly in Nigeria, the work of Bishop Crowther on
Yoruba orthography and the style of his translation of
the Bible continue to influence Yoruba writing up to
the present day.
7. Conclusion. Today it is increasingly the
mother-tongue speaker who through his choice of orthography and spelling, through his use of vocabulary and
his adoption of new terminology, through his use of
traditional literary form and its adaptation to the
written page, develops and standardizes language and
vocabulary and literary form. Above all, however, his
effort is to communicate the message of the context of
a new culture. Whether he is a son of the land or a
stranger come to learn the new language, the translator 's intent as he studies and analyzes and seeks ways
to transfer meaning is 'to translate without betraying'
(Margot 1979). It is his hope and his prayer that he
will be able to be faithful both to his text, which he
believes to be the inspired Word of God to humankind,
and at the same time to the receptor language and
culture which is the gift of God to a particular group
of people. Although he recognizes that translation
must be a science as well as an art, for him it is also
an act of faith.
Notes
1. Biblical quotations are taken from the Jerusalem
Bible (JB), published by Doubleday and Company, Inc.
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(1966) and the Good News Bible (GNB), published by the
Bible Societies (1965).
2. The first ten Bibles published in Africa during
the missionary era were the Malagasy (1835), Amharic
(1840), Tswana (1857), Xhosa (1859), Ga (1866), Efik
(1868), Twi (1871), Duala (1872), Sotho (1878), and
Zulu (1883).
3. The Biakpan translation of south-western Nigeria
is a modern-day exception in that the members of the
Brotherhood of the Star and Cross believe their language to be the original language which they are offering to the world and into which they are now translating the Scriptures (cf. Ukpai 1985).
4. The dependence of the New Testament upon the Old,
or the influence of the Old upon the New, is so great
that it may be argued that the New Testament is essentially a Hebrew document that was written in Greek
words (Nida, Louw and Smith 1977:165).
5. In Mark's account, the Fula translators used the
inclusive 'all-of-us are going down.1 In Luke 8:24,
however, they used the exclusive form, thereby implying
that they did not believe Jesus was in the same danger
they were in; likewise in Matthew 8:25 where they say
they, but not he, are dying.
6. In the Peve language of western Chad, the name
for God, Ifray, is feminine from the form Yafray, which
means 'mother' and 'sky/heavens'. In Scripture translation, the grammar of the language requires the use of
feminine pronouns and modifiers in reference to God.
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ARE THERE CULTURES TO COMMUNICATE ACROSS?
AN APPRAISAL OF THE •CULTURE1 CONCEPT
FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL SEMIOTICS
Lee Drummond
McGill University
As a cultural anthropologist presenting this paper to
a forum composed mostly of linguists, I feel uncomfortably like a neighbor who borrows things continually
over the years, uses them badly, and, when finally
called on to reciprocate with one of his own possessions, offers his generous lender a battered and
unworkable implement in an advanced state of deterioration. For anthropologists, particularly those of a
cultural persuasion, have habitually poached on the
well-tended preserves of linguists, and over the years
have borne home to their ragtag fellow villeins such
juicy conceptual morsels as 'syntagm1, 'paradigm1,
'synchrony1, 'diachrony', 'langue1, 'parole', 'transformation1, and, banquets in themselves, 'text', and
'structure1. All this borrowing and poaching places
the cultural anthropologist under a strong obligation
to contribute something of his own to the one-sided
dialogue with linguists, so that he should rejoice when
they call on him to discuss how a topic they know a
great deal about--communication--is affected by a topic
he claims as his own--culture.
One theme of this Georgetown University Round Table
on Languages and Linguistics--'Communication across
cultures'--would seem to conjure up the happy scene of
linguists and anthropologists pooling their respective
findings about language and culture to arrive at a new
understanding of how cross-cultural contexts affect the
transmission of messages. It is my unhappy task in
this paper to argue that such a project is misconceived
and hence unrealizable, because the process of 'communicating across cultures' is not nearly so straightforward as the phrase implies.
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The problem is that anthropologists are none too sure
of what culture is, of whether the concept has any real
analytical importance, and of how to recognize the
existence and boundaries of distinct cultures. These
several difficulties have combined to produce a
disarray of crisis proportions in anthropological
theory, a disarray still largely unpublicized in the
academic and public worlds outside the discipline. To
illustrate the gravity of the problem, let me follow
the custom of my parasitic vocation and resort to a
linguistic analogy. I have been exposed to enough
linguistics to know that linguists argue constantly
about the nature of language, about its structure or
structures, its processual or pragmatic features, its
relation to other systems of signs. As I discuss a bit
later, they even argue about whether there are well-delineated, separate languages or only multiple overlappings of speech communities. But linguists do not, I
think, argue about the existence and paramount importance of language; that concept is the unquestioned
focus of all their professional activity, from the
loftiest theoretical treatise to the most practical
teaching manual. Anthropologists, however, do dispute
the validity of 'culture1 as the pivotal concept of the
discipline, and many spend their careers on projects
that do not depend on, or affect, any particular theory
of culture. Rather than confront one another on the
relative merits of this or that theory of culture,
anthropologists have begun to quarrel over whether
there is anything to discuss.
Although arch-materialists like Marvin Harris attack
the 'culture' concept head on, arguing that cultural
aspects of life are always secondary to economic and
ecological factors, the concept is more susceptible to
erosion: many anthropologists simply go about their
work without worrying about whether they are studying
'culture' or some other analytical entity. The health
care system of a Philippine hill tribe, the development
problems of a West African irrigation project, even the
literary ethnography of daily life in a New Guinea
village, can be handled without recourse to nebulous
'cultural aspects' of health care, development, or
daily life. The problem is not simply a breakdown in
communications between applied and theoretical workers-- common to all disciplines--but the reluctance or
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refusal of topical research to acknowledge the existence of an encompassing paradigm, a changing and
developing theory of culture.
There is an irony in all this that merits further
consideration, for it is, I feel, a major factor in our
discussion of 'communication across cultures.1 As the
status of the 'culture' concept becomes increasingly
problematic among anthropologists, it steadily gains
acceptance in other disciplines and with the general
public. I do not believe I exaggerate the discord
within my own field when I claim that anthropologists
have taken sides over whether to make 'culture' the
organizing principle of research or largely to ignore
it.
A generation ago, American anthropologists used the
terms 'social anthropology' and 'cultural anthropology'
interchangeably, attributing them more to historical
and national traditions (primarily British and German)
than to substantive divisions within the contemporary
practice of the discipline. Today those distinctions
have acquired an edge, with cultural anthropology
particularly being associated with a distinct group of
writers who practice their own brand of anthropology.
The terms for the new craft vary--'symbolic anthropology', 'structural anthropology', 'interpretive
anthropology', 'cultural analysis', or, the one I have
chosen for my title, 'anthropological semiotics'--but
the clear implication is that it constitutes a subdiscipline or offshoot of general anthropology.
The social/cultural distinction has recently been
ratified on the institutional level with the formation,
three years ago, of the Society for Cultural Anthropology, a separate subunit within the American Anthropological Association. The Society now publishes its own
journal, tellingly if unimaginatively titled 'Cultural
Anthropology' (the title was to have been the conceptually and ideologically more forceful 'Culture', but
that choice was precluded by its use as the title of
the journal of the Canadian Ethnological Society-whose members had wrestled with their own ideological
demons in coming up with a title that would not have to
be translated from one national language to another).
The implications of all this society-founding and
journal-starting are not lost on the anthropological
community, which is still trying to regroup following
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the partial secessions of archaeology and physical
anthropology and is understandably anxious over these
new independentiste rumblings. And the threatened
schism is far more alarming to the all-round anthropologist than were the departures of his archaeological
and physical anthropological colleagues to their own
societies, meetings, and journals; for cultural
anthropologists seem on the point of stealing the
family jewels--the concept of culture and the methodology, such as it is, for studying it--when they pack
their bags and head for the exits. At the same time,
others would be happy to see them go, to clear the
woods of that pernicious growth and make room for
better stock (as one of our first applied anthropologists, Cotton Mather, said of the Indians who stood in
the way of his pilgrims1 progress). Sensing the
divisiveness at the heart of the discipline, one might
think that the last person a linguist or anyone else
would want to ask about culture would be an anthropologist.
And yet almost none of this dissension in the ranks
has reached the wider academic community, let alone the
general public. Despite their insignificant numbers
(or perhaps because of them), American anthropologists
have succeeded remarkably in establishing as gospel the
parochial notion of culture formulated by German
philosophers--Herder, Dilthey, Klemm, Burckhardt,
Frobenius, Simmel--and imported by a German physicist
soon to be anthropologist Franz Boas. Boas taught
Benedict, Linton, Mead, and numerous other clan
ancestors, who fanned out across the land, started
departments of anthropology, and spread the word that
the masses of Indian artifacts, texts, and descriptions
of customs and beliefs piling up in university museums
could be explained and understood in terms of something
called 'culture1. Mead's popularity, Benedict's
unparalleled success with her classic Patterns of
Culture, coupled perhaps with the intrinsic appeal of
an image of ways of life out there that were both
exotic and coherent--naked savages dancing around and
meaning something in the process (Saul Bellow was ready
to become an anthropologist on the strength of Malinow-

ski's Sexual Life of Savages)--have all contributed to
the popular acceptance of the culture concept. The
tide of undergraduates that runs through introductory
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courses in anthropology has swelled over the years into
a broad wave of public opinion that readily accepts
journalistic and television references to 'a people and
its culture', 'the culture of the Urra Burra', the
importance of preserving traditional culture 1 , and
similar well-oiled phrases. While anthropologists
argue about culture, anthropological popularizers and
nonanthropologists routinely speak of 'cultures1.
Their effortless shift from singular to plural introduces major difficulties. The easy assumption is that
if the 'culture' concept has any validity, there must
be groups of people out there--societies--that possess
individual cultures the way they speak individual
languages. We have all been encouraged to think this
way through exposure to the voluminous literature on
'the cultures of the world'. A mainstay of introductory anthropology courses over the past 25 years has
been the series of miniature monographs edited by
George and Louise Spindler, 'Case Studies in Cultural
Anthropology'. Each slim volume selects 'a people1
(the Tiwi, the Dinka, the Gururumba) or some portion of
the social unit (a village in Martinique, the Hutterites of the northern plains, a gypsy band) and surveys
its history, political organization, kinship patterns,
economic system, beliefs and values, as all these go
together to comprise the society's distinct culture.
These little studies are generally provided to flesh
out what increasingly glossy and glitzy textbooks tell
or, more often, show the student. And what they tell
him, almost without fail, goes something like this:

Although anthropologists sometimes use the word
culture in a broad generic sense, they also speak
about a culture, like Eskimo culture or Hopi culture.
Here is a definition of culture in this sense.
A culture is the way of life of a group of people,
the complex of shared concepts and patterns of
learned behavior that are handed down from one
generation to the next through the means of language and imitation.
A person is destined to learn the patterns of
behavior prevalent in the society in which he grows
up (Barnouw 1982: 3-4).
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I have selected this passage from a textbook chosen
at random from a collection that adorns a far recess of
my office bookshelf; it would be a simple matter to
find any number that duplicate the content presented
here. Culture as a general principle not only exists,
but there are a great many individual cultures that
function as repositories of that principle, each
culture organizing everything from the cosmos to the
evening meal a bit differently from the others.
Metaphors flow copiously from this argument: a
people's culture is a 'seamless web', a 'worldview', an
'ethos1, the 'fabric of their experience1. This
formulation of the culture concept to apply to individual groups has been anthropological bedrock since
Patterns of Culture portrayed social groups (Zufii,
Kwakiutl, and Dobu) as ideational islands, little
mental worlds self-contained and closed off from any
significant distraction by other islands whose natives
hold rather different points of view.
In what remains I will try to convince you that the
seemingly effortless transition from talking about
culture to identifying distinct cultures is more than
difficult; it is impossible. The problem lies, not
with the culture concept--I am one of those restive
cultural anthropologists I mentioned earlier--but with
the idea that there are distinct, bounded cultures out
there, little worlds waiting for their fieldworker to
step off the boat and proceed to elucidate. I am
almost embarrassed to confess that this questioning of
separate cultures as the possession of distinct groups
of people is nothing new; anthropology has been in such
a muddle over its organizing principles since its
inception that the same point was made, far more
cogently, by one of the founders of modern cultural
anthropology--Edward Sapir--more than 50 years ago.
The true locus [of behavioral patterns] which, when
abstracted into a totality, constitute culture is
not in a theoretical community of human beings
known as society, for the term 'society' is itself
a cultural construct which is employed by individuals who stand in significant relations to each
other in order to help them in the interpretation
of certain aspects of their behavior. The true
locus of culture is in the interactions of specific
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individuals and, on the subjective side, in the
world of meanings which each one of these individuals may unconsciously abstract for himself from
his participation in these interactions. Every
individual is, then, in a very real sense, a
representative of at least one subculture which may
be abstracted from the generalized culture of the
group of which he is a member. Frequently, if not
typically, he is a representative of more than one
subculture, and the degree to which the socialized
behavior of any given individual can be identified
with or abstracted from the typical or generalized
culture of a single group varies enormously from
person to person.
It is impossible to think of any cultural pattern
or set of cultural patterns which can, in the
literal sense of the word, be referred to society
as such. There are no facts of political organization or family life or religious belief or magical
procedure or technology or aesthetic endeavor which
are coterminous with society or with any mechanically or sociologically defined segment of society
(Sapir 1949: 515-16 [originally published 1932]).
In this passage Sapir clearly formulates the first
axiom of contemporary anthropological semiotics or
cultural analysis: there are no on-the-ground, empirically given human groups which, already constituted,
proceed to cast about for ideational/cultural expressions of their identity; those groups or societies are
abstractions of existing interpretations of behavior
held by particular individuals in the course of
particular interactions. Groups or societies don't
generate culture; culture brings forth societies.
Hence the dilemma posed by the theme of 'Communication across cultures'. A commonsensical, empirical
approach to the problem would assume, incorrectly, that
well-defined cultural boundaries exist and correspond
approximately with national, ethnic, or regional
boundaries. Anthropological semiotics upends that tidy
view of life by insisting on the priority of signifying
practices—of sign production--in the development of
human societies or cultures. In practice, this
inversion of the commonsense world means that individuals cannot accurately be described as inhabiting
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different societies and possessing different cultures
and thereby facing, when they somehow come into
contact, the problem of communicating across the gulf
of language and custom that separates them. The
cultural Other arises from and through the process of
communication; he/she/it does not precede that process.
A familiar scenario might be advanced to dispute the
commonsense view of communicating across cultures: an
American tourist stands perplexed on a busy boulevard
of Paris, struggling with a few remembered phrases of
high school French, fearing for his life if he ventures
to cross a rond point, searching vainly for someone in
the milling crowd who can help him interpret his street
and metro maps. Is this an example of the problem of
communicating across cultures? I think not; quite to
the contrary, it is a simple confirmation of Sapir's
point. The tourist's problem is not that he possesses
a conceptual toolkit called 'American culture' and
finds himself in Paris, surrounded by throngs of
individuals who possess 'French culture1. His problem,
to use Sapir's provocative phrase, is that he happens
to be a particular American whose 'subculture' or one
of whose 'subcultures' does not include an extensive
knowledge of French as it is spoken by the shopkeepers
and passersby swirling around him, of their conversational habits, or of their driving practices and
traffic signs. Nor is our tourist familiar with the
cuisine as it is actually served up in the cafes of
Boul1 Mich' (and not in the macramed, polyurethane
stained, designer watered Yuppie eateries back home).
A bit of liberal embellishment will illustrate my
point. Suppose that our hapless tourist is trying to
get directions to the Eiffel Tower and so stops a few
people in the street. 'Pardon-nez-moi, mais--ou-est-le-tour-Eiffel?', he drawls in heavily accented
schoolbook French. This earns him several of those
looks of withering contempt that Parisians reserve for
barbarians who invade the holy city and desecrate its
language. Among those painful encounters, however, are
other, equally unproductive episodes. Our tourist
waylays a Spanish woman, recently arrived and hurrying
to her new job as hotel maid. As she brushes past him,
she mutters the stock phrase, no entiendo, that she
reserves for all conversational ploys outside home and
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workplace. And perhaps a Quebecois, an east-end
Montrealais on his first European junket, happens by.
He is in a foul mood after a day of conversational
misadventures of his own. Whenever he tries to speak
to someone, he gets that same icy blast our tourist has
been enduring, and yet he knows that back home in
Montreal there is a small army of bureaucrats holed up
in the Office de la Langue Francaise, laboring away at
considerable taxpayers1 expense to preserve la francophonie in Quebec. The tourist's request is the last
straw, and he lashes out, 'Tais-toi, la, si non, tu vas
lfavoir dans la bouche! 1 , in the heavily aspirated
speech characteristic of joual, and continues on his
way to the Quebecair office to see if he can get his
ticket rewritten for next day's flight back to the land
of le smoked meat, where everyone likes avoir du fun.
We can suppose that our tourist will survive these
minor indignities and, moreover, when he returns home
will convert them into a currency he was anxious to
acquire on his trip abroad: colorful travelers' tales
of amusing trials endured and peculiar customs observed. The melange of experiences on that boulevard
in Paris, bustling with Parisians of a dozen nationalities- -French, Spanish, Moroccan, Vietnamese, and
others--as well as tourists from all over the world,
including our disgruntled Quebecois, will be transformed and codified in countless retellings to the
folks back home--anecdotes related at the workplace,
slideshows for neighbors in the Indianapolis suburb,
spicy asides for the guys in the carpool. And the
dominant theme of these diverse retellings will be
'French culture1: 'The French are so impatient with
foreigners!1, 'And you should see how they drive!', 'I
could never get used to that French food!'. Safely
back home in Indianapolis, the bewildering, incoherent
experiences of that afternoon become the basis for
narratives that depict a way of life, a society, that
other venturesome souls can visit and experience for
themselves. The very confusion and superficiality of
our tourist's brief observations drive him to impart a
consistency and systemacity to a series of disconnected, fragmented episodes. 'French culture1 is the
product of haphazard observations that give free rein
to a strong impulse to stereotype in the face of the
unknown.
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If much in this little scene is familiar, it is
because it is what most of us routinely do (it will not
do to fob it off on that arch-stereotype, the tourist).
We habitually convert incidental and episodic information we gather about other people's lives into statements that attribute a ponderous uniformity to them.
For a variety of profound, and often depressing,
reasons, we are simply more comfortable with sweeping
statements of the type, "The French are so... 1 , than
with dissections of the minutiae of actual experience:
'One day when I was out walking in Paris, I spoke to a
tall, round-faced man who...'.
The tourist's vignette should also be familiar from
my earlier account of how anthropologists theorize
about societies, for my discipline has taken the
informal genre of travelers' tales and made it into a
science--a science of stereotypes. That the ethnographer lingers on his exotic boulevards longer than our
Indianapolis friend, takes more slides, and gives
infinitely longer and more monotonous accounts of his
travels, should not blind us to the great similarity
between their activities. Amateur travelers take their
cues from the generations of professionals who have
preceded them, writing guidebooks and monographs that
not only described the sights and people others would
come to know, but also formulated the canons for any
subsequent description, however casual, of exotica.
Had anthropologists kept at this project of
healthy-minded description, we would now remark upon
the consistency of concepts of culture and society,
both within different academic disciplines and between
university and lay communities. The problem I have
called to your attention arises precisely because
anthropologists have lost their bearings and, in too
many cases, their impetus to theorize. Having succeeded remarkably in establishing the quite parochial
notion of 'culture' in North America, some are content
simply to drift with the current of conventional
thinking about this culture, that culture, and how
members of the two communicate, while others are
actively dismantling the idea and proposing substitutes .
What does the future hold for the 'culture' concept
as it might be employed in ongoing research on our
theme of communicating across cultures? Here I can
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only suggest a curious parallel between one line of
anthropological thought--represented by Sapir's early
essay--and linguistic work on creolization processes.
It is a curious parallel because Sapir's essay, with
its radical disavowal of integral cultures attached to
discrete societies, exerted little influence on the
anthropological community and was soon extinguished by
its antithetical contemporary, Benedict's Patterns of
Culture, whose boosterism of pretty little cultures
assured it a dominant place in popular thought. Linguistics seems to have developed in just the opposite
direction, with the work of Creole linguists like
Valdman, Labov, and Bickerton appearing only after a
theory of well-defined, distinct languages was in place
and offering a direct challenge to that theory. Recent
work on internal variation, change, intersystems, and
speech continua make it impossible for linguists to
write as glibly about separate languages as anthropologists continue to write about separate cultures. The
scandal in anthropology is that professional anthropologists produce a theoretical discourse that is little,
if at all, removed from the stereotypes of common sense
(one has only to consult Harris (1981) on American
society to see how like anthropology can be to plain
old everyday bitching and moaning: 'Why nothing
works', 'Why the help won't help you 1 , and other
servings of pabulum advertised as rationality). If the
'culture' concept leads anthropology into this pernicious stuff, it is easy to understand why many anthropologists have unhitched their theoretical wagons from
the notion and busied themselves with the infinitely
complex project of describing and interpreting experience in a global framework. To resuscitate the 'culture' concept will require a serious rethinking of how
the discipline got on the Benedict rather than the
Sapir track and a methodical application of ideas
borrowed or stolen, as always, from linguistics.
Sapir's remarks that culture resides in interactions
between individuals and that a given individual may
represent several 'subcultures' need to be amplified in
the context of the rigorous work being done in linguistics on speech acts, code switching, intersystemic
transformations, and other aspects of internal variation and change. Only by undertaking this task will
anthropologists be in a position to contribute to a
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dialogue with linguists on the nature of intercultural
communication. To open that dialogue there is no
better guide than Sapir, ancestor to both anthropologist and linguist, whose insights into the complexities of culture have lain dormant for too long beneath
the dross of contemporary anthropological theory.
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EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE MAKERS IN FRANCE:
TRAILBLAZERS IN NEED OF HIGHWAYS?
Corinne Hermant
Centre d'Edutes des Systemes et Technologies Avances
(CESTA), Centre National de la Recherche
Scientifique, France
In France the use of information processing technologies in learning is still in its early, rather faltering stages, though some very exciting developments are
gradually appearing. Educators complain that the
'critical mass 1 of software products, which would
significantly help in teaching and in meeting needs in
basic education and in job-specific training, does not
yet exist. At the root of this problem and the
relative delay in applying computers to learning are
the contrasts and paradoxes that arise when information
processing and education cross paths. A computer
functions along lines defined by mathematics, calculating, and economic rationality, so it does not necessarily lend itself easily to the needs found in
learning, where intuition, esthetics, and the senses
remain important. The fact that a critical mass of
talents and know-how has not appeared results from the
complexity of this encounter of data processing people
and educators, and from the lack of synergy among the
different players who participate in the creation and
marketing of software programs. The consumer and
educational markets have two distinctly different kinds
of players, whose motivations vary because the hardware, the budgets, and the techniques are quite
different in the two different markets.
1. Trends. In the consumer market, there is a
prevalence of personal computers with limited memory
and an orientation toward games. For learning,
software mainly consists of practice-and-drill type of
repetition for exams. Other 'knowledge maintenance1
software packages have come out, but the programs are
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often rather disjointed or moribund. Software designed
for this market is generally oriented toward self-instruction.
1.1 Diversity of approaches. In opposition to this,
the philosophy of educational software is based on
making the computer complementary to the teacher.
There is no suggestion whatsoever that the computer
could in any way replace the teacher, and many schools
have bought computers that are more powerful than those
found in the home. To be able to load the same software on several machines for classroom work, the
Nanoreseau, which is particularly suited to this application, was chosen in 1985. It is a computer much like
an IBM PC that serves six microcomputers which can
communicate with each other. The teacher can remotely
download software on student units and monitor student
activity.
The national education authority has chosen
equipment using specifications that effectively and
efficiently tie purchasing policy to teacher training
and software development policies in the educational
system. The software packages developed make it
possible for the teacher to modify the program according to his or her needs, reflecting an open-write
philosophy and the belief that, once again, this is
computer-assisted learning, not a substitute for the
teacher-learner interactive process of learning.
1.2 The 'incompatibility1 problem. Common to both
these markets is the continuing problem of incompatibility of computer systems. Although common standards
have been imposed, no one knows whether they will last,
or for how long. Nor do different schools and homes
have the same budgets to meet their needs for new
learning tools. It is not always possible simply to
move up notch by notch in- the same line of equipment,
and even if it were possible, different strategies for
using information processing tools imply different
types of equipment. Some systems still do not offer
the peripheral technology that is needed for some kinds
of teaching.
2. First steps in software. Despite these difficulties, a de facto rapprochement is occurring between the
different types of software users, whose various needs
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bring them simultaneously face to face with the
different software makers. For a long time it was
thought that learning software packages were mainly
limited to mathematics and scientific subjects. The
first packages offered to French families buying PCs
were of this type. However, what these families in fact
tended to want was software to work on spelling and
grammar, or history and geography, or modern languages.
Undoubtedly, the reason for this lies in families'
pursuing what they see as traditional education, and
perhaps also in their desire to compensate for what
they see as the negative influence of TV, and to
counter what might be called the 'boob effect1 of the
'boob tube 1 . In schools, the traditional image of
computers predominated, with the result that the first
teachers interested in using computers were mainly in
the math and science departments. This tendency was
early translated into a marked scientific orientation
of the packages produced by the French national education authorities. As with the consumer market, a
demand for more literary software packages soon became
apparent. This trend has been exemplified in several
ways.
First, packages were developed to practice French
grammar and spelling. The process of formalizing
grammar and spelling rules meant that many educators
spent time considering what rules to make. Their work,
of varying quality, dealt with homonyms, synonyms,
crossword puzzles, and homophones, but also with past
participles, tense agreement, gender agreement, and so
on.
3. High culture and high tech.
Then too, the
introduction of microcomputers in the classroom meant
that the results of some research done on computers
have been transferred to education. The French publisher Hachette marketed Moliere's Don Juan, while the
National Institute of Educational Research made its
Tartuffe package widely available. These are examples
of tools useful in literary study. The five acts of
Don Juan, for example, can be accessed via screen or
printer. A student can use a number of analysis
packages--for example, to find the context of a word or
phrase. Index files can be exploited to study word
frequency. Thus this type of package is a tool which
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allows language study at the same time as it initiates
learners into contemporary lexicological research.
Learning how to speed read is another example of the
transfer of educational research to small software
packages. The French Reading Association has decided
to publicize a high-quality package called ELMO, which
stands for Training Reading Techniques on a Microcomputer. It combines a whole series of exercises aimed
at improving learners1 reading abilities in speed,
understanding, and synthesis.
3.1 The stimulus of technology.
We have been forced
to admit, however, that limited memory capacity has
hindered the transfer of research being done on artificial intelligence and natural language machine
interaction. Response analysis remains rudimentary, so
current efforts are aimed at obtaining a better performance analysis of student responses and at making it
possible to transmit and acquire ideas rather than
simply testing knowledge of facts.
Using computers has also led to questions being asked
about language structures and idioms, and about whether
rules are well formed or not. Suddenly, with computers, people are asking questions about the traditional
modes of teaching and learning. Forms that once seemed
to be the simplest to put into the information-processing mold, like spelling, are in fact being questioned,
and the sempiternal debate on whether to reform spelling is coming up again but under false pretexts, since
a computer can be adapted to meet requirements of that
kind.
3.2 The stimulus of research.
As a computer comes
to operate as a rule-maker, teacher and trainer, educational software designers are joining forces. In this
way they may better use their collective know-how,
given the technical constraints, while researchers in
information processing forge ahead with the groundwork
which will perhaps prove useful to the 'megamicros' of
tomorrow. They are building up immense lists of counterexamples to established grammar rules, and cataloguing verb conjugations, both idiomatic and otherwise,
that have slowed down computers' advance toward applications in translation and language-learning. All this
research will certainly result in better communication
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among the different areas in education concerned with
computers, once the cost of memories is no longer an
obstacle to the general public in obtaining top-of-theline machines.
3.3 Questioning the educational system. We are
seeing five centuries of book-bound culture bringing to
bear all their weight to consolidate the already hefty
stability of the educational system. At the same time,
in less than 30 years the whole population has been
given access to technical triumphs like the telephone
and television, which in turn are upsetting the cultural foundations of society and calling into question
our educational system. Further down the line, in less
than ten years, large-scale production and marketing of
convenience-size computing power will pave the way for
an accelerated penetration not just of hardware, but
also of the corresponding software.
The French have an expression which you are certainly
aware of, which says 'Plus ca change, plus c'est la
meme chose1--the more things change, the more they are
the same. But it is also true that things change and
are never again the same. I think this paradox applies
to this meeting of computers and educators. Creating a
critical mass of innovative software packages remains
conditioned by one very important element: the need
for an effective, high-quality distribution network.
Otherwise, the synergy among educational software
designers is a waste of time, as is the growing use of
computers in education if the fruits of the products
are simply condemned to remain confined in laboratories
or to be run on one of a very few machines.
4. A network. As you know, I work at the French
Center for the Study of Systems and Advanced Technologies, called CESTA. CESTA's Director General, Yves
Stourdze, has suggested a metaphor that I would like to
share with you. He believes that what must be created
is an educational software design and distribution
network that combines the advantages of a good,
large-scale transportation network, such as your
interstate highways provide, with the freedom and
exhilaration a hiker might feel when he or she sets out
in the mountains and can roam--it seems--anywhere.
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A.I Paving the way for public access. First, whatever the financial investment may be, we must find a
way of transmitting knowledge democratically and
guaranteeing everyone the right to new educational
technology, just as there is now a general right to
education. The size, stability, and predictability of
a massive network are necessary for this, just as our
hiker in fact needs highways to get to the most attractive mountain regions. This means we need stability,
large-scale production, and standardization of procedures and protocols. But second, we must preserve the
imagination, creativity, and innovation that allow the
best teachers to motivate their students and help them
adapt to society around them by creating original
products. The hiker roaming the mountains embodies
this ideal autonomy, profiting from the special freedom
and pleasure which no elaborate highway system can ever
really offer. The hiker's freedom and the many paths he
or she can take symbolize very clearly a kind of
freedom to create, a made-to-measure aspect which is
important.
4.2 A significant software market. Creators of
textbooks for electronic learning can no longer be just
teacher-craftspeople freely roaming on a winding trail,
vaguely guided by an educational publisher. They are
going to have to keep to one of the technical networks,
because they are participating in the creation of an
industrial product of which thousands of copies are
going to be marketed. What they do remains very minor
compared to the immense size of the 'Knowledge Network' . The Knowledge contribution that a software
maker adds is, in the end, much more limited in terms
of its building power than, for example, the book that
he or she could have written in the same time. This
means we need to lower our expectations of what can be
expected of individuals, working on their own. There
are not thousands of teacher-craftspeople, so they need
to accept that their creative act, resulting in the
transmission of knowledge, must fit in and adjust to a
more global process of normalization and standardization.

REFLECTIONS BY THE COMPUTER
Winfred P. Lehmann
The University of Texas
My title is not the first ambiguous response to an
invitation, though the breadth of its ambiguity may put
it near the top of that class of responses. Its scope
includes, on the one hand, reference to my own experience with computers, which began 30 years ago as I was
director of the Georgetown English Language Program in
Ankara, Turkey. At that time the imaginative and
enterprising founder of our School of Languages and
Linguistics, Leon Dostert, made one of his most
important contributions to the study of language by
directing his initiative to the use of computers for
the study of language, and for practical applications
of that study in machine translation. Many of you are
far better informed than am I of the benefit which that
activity brought to the study of languages in spite of
obscurantist colleagues in the profession and misguided
critics in academic and administrative circles.
To mention only two important results of Dostert's
projects: The Commission of the European Communities
is making great use of the Systran system, which one of
the early members of the Georgetown group, Peter Toma,
developed on the basis of the Georgetown project
(Pigott 1986:39). And the Pan American Health Organization is using another, which 'drew upon a number of
the principles' evolved here; its chief, Muriel
Vasconcellos, reports that this system translated over
7,000 pages by May 1984 (Vasconcellos and Leon
1985:122-36). My own reflections on such computerized
activities are vivid because Dostert suggested the
establishment of a research group at the University of
Texas on my return from Turkey, providing initial
funding as well. That group has produced an operational system for translation from German to English,
at the same time providing the basis for other linguis-
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tic activities, such as the etymological study of
Gothic.
Although I and others (Johnson 1985) may report such
overt reflections of computer activity in the development of operational machine translation systems that
have achieved commercial success, the reflection of
computer activity on our understanding of language may
be even more important than its practical applications. Those reflections on linguistic theory and
practice are also more difficult to demonstrate. For
some, it may be impossible to do more than recall
procedures in computational linguistics, on the one
hand, and procedures in generational linguistic study,
on the other, without stating the correlations and
final judgments on source of influence.
One major effect on the recent course of linguistics
is the treatment of language as a formal system. This
treatment is credited by Bar-Hillel to the introduction
of machine translation, as may be noted through a brief
survey of the initial stages of machine translation in
the early 1950s. In spite of its major development
here at Georgetown University, the Massachussetts
Institute of Technology must be credited with the
launching of machine translation. The first conference
was held there in 1952. The organizer of this conference and its major intellectual sponsor, Yehoshua
Bar-Hillel, had his American base there; from personal
contact with Bar-Hillel I know that he was in close
touch with Noam Chomsky. Bar-Hillel's 'Remarks on
Carnap's Logical Syntax of Language 1 , published in 1963
but submitted nine years earlier, provides useful
insights into linguistic activities of the time. In
the first section of his paper, Bar-Hillel berates the
structuralists, including Zellig Harris, for failing to
recognize the importance for their research of Carnap's
Logical Syntax of Language.
As one of his theses, Carnap proposes that languages
should be dealt with as calculi, treated with rules of
formation and rules of transformation, as in their
modified forms, dubbed transformational rules by Harris
and Chomsky in a use of the term differing from
Carnap's (Bar-Hillel 1963:543). In any event, languages did come to be treated as calculi, as in the
linguistic analysis carried out with the aim of machine
translation. Eugene Prendergaft, manager of the Texas
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project at the time, made frequent references to Carnap
and the two types of rules. The extent to which such
attention to ordinary language as a formal structure
was fostered elsewhere by machine translation projects
is forcibly stated by Bar-Hillel in his lectures of
1962. Deploring the 'peaceful but uninspiring coexistence of structural linguists and syntax-oriented
logicians' through the 1940s, Bar-Hillel ascribes the
change in attitude to 'the idea of mechanizing the
determination of syntactic structure', leading to 'an
almost sensational breakthrough [when that idea] became
connected with, and a cornerstone of, automatic
"translation" between human languages' (1964:186).
Bar-Hillel's assertion finds support in the contrastting situation in Europe, where the eminent syntactician, Erwin Koschmieder, repeatedly proposed formalization of grammar in the early 1950s, but with no followup. There was no effort at machine translation in
Germany at the time, and to modify slightly BarHillel 's key sentence: 'structural linguistics had
[not] become useful1 (1964: 186).
In this country, formalization came to be associated
with, and attributed to, Noam Chomsky's approach to
language. But a more accurate view is surely that of a
vigorous member of the MIT group. For Bar-Hillel there
is no question about the importation of formal approaches in the language as a reflection of computational treatment, notably in machine translation.
A further reflection may be evident in the subsequent
development of formal linguistics, that is, in the
increasing prominence given treatment of the lexicon.
Chomsky's initial monograph of 1957 had no more
classification of lexical items than does a desk
dictionary. His book eight years later dealt with
lexical classification and subclassification. But
generative transformational grammar continued to focus
on arrangement, the order of elements in syntactic
streams. In the meantime, any machine translation
project had to carry out such classification. Whether
top down or bottom up, a system had to include detailed
lexical analysis. That analysis may well have drawn on
other linguistic work, as on the teaching of second
languages. Hornby's widely used dictionary of English,
for example, provided one model with its classification
of verbs in 25 groups.
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Whatever the source of its influence, generative
grammar came to give increasing attention to the
lexicon and to its analysis. Generalized PhraseStructure Grammar deals with lexical categories as
complexes of features; one such feature for the man
would be 'singular1, allowing identification of hit as
past tense, for the present tense form would be hits.
Lexical Functional Grammar goes even further, as its
designation indicates. Its lexical entries include a
great deal of information. Such information, coded
with the adjective eager, for example, classifies it as
an adjective whose subject will also be subject of a
following infinitive, as in the widely cited sentence:
John is eager to please. Inaugurated in 1977, Lexical
Functional Grammar, according to Johnson (1985:213),
'has been developed from the outset with computational
tractability in mind.' According to Johnson then,
reflections of computer capabilities in theories of
language have become increasingly prominent, as
linguists have carried on their activities with the
help of computers.
This result is scarcely remarkable, since the
computer is a symbol-manipulating device and language
is a set of symbols. What is remarkable is the
resistance, even aversion, to computers among linguists. A branch of the humanities finally has a means
other than the unknowable mind, with which to test its
theories. Students of language can use the computer as
a tool to examine rules for given patterns, lexical
entries, also the validity of linguistic theories.
Rejecting computers for such a purpose is comparable to
biologists rejecting a microscope.
Since computers must be accessed through languages-initially machine language, then programming languages
like Fortran, Cobal, Lisp, Prolog--cooperation between
linguists and computer specialists will become increasingly close. If computers are to become user-friendly
in an important sense, access will be through human
language rather than through computer languages. The
partial success today of such an aim will be enhanced
only as linguists cooperate more closely with computational specialists.
There are many indications of such increasing
cooperation, leading to modifications in treatment of
language. On the one hand, relatively external
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efforts, as in lexicology, are affecting the shape of
lexical entries, as in the computerization of the
Oxford English Dictionary and other dictionaries as
well; those computerized procedures will provide much
more precise information in the entries than have the
procedures of earlier dictionaries (see Newsletter,
University of Waterloo).
On the other hand, the treatment of problems encountered in computational treatment of language amplifies
our understanding of language in use. Baron (1986)
relates the identification and control of sublanguages
in machine translation with human mastery of language.
Human speakers do not control all possible uses of a
language, whether for technical reasons such as lack of
control over a specialized vocabulary, or for social
reasons as in the limited use of registers by a child.
This restriction of control by human speakers parallels
the restriction applied in machine translation, suggested already in its early period by Reifler.
The restrictions in human control parallel even
sharper restrictions in other computational applications, such as expert systems. For successful operation, expert systems delimit their arena of language
severely, to such limited scope as 'rigid-body statics'. In short, expert systems have achieved control
over the semantic component of language through
rigorous delimitation. In this way, they are like
human experts who may understand one subbranch of
science, like rigid-body statics or Chinese phonology.
Through severe restriction, a computer program can
relate sentences to actions much as do human speakers.
Computational approaches in this way reflect human
use of language in their consideration of pragmatics
and semantics, as well as of grammar. The explosive
expansion of work on expert systems as in conjunction
with other computational control of human language will
make increasing contributions to the understanding of
our major mode of communication, human language.
In attempts to understand language, scholars have
looked to various parallels. The nineteenth century,
with overwhelming interest in historical study,
compared language to an organism, and also drew on
ideas of Charles Darwin. At the turn of the century,
parallels were sought in mental activity; the key to
language was to come through psychology. To a large
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group of linguists even today, language is a state of
the language organ in the brain. Other scholars have
drawn on symbolic languages as in predicate logic,
which may be instructive, but limited because that
logic has been devised on the basis of a small number
of Western Indo-European--SVO--languages.
Each of these supposed parallels may have provided
insights into language, but they also skew those
insights, as commentators have not been slow to point
out. The computer is an impartial tool, as neutral in
its use as is a test tube or a microscope. Each such
tool has its limitations. But the use of each led its
users to major achievements. As we reflect by the side
of the computer, and as its application reflects our
own use of language, our understanding of it will
profit similarly.
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SEMIOTICS AS THEORY OR THEORY AS
A SKUOTIC OF PRACTICE?
Michael Herzfeld
Indiana University
Knowledge: Semiotic/social/embodied. Semiotic theory
generally tries to rise above being simply a body of
knowledge, or a collection of data whose essential
taxonomic uniformity would permit the label of 'discipline' (see Eco 1976:7-8), and aims at becoming a
metalanguage for the established disciplines (see, for
example, MacCannell and MacCannell 1982). For this
reason, it demands a degree of socially embedded
reflexivity, but at the same time entails a risk of
ignoring social context altogether. This is not to
say, in a Durkheimian mode, that semiotic theory should
be determined by social structure or cultural idiom,
any more than its linguistic embodiment condemns it to
a Whorfian predictability; but its dependence on social
and linguistic mediation--two forms of the semiosis for
which it demands recognition in all other discourse-becomes obscure as its formulations tend toward ever
greater abstraction. The symbolic character of the
abstract itself becomes literalized--a 'dead metaphor 1 ,
so to speak.
Indeed, the disembodiment of semiotic argument--its
reduction to a series of abstract propositions--not
only feeds the derision of positivists (who do that
sort of thing rather better--it is, after all, their
own idiom), but also undermines the semiotic posture
itself. By implicitly accepting into theoretical
practice a mind-body split that it would never admit to
its epistemological precepts, formal semiotics--which
generates objectified constructs like the significantly
labelled 'ethnosemiotic object' of the Greimasian
tradition--easily turns back in upon itself, relapsing
into Cartesian decontextualization--the very antithesis, that is, of a socially grounded semiotic practice,
or of the pragmatic anthropology that makes method
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itself the object of an unceasing scrutiny- Once the
mind has become an agent independent of the body, 'we'
become discrete and dispassionate observers of 'them1
and the entailment of the observer in the construction
of the datum--a feature of semiotic thought so essential that it encompasses such diverse writers as Sebeok
(1979:84-106) and Barthes (1957)--gives way to a reification of difference that rejects any acknowledgment of
semiotic contingency. This becomes particularly
noticeable in anthropology, a strongly semiotic discipline in at least some of its realizations: in its
ethnographic practice, the largely implicit assumption
of a them/us split reproduces the mind/body duality as
well as a tropological/literal division.
The problem of literalism. Taking my cue from a
generalized reading of Giambattista Vico's New Science,
I suggest that a determined resistance to literalism is
what characterizes and defines semiotic practice.
Literalism (Crick 1976; Skorupski 1976:12) may be
defined as the intellectual practice that demarcates
ontologically between the symbolic and the actual, or
between the tropological and the literal. It is a
rejection, in other words, of the tropological character of literality itself. The resistance that a
semiotic perspective brings to this form of taxonomic
determinism may take forms such as that of challenging
the rigidity with which sociocultural boundaries are
propounded by state bureaucracies and anthropological
theories alike (see Drummond 1980, 1981). Metaphoricity thus becomes a function of use, a product of the
interaction between actor and audience. Vico's attack
on Cartesian dualism, for example, constitutes a
rejection of the literalization of the boundary between
mind and body, as does the much more recent thrust of
Ryle's The Concept of Mind.
From this viewpoint, the attempt to locate intelligence and agency in the (highly metaphorical) construct
we call the brain constitutes a form of ethnocentrism,
since it assumes and objectifies the primacy of a
metaphor not accepted with equal enthusiasm in all
cultures. The largely European-derived theoretical
capital of semiotics endorses this stance through its
tendency to divorce theory from practice; theorists,
representing themselves as 'originary1 minds, separate
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themselves from those they observe as passive objects.
Here, one is struck by curious echoes of both European
nationalism and colonial anthropology, in both of which
the subject Other is represented as a deformed or
deficient--but in any case always passive--antithesis
of the intellectually active Self.
Some modern attempts to explain semiosis in exclusively neurophysiological terms thus appear to reproduce a much older and equally oxymoronic argument, that
of the guiding elite Mind (a concept notably favored by
the nineteenth century Italian nationalist and cultural
theorist, Vincenzo Cuoco). This Mind directs the
destinies of a nation of which it is part but to the
masses of which it is nonetheless superior. As a
trope, it is further realized as the lofty anthropological condescension that we call 'participant observation1 (see also Fabian 1983), and as the positivistic
versions of semiotics that seek to identify observed
brain states with mental activity itself. In short, I
am concerned with the degree to which semiotic analysis, conceived as a critical challenge to tropologies
that deny their own rhetoricity (see also Valesio
1980), must exemplarily challenge its own proclivity
for self-reification if it is to be a really effective
tool of reflexivity in other domains of study.
In short, I take this opportunity to signal the
danger of 'semioticism'--of the temptation to reify and
externalize what is most valuable in semiotic thought
(as it has already proved to be in many disciplinary
fields) precisely because it resists reification. I
would add that the possibility of making this distinction between a form of intellectual action and a
rhetoric that claims to 'embody' it by reducing it to
disembodied formality is itself a thoroughly semiotic
exercise, in the resistive sense in which I use the
adjective 'semiotic1 here, and encourages the hope that
semiotic modes of argument have some pragmatic prospect
of escaping the circularity that positivism necessarily
entails. So optimistic an assessment shows definitional consistency: a semiotic perspective is what
permits us to make any distinction between a contingent
theory ('semiotics') and a rhetoric denying its own
contingency ('semioticism') in the first place.
Restoration of the social to semiotic analysis
follows logically from the rejection of positivism.
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The Cartesian privileging of observation not only
constitutes a particularly insidious variant of the
'Clever Hans' phenomenon (on which, see especially
Sebeok 1979:74-75), but in effect reproduces the same
fallacy at more than one level: it divorces observation from the bodily nexus that enables it, without
being able to escape the consequences of the necessary
status of the individual body as a trope of social
entities of all perceived, experienced, or felt degrees
of inclusiveness (see Jackson 1983a:142-43, 1983b).
Because it thereby severs the sense of tension
('like/unlike') between the different magnitudes of
social identity, as well as between the observer and
the observed, it obscures the rich theoretical capital
offered by the latter (as in ethnography). In consequence, it rejects the shared conceptualization of the
social world that pragmatically makes the observation
of collective action possible. It literalizes the
we/they distinction, treating any indigenous understanding of this relativity as an ideal that fails to
represent 'reality1. As Galaty (1981) has pointed out,
the Cartesian separation of mind from body resurfaces
in anthropology--the study of the social and the
cultural--as a repression of the concept of personal
agency and as a literalization of that separation of
'them' from 'us' in those hierarchically organized
registers that we know (though hitherto mostly in
societies generally acknowledged to be 'exotic') as
political 'segmentation' (cf. Evans-Pritchard 1940; and
cf. Karp 1986; note that this is a more specialized
usage than the linguistic sense of the same term).
Semiotic historicism and tropology. Any attempt to
escape the rigidly benign influence of genealogical
'precursors' must be at least potentially resistive in
the sense in which I use that term here (cf. Foucault's
'transgression'). In a recent critique of semiotic
historiography, then, Bouissac (1983) should certainly
command our attention, especially in his caustic dismissal of current ancestor worship within the community
of semiotic discourse. This admirable opening, however, soon appears to serve very different ends.
Specifically, his dismissal of the more honest attempts
at semiotic historiography threatens to subvert the
very progress at which he aims. Moreover, in a pro-
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gressivist argument disturbingly reminiscent of neoTylorian survivalism in anthropology, he represents the
older schools as figurative precursors of a more
'objective1 (because scientific) phase. By thus insisting on a demarcation between objective and figurative
semiotics, Bouissac not only undermines the self-critical stance that distinguishes modern science from
mere scientism, but assumes that he is (or we are)
sufficiently independent of our culture to determine
that the old paradigms 'have no more operational value
than the ancient views of the cosmos or the myths of
the origin of fire among oral cultures' (1983:4). The
distinction between science and myth, familiar from the
linear evolutionism of Victorian anthropology, also
appears in Auguste Comte's positivist catechism. It is
a clear yoking of 'them/us1 with 'tropological/literal'. But it is certainly a strange component for a
critical discourse that also, though selectively, makes
use of Thomas Kuhn's historiography of science.
Comte's secular religion, however, unabashedly linked
as it was to a panhuman identity, collapsed the Cartesian distinction between soul and body into a unified
human being, the individual as microcosm of the human
race: theory-as-religion thus came to express a
totalizing identity (see Comte 1966[1852J:61). Comte
triumphantly proclaimed the religious character of
positivism, in that for him the ultimate synthesis of
science would necessarily have embodied the ultimate
unification of humanity, and rested his case upon an
almost Vichian derivation of religio from the Latin
term for (social) 'binding together' (1966[1852]:
59-60). Bouissac's position, however, more closely
approximates that of 'scientific creationism1, an
extreme of scientism that backgrounds and even actively
denies both its fundamentally religious character and
the social genesis of its central tenets (Williams
1983:100-101).
This observation calls for a more general theoretical
comment. Positivism must always be ironically recaptured, as Comte's choice of the catechistic mode
emphasizes, by the very quality of myth from which it
tries to escape, for it rests on a symptomatic desire
for independent and superior identity. Like myths of
origin and anthropologies of ethnicity (Drummond 1981),
it converts historical movement ('evolution') into
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static hierarchy ('science, culture 1 ). When it specifically insists on making the brain logically prior to
society and therefore able to rise above mere mythology, it betrays its goal: the ultimate triumph of the
cerebral, the conceptual separation of true scientists
from that mass of ordinary human beings to which the
scientists still nevertheless belong. The logic is
disturbingly familiar: once again, recall nineteenth
century European nationalist ethnology directed by
intellectuals who intended--as participants in the
'national culture1--to restore to the peasantry a true
appreciation of its own culture; Malinowski's selfsatisfied participant observer, now a part of the
largely unreflexive vocabulary of anthropological
empiricism; or Levi-Strauss's magisterial structuralist
deciphering the unconscious forms of a shared humanity.
All disciplines that privilege observation over
discourse entail the same oxymoronic contradiction. As
Levi-Strauss's observations of myth should have made us
aware, contradictions do not simply go away: like
ancient Israelites or Amazonian Indians trying to
explain the origin of humankind through the Genesis
account (see Dundes 1971), we are entailed in what we
seek to objectify. Contradictions reappear as myth, no
less authoritarian merely because they are not obviously 'political1. The irony is especially instructive in
that semiotics, like anthropology, has so far failed to
escape the divisions of academic nationalism. Not only
do charges of intellectual Gallicism and Anglo-Saxon
empiricism recall the best (or worst) tradition of
nationalistic characterology, but genealogy can
conflate epistemology with nationalism in alarming
ways--as in the admittedly extreme case of the first
annual conference of the Semiotic Society of America,
the program cover of which announced three salient
dates: 1776: Birth of the Nation with the American
Revolution; 1876: Birth of Semiotics as a Science in
Peirce's Cosmopolitan Period; 1976: Birth of the
Semiotic Society of America. So began the naturalization of a national semiotics, part of the refraction of
this ecumenical venture (cf. Sebeok 1979:63) through
the experienced social divisions that we call national
traditions.
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The abominations of semioticus: A disease of metalanguage. This makes a straightforward reliance on
objectivity in scientific practice extremely difficult
to maintain--not because science is not objective, but
because the implied distinction between subjective and
objective understanding itself fails to meet empirical
standards of verifiability. It is, as we can easily
see from a brief sampling of any piece of discourse
symptomatic of the general approach, impenetrably
rhetorical. Thus, for example, while Bouissac frankly
recognizes that in general historiographical interests
reflect academic identities, he argues that for the
present 'only advances in the brain sciences can
provide semioticians with a firm foundation for the
concepts of sign systems and semiosis1 (1983:9; my
emphasis). In so doing, he proclaims a positivistic
myth, one of rather recent origin, to justify the
proposed dethroning of older lineages. Here, then, is
the irony of a positivism that calls itself semiotic:
it, too, needs its myths and metaphors, and, following
a long tradition of more openly political discourse, it
dismisses its precursors as so much elegant propaganda.
Because it converts the abstruse language of semiotics
into a much more widely accepted rhetoric, moreover,
this kind of semiotic positivism has a folksily
anti-intellectualist appeal that threatens semiotic
consciousness from within as effectively, and through
much the same kind of discursive expropriation, as (for
example) Cuoco's fashionable authoritarianism subverted
the more subtle relativities of Vico.
Ironic as all historical ricorsi must be, this one
warns that what happened to Vico's thinking in the writings of nineteenth century Italian Risorgimentisti-the transformation of an early cultural relativism into
a peculiarly totalitarian form of statism--may easily
be replicated when semiotic insights turn into selfvalidating, ethnocentric, global literalism. It would
be exemplified if, for example, semioticians were now
to water down Sebeok's (1986) suggestive interpretation
of language as a modelling system to a mere epiphenomenon of neurophysiological processes, thereby replicating the Romantic nationalists' natural history of
national character in the form of a reductive human
nature, and so ignoring the very models that our
analytical descriptions themselves provide--(mental)
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models of (mental) models, as it were. The study of
the brain is not irrelevant to semiotics; but its
application must be made subject to the same constraints as it imposes on anything else, or there would
be no point in applying it in the first place.
Most suggestive of all, the sharp distinction between
'objective' and 'figurative' semiotics--the distinction
between the literal and the tropic that definitively
ranges literalism against semiotic approaches—clearly
reproduces the fallacy (as well as the cultural
attitudes) enshrined in the discrimination between
theory and ethnography. Like a latter-day Max Muller,
though without the latter's tolerance for the symbolic,
Bouissac argues in effect that the 'myths' of old-fashioned semiotics are a disease of scientific language, a
retrogression rather than a groping for new knowledge.
For him, it seems, the disclosive properties of tropes
(see Crick 1976:135) are only an object of study--that
is, an ethnographic (ethnosemiotic?) object--and not a
necessary characteristic of the process of study
itself. In making this distinction, he effectively
reproduces the theory-ethnography fallacy. In consequence, we lose any sense of the rich metaphoricity of
terms like 'cryogenic depression' and 'intracranial
recordings,1 or of claims that genuine science produces
'irreversible consequences that serve... the long-term
survival' of humanity (1983:7-9). One must applaud
Bouissac's desire to avoid taking sides 'in the
philosophical debate opposing dualists and monists or
idealists and materialists' (1983:7-9). But the claim
that he has succeeded in doing so smacks of the
politician who presents a 'bipartisan' or 'nonpolitical' policy, and recalls from their inner, cerebral
space the 'real lemons' and 'literal gremlins' of the
techno-mythology of our age.
It is essentially the rhetorical strategy that
confuses science with scientism--in other words, with a
discourse that professes to be neutral simply on the
basis of a self-authorizing claim that it is. 'What is
necessary here, in order not to fall into the trap of
the strategy of innocence, is to realize how pervasive
the rhetorical structure in this anti-rhetorical
statement is 1 (Valesio 1980:42; cf. also Barthes 1957;
Goldschlager 1982). These words, written as a critique
of some remarks of the fifteenth century Florentine
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religious polemicist Savonarola, remind us that to
attack metaphor is a rhetorical strategy of the kind
that has become widely known as 'scientism': it suggests that there exists a more 'literally literal1 and
therefore 'scientific' or 'objective' language, and so
by an implicit contrast denies its own metaphoricity.
In a passage that comes far closer to the well-worn
tropes of anthropological discourse than his claims of
a new frontier would suggest, Bouissac seeks the
'actual processes upon which semiosis rests'--a double
trope that iconically reproduces his conviction that
'advances in the brain sciences can provide semioticians with a firm foundation' for their concepts
(1983:9; my emphases). Here again, the discourse is as
figurative as what it condemns. The metaphors appeal
because they are familiar—specifically, from the
imagery of popular science. Because they are so
familiar, rather than because they innovate, they fade
into the background in which all supposedly self-evident truths lurk (cf. Douglas 1975:7, 312). They
presuppose the key tenets of semantic positivism
according to which truth is exact, measurable, and
accessible through language--all positions that cannot
be verified independently of each other (see Wheelwright 1962:40-44) and that therefore expose the
internal inconsistency of the positivist argument.
That these metaphors deny their own rhetoricity and
symbolic character, then, depends entirely on a
self-authorizing ideology within the conventions of a
particular cultural tradition.
Semiotics and the rhetoric of intellectual legitimacy. The rigid demarcation between the literal and the
tropic thus emerges as a feature of Western, scientific
discourse. Just as the Abominations of Leviticus have
been shown (Douglas 1966) to represent a cultural and
social response to that problem, so scientistic insistence on essentially this formula-literal:tropic::we::they::science:folk culture-reproduces a current social structure, violations of
which prove extremely discomfiting to those who would
like to maintain the superiority of Western technological culture. For this reason, scientism excludes from
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the critical analysis of its own scientific practice
all consideration of theories and concepts of meaning
indigenous to non-Western cultures. Here, the affirmation of literality is an 'officializing strategy1
(Bourdieu 1977:40), a rhetorical ploy operating on the
basis of those similar ploys which, when identified as
emic, appear instead 'merely1 as 'folk' models (e.g.
Peters 1967).
We cannot stand outside rhetorical forms for the
simple reason that our discourse is wholly and historically embedded in them. Bouissac mocks the 'Manichean'
quality of the Saussurean signifier-signified 'dispute
of primogeniture' (1983:5). But, as with Savonarola,
rhetoric is something one attributes to others, a
device—like myth--for constituting otherness; this is
the essence of the literalist position in science and
religion alike. Any discrimination made between the
metaphorical and the literal will serve to illustrate
the irony inherent in itself, in that it is but a
specialized instance of the signifier-signified
distinction against which literalists rhetorically
deploy it. Who is now the metaphor-maker?
Bouissac correctly observes that the Saussurean
tradition lends itself to rather pointless arguments
about whether the signified or the signifier should be
accorded logical primacy. Since one cannot exist
without the other, the pair being locked in a binary
opposition of exclusive and exhaustive complementarity,
together they constitute an element in the symbolic
discourse of the modern search for meaning; and
attempts to hierarchize them are logically indefensible. But it is quite another matter to claim that
scientific language is ever free of metaphor and
symbol—the self-deception, or Clever Hans phenomenon,
often dubbed 'objectivism' (see Black 1962; Bourdieu
1977; Fabian 1983; Lakoff and Johnson 1980; Wheelwright
1962). The tendency to metaphorize is ever present in
scientistic discourse, and its denial is merely an
affirmation of rhetorical strategy. A crucial example
is provided by the notion that semiotic phenomena will
somehow be 'explained' by the results of neurological
research. It is, of course, perfectly reasonable to
suspect a connection between brain states and thought;
yet, as Deely (1982:141) has pointed out, the familiar
oxymoronic structure of scientistic rhetoric persists
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in attempts to gloss identity (brain state = thought)
with correlation, since these are an 'amusingly
antonomic1 pair. And metaphor, as we have seen, is a
conjunction of mutually incompatible conditions;
getting inside the brain intimates that we have
remained somewhere outside it, as observers. Any
attempt to equate neurophysiology with thought is
necessarily and irretrievably metaphorical in itself.
If a point-blank refusal to consider the possible
relevance of neurophysiology constitutes 'intellectual
laziness1 (Bouissac 1983:9), a justifiable charge were
there only some identifiable scholars at whom it could
be levelled, one cannot easily escape the corollary
that uncritical literalism entails a comparable sin:
it entails an equally unproductive refusal to consider
either the cultural conditionality of one's own discourse or its rhetorical construction. Bouissac has
identified a genuine difficulty in formal structuralism
(Deely 1982:196 nevertheless gives a more effective
critique), but has succumbed to the same tendency to
reify binary oppositions in turn.
Literalism and the taxonomic imperative: Reflexivity
as exogamy. Scientism is a particular form of literalism: an insistence on the absolute demarcation between
the literal and the tropic as this has pertained to the
language of science. It is a denial of the importance
of movement in the creation of new knowledge--a curious
discrepancy in writings that favor historicist metaphors of epistemology such as 'frontiers' and
'irreversibility1. It also corroborates the evidence
already adduced that any attack on 'figurative semiotics' cannot depend less on rhetoric than what it seeks
to destroy.
One of the most consistently semiotic treatments of
metaphor, yet relatively little cited in canonical
semiotic writings, is that advanced by Fernandez
(1974). Fernandez defines metaphor as a 'sign predicated upon an inchoate [pronominal] subject,' and
argues that the 'movement' of metaphor, which Wheelwright (1962) also discusses, occurs through socially
recognized space; this is what creates a consciousness
of new meanings. The genius of this insight is that it
're-moves' knowledge from its conventional embodiment
in classification, and relocates it in the activity of
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threatening or subverting ('transgressing') classification. It also necessarily treats that activity as
social, in that it reunites knowledge with the matrix
of experience.
Scientism denies these insights; it suppresses its
own linguistic history. Its insistence on literality
reproduces the larger pattern whereby--again in a
social process—language 'is always drawing in figurative constructs from speech and gradually assimilating
them to its conventional format, and always losing the
conventional and communicable viability of elements as
they undergo gradual particularization' (Wagner
1975:112-13). In other words, the more particular or
'stenosemantic' (Wheelwright 1962:36) language becomes,
the more it obeys socially determined conventions; it
is 'naturalized'--a suggestively political term. While
the origins of the term 'culture' have all but vanished
from modern English (Wagner 1975:21,110), they reappear
in the curious metamorphosis of nature into culture
that we call 'fieldwork'; presumably, the implied act
of cultivation represents an important step on the road
from data collection through processing and on to the
truly cultivated abstractions of 'theory1.
But to recover the metaphoricity of knowledge means,
if we pursue the logic suggested by Fernandez's (1974)
treatment of metaphors, the recovery of its social
context also. If the taxonomies of scholarly discourse
are tropes of some kind, may we treat their various
prohibitions in the manner of Douglas (1966), as the
abominations of semioticus, categorical violations of a
socially validated taxonomy of the intellect like those
robotic cassowaries that cannot pass muster as 'real'
birds (cf. Bulmer 1967)? The latter are a strikingly
apt metaphor for the 'impure' and 'unnatural' genres
that the nationalistic folklore taxonomies excluded as
'corruptions' of an aboriginal Urtext. In its most
recent incarnation, this rhetoric has excluded the
metaphorical from the domain of true science; and, just
as Folklorismus reified the content and structure of
each cultural heritage it touched, scientism denies the
social and cultural constitution of its concerns.
This is why scientism abhors reflexivity. Incestuous
analyses promise no new categorical boundaries between
ourselves and exotic others. On the contrary, they
threaten to undermine those that are left, by showing
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our own discourse to be as tropic as anything that came
out of the tropics. These are the true abominations of
semioticus. Tropes and marriage rules are alike in
that both conjoin different categorical partners in a
provisional sameness, an identity. Ethnological
taxonomies constitute a symbolic system through which
the conceptual relationship with others, whether local
peasants or exotic savages, is regulated. Thus, an
analysis that decocts these taxonomies is incestuous in
the sense that it treats our science as though it were
their myth--a laudably reflexive goal, but one that
inevitably provokes the ire or disdain of positivism.
In that it seems to subvert the very essence of
occidental humanism, too, it bears a striking resemblance to the 'inhuman1--i.e. outsiderlike--self-absorption of incest (on which, cf. Wagner 1975:120).
Any claim to the effect that semiotics is capable of a
nonfigurative existence, must consequently place
semiotics outside the domain of science, subjecting it
to what Lakoff and Johnson have dubbed the 'myth of
objectivism1 (1980:186-88; my emphasis), and reducing
it from knowledge to antiseptic abstraction--to a
scholarly domain, that is, whose own discourse must
always either 'marry out1 or 'pollute within 1 .
A semiotic study must ultimately be a resistive
stance, a rejection of reification; and that is why
semiotics cannot afford to evade the ironic stance of
viewing 'itself as a prime target for critical
scrutiny- Because it is concerned with difference-or, rather, with the constitution of difference--its
own well-observed tendency to absorb other disciplines
('semiotics and... 1 ), topics ('the semiotics of...'),
and cultures ('indigenous semiotic systems' represents
a compromise with social experience. Any semiotic
discourse that excludes the full awareness of its
social self-constitution is thus a deceit, and as such
a thoroughly appropriate candidate for semiotic analysis. A sign, says Eco (1976:6-8), is anything that can
be used to tell a lie--anything, in other words, that
violates the system of culturally consistent categories
that we call truth (cf. Ryle's treatment of mind-body
dualism as a 'category mistake' (1949: 16-24)). The
test of those of us who gather under the semiotic
banner is whether we continue to cleanse ourselves of
an imperfection that will never permanently go away. A
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semiotic approach to any problem must necessarily be
one that recognizes its own rhetorical contingency.
For this reason, semioticism is at least as much of a
self-contradiction as scientism; science, after all,
does not usually make rhetoric an object of its proper
inquiry. Virtually by definition, a semiotic approach
must do just that. In so doing, it sets an example.
In the history of most disciplines, reification is a
frequent visitor. If it were also to gain a firm
foothold in a generalized body of semiotic theory, it
would undermine the reflexive posture everywhere,
turning ecumenicalism into intellectual totalitarianism, and defeating from within the most distinctive
critical power that semiotic analysis has to offer.
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SIGNS AND SIGNATURES IN AFRICAN LITERATURE
Aliko Songolo
University of California, Irvine
1. The teacher of African literature is often faced
with the task of defining his subject at the outset-that is, more accurately, of defining what is African
about it. In no other literature class is one expected
to explicate the word literature, for while it has
proven extremely difficult to define accurately and
definitively, its meaning is often subsumed in the
language qualifier which accompanies it. When we speak
of Chinese literature, we mean literature written in
the Chinese language, and the same obtains in the case
of most of the other literatures. The language
qualifier is so closely bound to the noun that the
latter seems to occupy a secondary position. Consequently, universities have Departments of French,
English, Italian, etc. without the word literature even
when their curricula stress literary studies. Departments of Literature are comparatively fewer and are
located in smaller institutions, where they tend to be
so overwhelmed by English literature or literatures in
English translation that it would be redundant to
include the qualifier English in the name of the
department.
African literature enjoys no such privilege in the
university curriculum. Hence the necessity to define
itself as a subject, although this necessity is not
always motivated only by methodological reasons. Given
that we have come to associate literature with a
language or nationality, the terms 'African literature1
must be considered confusing, since no language or
nation calls itself African. In addition, for the
student--or for that matter the colleague--who is
vaguely aware of the existence of Africa, the term
literature elicits further complications, for in its
traditional sense, which is still prevalent, the word
is exclusively associated with writing. Two questions
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may come to the student's mind: first, 'Do they have
literature, too?' (in other words, 'do they write?')
and second, 'In what tribal tongue?'
These questions, innocent though they may appear, and
epistemologically important though they may be, point
nevertheless to the precarious space which the subject
of African literature occupies as a subject of study in
the university curriculum. They are predicated by
larger issues of ideology which determine what is of
value and what is not in cultural manifestations. Such
questions undoubtedly can be, and often are, translated
into such others as 'Is a course in African literature
worth one's investment in time and effort, and departmental funds?' The answers to these questions, even
when they are only implicit, result in low enrollments
in courses, nonhiring or nonretention of Africanist
faculty, exclusion of the subject from the curriculum,
and where it is grudgingly accepted, its marginalization. But even universities which have accepted it as
a worthwhile subject are seldom certain where it should
be taught: in addition to the Departments of English,
French, and Comparative Literature, African literature
finds itself in such Departments as Political Science,
Anthropology, or even Linguistics.
But this marginalization of African literature occurs
not only in American universities. When the Nigerian
writer Wole Soyinka was invited as a Visiting Professor
to Cambridge in 1973, he 'was neatly shunted away from
the Faculty of English and appointed instead to the
Faculty of Social Anthropology!1 (Gates 1984:5). In
French general bookstores, if one finds African
literature at all, it is more often on the same shelves
with Levi-Strauss and Levy-Bruhl than with Flaubert or
Robbe-Grillet. Similar problems have existed in Africa,
where one ought to assume that African literature has a
legitimate claim to the mainstream of literary studies
in the university.
At the University of Yaounde in Cameroon, where there
is a well-established Department of African Literature
boasting an ambitious program of study, students cannot
pursue their first degree in this subject: they can
only take it as an elective. Their basic literary
training must take place in the English or French
Departments, which wield considerable power in the only
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country in Africa which retained both of these languages as official languages.
Yet, no one in Cameroon seems to deny the importance
of African literature. The Department is authorized to
give degrees higher than the B.A. Many of the lecturers in French and English Departments specialize in
African literature. Still, there is an underlying
mistrust and ambiguity in official attitudes toward the
subject. A former Minister of Education is said to
have expressed his reluctance to create a Department of
African Literature for fear it might teach 'folklore'
to the children.
At the University of Nairobi in Kenya, the traditionally dominant position of the English Department was
first challenged in 1968, when the need arose to
incorporate African languages and literature in the
curriculum. Although the debate resulted in the
replacement of the English Department by two other
departments, one of literature and one of languages,
the outcome could not be predicted. Arguing in favor
of retaining the English Department, its Acting Head
wrote:
The English Department has had a long history at this
college and has built up a strong syllabus which by
its study of the historic continuity of a single
culture throughout the period of emergence of the
modern west, makes it an important companion to
History and to Philosophy and Religious studies
(Ngugi 1972:145-46; emphasis in text).
Although he concedes that the Department would be
'bound to become less "British", more open to other
writing in English ...', he does not seem to question
the centrality of British literature in the curriculum
of the college in an independent Kenya. In his view,
if other literatures are to be included, it will be
primarily for 'comparative purposes' (ibid.).
In their counterargument, the three opponents of this
position, led by the writer Ngugi wa Thiong'o, focused
precisely on the problem of the centrality of British
literature and the marginalization of African, or
Kenyan literature. Why, they ask, 'if there is need
for a "study of the historic continuity of a single
culture" can't this be African? Why can't African
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literature be at the center so that we can view other
cultures in relationship to it?1 (ibid.)
Perhaps the marginality of African literature is
partly due to the critics1 and historians1 failure to
discover where this 'historic continuity of a single
culture1 lies. African history of the last several
centuries seems replete with ruptures rather than
continuities. Contemporary African literature, born of
these ruptures, seems only to exhibit discontinuity.
As we have seen, one cannot rely on language to
discover continuity, for the languages of contemporary
African literature are foreign, with a few exceptions.
The concept of literature itself, charged as it is with
ideological implications, complicates the issue
further: what links can there be between the oral
verbal arts of the past and the written art of the
present? What then is the significance and the
signification of the term African in African literature? By what signs does African literature identify
itself as African?
As a term, it has multiple connotations. Strictly
speaking, of course, it refers to a geographical
notion, which sheds but a diffuse and uncertain light
on the subject at hand. The question of which of
various types of literature coexisting in that geographical entity should be accepted as African is an
ideological one. North African literature, South
African, and East African literatures produced by their
so-called settler or minority communities, are frequently excluded, sometimes for valid historical and
political reasons or for sound methodological reasons.
Some critics have also drawn firm lines between oral
literature and written literature, depending on their
definition of literature; others have concentrated on
literature written in European languages at the expense
of literature written in African languages, or vice
versa. In recent years, there has been a tendency to
study the emergence of what may be called national
literatures, usually in European languages.
From a methodological point of view, all these
efforts at defining African literature, when they are
aimed at discovering an adequate approach to its study,
are quite useful. But as they usually do not produce
worthwhile results, there is good reason to suspect
that much of this activity is prompted by pressures
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from within and from without the field. External
forces pressure the African critic, both abroad and at
home, to have to prove constantly that there is such a
thing as African literature and that it is a worthy
subject of study. Internal reasons force him to adopt
a schizophrenic view of this multifaceted and multivoiced subject. It is obvious, then, why most attempts
to define it have been hamstrung by the discontinuities
within the field, but it is equally obvious that these
attempts have not been motivated only by methodological
or theoretical intentions: ideological reasons have
also played an important part in the search for definitions which might legitimize the subject.
African literature exists, though it is not a monolithic entity. It is a singular hybrid of complex and
even contradictory tributaries which are inextricably
linked. Attempts to define it with absolute 'scientific' precision can only be reductionary and, at any
rate, they have led to an impasse. I subscribe to
Abiola Irele's view that in seeking such a definition
we may be 'dealing... with a false problem which, if
pursued with relentlessness, may have the result of
diverting from the more practical problem of investigating the material we have at hand1 (irele 1981:11). At
least as far as black African literature is concerned,
I propose to set the question of definition aside for
the time being, and to examine the material at hand in
its historical complexity in an attempt to discover
some of the signs which may be said to constitute the
'signature' of African literature, regardless of its
mode of expression (oral or written), its language
(African or European), or even perhaps its geographic
location.
2. The history of contemporary African literature
is, of course, closely related to the history of
colonization and decolonization. Colonial history
assumed the absence of any previous history and
therefore of any worthwhile cultural manifestations.
For a time, historians of African literature seemed to
accept that assumption in that they established a clear
demarcation line between oral literature and written
literature, especially that written in European
languages.
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Historically, African literature can be considered to
have developed in four phases. However, these phases
have not been successive in the sense of a temporal
progression from one to the other: in this century at
least, these phases have been simultaneous. The first
phase, that of tradition recited, danced, or sung--in
short, performed--in African languages, still occupies
the most important position, although this position is
not always fully recognized. With the coming of writing, the traditional material has had to give way, in
part, to its own adaptation and translation into alien
languages. This second phase signals a fundamental
change in that while remaining dependent upon the
tradition, the new literary form thus obtained no
longer adheres to the laws of that tradition but
rather, is subject to others: those which apply to
writing, and is subject to an altered relationship
between the artist and his audience. These new laws
distinguish the second phase from the first.
The third phase, which includes the majority of
current writers, involves the elaboration of the literary material directly in the languages imposed by the
colonial power, primarily English, French, Portuguese.
The fourth phase includes a fairly limited number of
writers who express themselves either exclusively in an
African language or alternately in an African and a
European language (Cailler 1976:34-36,42-47).
The merits of this classification as such may be
subject to debate, and I have raised some questions
about it elsewhere (Songolo 1978:141). But it has the
important advantage of viewing African literature
neither as monolithic nor as completely heterogeneous.
It suggests some moments of rupture and change while at
the same time it points to some areas of continuity and
permanence over and above the question of language. In
addition, it appears to afford us both a synchronic and
a diachronic view of African literature. It allows us
to examine the relationships which may obtain among all
these types of African literature at the present point
in history, and it also provides for a deep view of any
one or several of them during their successive
transformations.
A study of epic literature in Africa can provide a
good illustration of this view. For the purpose of
this paper, I have selected the epic of Sundiata as a
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heuristic model, not only because it is perhaps the
best known as an epic, but also because it has inspired
other literary works. Although the question of the
relationship which the contemporary writer maintains
with oral tradition is being posed with growing
frequency and intensity, much is yet to be done in
order to provide satisfactory answers. While the ties
that bind the allegedly original work of art to its
translations, adaptations, imitations or satires are
undoubtedly inextricable, a careful study of some of
the contemporary works produced within the Mandinka
cultural area would support the view that the epic of
Sundiata is an important cultural text which spreads
across at least three of the four phases delineated
above. It has had and continues to have a significant
impact in the literary tradition of its cultural area.
Irene Portis Winner (1979:108) has defined a cultural
text as:
... a communicative entity governed by a code or
cultural rules, conventions, norms or constraints
that pertain at specific levels, and the text is
fundamentally structured by underlying values, world
views and their spatial correlates. In such a
context a text is generated but such a text may
deviate from, and even violate, rules to some
extent.
I do not need to elaborate on how the Sundiata is
crucial to the Mandinka world view and their aesthetic
appreciation. Okpewho has amply demonstrated how the
epic tradition permeates the system of values of any
society that possesses one. What needs to be elaborated here is the fact that in considering the different
transformations of the epic, I am not only jumping from
the traditional oral text to its transcriptions, but
also to its translations from an African language to a
European language.
According to Winner, 'a culture is a supra-language'
because it may be 'understood as a process and a
mechanism characterized by the struggle for information
which is received, accumulated, preserved and coded,
decoded and translated from one system into another, as
well as exchanged' (Winner 1979:106-7). From this
perspective, the problems of both transcription and
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translation of the epic are subsumed within the system
of the supralanguage. Thus, the supralanguage that is
culture transcends the problems which are posed by the
passage of the epic from the Mandinka to the French
language.
This is not to devalue the importance of language in
any way, for it is indeed impossible to separate
language from its cultural context; but merely to point
out that the cultural supralanguage has the capability
of operating in several languages, as it undoubtedly
does in the Mandinka area. But being able to operate
in several languages does not mean that the information
thus transmitted remains precisely the same. The
peculiarities of the alien language may alter not only
the message but also the modes of communication. At
the same time, however, the original text 'protects
itself from overwhelming interference which would
destroy its structure by various conservative mechanisms' (Winner 1979:124).
I have called the process by which a cultural text
such as the Sundiata is transformed 'the principle of
ouvertures' (Songolo 1978). I postulate that in fact
these ouvertures are part and parcel of any cultural
text from the origin, although the determination of
such a point of origin is always problematical. The
term ouvertures implies some violence directed against
any constraining structure, and it characterizes the
breach made in this structure to permit a new beginning, an opening out toward the alterity of the
original cultural text. The many versions of the epic
narrative of Sundiata represent an opening out in many
directions according to the specific sociocultural
needs of each Mandinka group. At the same time,
however, each version manages to link up sufficiently
with the original to be recognizable in the larger
context. Each new version of the Sundiata thus
represents at once the story of Sundiata as it is
recollected in the consciousness of all Mandinka
groups, and the specific story of a particular group.
At first, such departures from the original text may
seem insignificant, but as they progressively make
their way to the core of the new narrative, they push
other elements to the periphery both structurally and
semantically. Each such ouverture, elaborated in the
course of a performance, marks the beginning of a new
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creation corresponding to the term 'fiction1 in its
etymological sense of molding, feigning, falsifying.
This new creation assures the vitality of the original
work and keeps it from becoming a museum piece. At the
same time, it is a fiction in that the society of its
origin may not even notice the changes which have taken
place over a period of time, for the new elements are
introduced by dialectic movements so imperceptible that
within the society, each successive generation may well
think of its own version as faithfully repeating 'the
tradition1.
This type of transformation is determined by factors
internal to the society. But ouvertures can also be
determined by external factors, which may include war,
occupation by an alien force or simply a more or less
prolonged contact with an alien cultural text. Transformations of the cultural text which occur in this
manner are more likely to be noticed by the society
concerned, because the breach or rupture of the
structure may be of a traumatic nature.
The conquest of the African continent by Europe
constitutes such an outside factor in the transformation of cultural texts. The imposition of European
languages and writing have radically altered some
cultural texts, while others were able to absorb new
languages within their supralanguage. But while
maintaining the fundamental system of signs which
constitute their essence, the cultural texts have had
to pay a heavy price at the level of the relationship
between the artist and the audience.
It has been commonly thought that precolonial African
societies knew a privileged moment when the artist felt
no alienation with respect to his society. There are
those who go so far as to affirm the existence of this
privileged moment which apparently remained outside of
the direct effects of European colonization. Thomas
Melone argues, for example (1970:4), that 'the people
of traditional Africa always exercised a strict control
and a fertile influence on artistic and literary
production.' According to this view, all artistic
initiative comes from the public, which is at once
creator, spectator, and critic. It would even seem
inappropriate, perhaps, to speak here of the artist in
the contemporary sense, because at most, he plays the
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role of mediator between his own generation and the
previous ones which have passed everything down to him.
The problem with Melone's view is that it presupposes
a point in time when the people began to exercise
control over literary production. Unfortunately, we
cannot trace back to this point of origin in order to
verify whether literary creation has always been
preliminarily submitted to the will of the collectivity- More recent research into oral traditions,
especially Okpewho's work on epic and myth, tends to
support just the opposite view, namely, that the
present conditions of literary creation (individual
creation taken from a literary corpus known by the
group and participation after the fact by the collectivity) have been present from the beginning. We can
conclude then that a cultural text such as the Sundiata
has been subject to ouvertures from its origins, just
as it is now.
For about a quarter of a century there has existed
alongside the seven-century-old oral epic of Sundiata a
number of second- and third-phase texts. Some identify
themselves openly with the original as its translations
or adaptations, while others, though clearly inspired
by it, attempt to deny any connections with it through
satire and through an alien form, that of the novel.
Among second-phase texts, Niane's translation/adaptation is perhaps the best known, but theatrical and
poetic adaptations of the epic have also been published, and some of them have been performed. Strictly
speaking, Niane presents himself as a mere translator.
But he violates the code of the epic by providing
footnotes which give precise dates of events, historical explanations, and references to the history of
other civilizations. The latest adaptation, Camara
(1976), is undoubtedly the most interesting in the way
in which it continues the tradition while at the same
time it subverts its codes and conventions. Although
Camara modestly states in the introduction that the
text he is presenting properly belongs to the griot
Babou Conde who told it to him, a cursory comparison of
this text and other novels by Camara reveals that the
real griot who is at work here is Camara the novelist.
Both of these efforts are examples of ouvertures•
Griots who have performed the Sundiata have engaged in
a similar kind of transformation from the beginning.
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The specific kind of ouverture involved here is one of
writing or more accurately, of rewriting the cultural
text--rewriting the history of the Mali empire for
Niane; rewriting the epic as literary text for Camara.
It is not merely a question of translating or adapting
correctly or incorrectly, but rather a question of the
desire--indeed, the need--to translate or adapt differently, each according to his own ideological, historical or aesthetic reasons, whether they are explicitly
admitted or not. Whatever these reasons may be, they
tend to 'decenter' the cultural text and push it toward
something that is increasingly other than itself.
I have ventured to suggest that third-phase texts
such as Les soleils des independances (Kourouma 1970)
and Le devoir de violence (Ouloguem 1968) are inspired
by the epic of Sundiata. While the former attempts to
make the French language bend to the linguistic code of
the Dioula language, the latter introduces Mandinka
cultural codes into the French language and the novel
form. For instance, there is more than a slight
resemblance between the narrative function of Le devoir
de violence's chess game between Saif and Bishop Henry,
on the one hand, and the game of Wori which pits
Sundiata against the 'invincible' Mansa Konkon, on the
other. In both cases, the game is the endgame: he who
wins it also wins the war.
The 31 pages comprising the first part of Le devoir
de violence claim to give the reader seven centuries of
the history of the Nakem-Ziuko empire, from its
beginnings in 1202 to the time of its conquest by the
Europeans around 1900. The parallel with the Mali
empire is obvious. The narrator who is reporting the
history bases his account on sources which he at first
claims to be the most historically reliable, namely,
oral tradition. At the moment when one least expects
it, however, he interrupts his narration in order to
cast doubt on the reliability of this tradition: 'At
this point tradition loses itself in legend, for there
are few written accounts and the versions of the elders
diverge from those of the griots, which differ in turn
from those of the chroniclers' (Ouologuem 1968:6).
Though he expresses a wish to replace oral tradition
with 'written accounts', he extends his satire a few
lines later to written documents. Having discredited
both oral tradition and written history, the narrative
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does not, paradoxically, reject either one outright; on
the contrary, it claims a privileged relationship with
both, but it also aspires to supplant them both and
establish itself as the sum total of all possible
knowledge regarding the Nakem empire. The role of the
narrator in Le devoir de violence does not differ
significantly from the role of the griot in the epic of
Sundiata. Each griot claims to be the sum total of all
possible knowledge about the Mali empire. This claim
tends to call into question the oft-expressed contention that in traditional oral culture, literary
authorship belongs solely to the collectivity. By
reserving to himself the right 'to teach what is to be
taught and to suppress what is to be kept secret1
(Niane 1961:153), the griot in fact organizes and signs
his work much as the contemporary writer does.
Conclusion. An examination of the transformations of
the epic narrative--whether they be its translation,
adaptation, imitation, or satire--reveals that they
maintain a potentially productive relationship with it
in terms of what can be learned about the process of
change--in time and space--of the signs which constitute the culture text. This approach need not limit
itself to epic literature, of course; it can be useful
in the study of the transformations of folktales,
rituals, myths, and other culture texts. Finally, it
also offers the possibility of exploring various
aspects of African cultures which have survived in the
New World. Though it does not aim to arrive at a
definition of African literature* it does afford a
holistic view of what is to be defined--if a definition
is still deemed to be a worthwhile goal.
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